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CHAPTER  ON  

ALGERIA : THE BACXGROUND 

Algeria Is a country which overs a total area of 
847,500 square miles, or about the dame area  as  Ontario, 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan combined, Like Canada, its pop-
ulated area is infinitely analler, extending for a depth of 
not more than 50 miles along a coast about  750 miles in length, 
Beyond,this is the desert, with a population of only 642,000 
out of a total population in 1936 of 7,234,684 -- a figure 
which has"considerably increased in the intervening years, and 
which now.•stands ut over eight million, The European population, 
now over one million, was 987,252 in 1936, while the native 
population is made up mainly of Berbera, an ancient race of 
Hamitic extraction, and of Arabs. 

The country is bounded on _the 'Vest by Morecco, on 
the South by an artificial administrative boundary with french 
Vest Africa, and on the East by Libya and Tunisia. In structure, 
however, the country is greatly divided within itself. 	In 
most  parts of the country, the mountains of the Tell Atlas 
group reach the sea, leaving coastal  plaine  only in the neigh-
bourhood of Oran end Algiers. 	These mountains• reach their 	- 
highest points, sometimes over 7,500 feet, imme(dately south-
east of Algiers. Upon passing over this series of mountains, 
one reaches the Hieh Plateau, which is generally between 
2,500 and 3,000 feet in heiFht, and is in some areas strangely 
reminiscent of the foothille of the Canadian Rockies. 	South of 
this again is the Saharan Atlas, and beyond that the vast ex-
panse of desert, often mourltainous, nearly always rocky, and 
only in some areas conforming to our usual conception of limit-
less sands and shimmering dunes. 

Along the gediterranean coastta zone, the Mountains 
act ae . à catchment area for rain, and mean . average rainfall'• 
is in the neighbourhood Of 28-inches, increazing toware the 
East to 36 inchee. Most-of.thisrain falls in Noves*er, Dec-
ember and January.  In the  High.  Plateau area, rain is still . 
between 10 and 20 inches yearly; the effect  of the rain 
increased by meane  of streame coming . down from the mountaina. 
South of  the Saharan Atlas, rainfall averagee between 2 and e 
Inches  per year in the Northern  Sahara, and  drops down to nil 
in many parts of thé southern desert, 



tr?" 
The structure of the country crea  tes an unusual 

phenomenon in the form of rivers flowing South from the 
southerly flanks of the mountaino into  the  Sahara, drying 
up gradually until they completely disappear. A great many 
° Oueds n of this nature are to be seen, although most  of the 
year they ere but dried river beds mith little if any vegetation 
around them. Even the streame running North into the 
tediterranean merely trickle in a feeble manner in the 
summertime, but during the height of the winter  raina  they 
are of torrential proportions, and bring down enormous 
quantities of alluvial,soil washed away  rom the  already 
meagre surface of the land. There are only\four important 
rivere running into the Mediterranean -- the Seybouee, the 
Rummel, the Chelif and the Bou  Sellam. An effert i6 being 	' 
made to harnecs all these streams, for hydro-electric power 
as  well  as for irrigation purposes. 	Hasever, tlbeeeverorLtion 
problem is eerious in the summertire, and even the largest 
dams may hold mater only to have it,slowly disappear during 
the hot summer menthe. 	. 

Communications threughout the country are dieficult 
because of the series of mountain ranges which have to be 
traversed. Generally speaking, East to West communications 
are generally easier than North to South, and as a result 
the main railway line has been built parallel to the coaet, 
with occasional feeders crossing the surrounding mountains 
from the next valleys or plateaux. There are in addition three 
good East to West roads, which join uith similar systems in 
roroeco and Tunisia. 	The ports are in most cases isolated 	. 
by surrounding rountains, and the main rallmay line cannot 
go direptly through them all, although Algiers and Oran are 
on the main line. 

The-égonemy of the country ie essentially based on 
water'. Frugality with:resPect te rater has been an Immemorial 
custom  with the Arab,populations„ but their primitive means -, 
of obtaining it areIlot sufficient to permit of  u stable 
agricultural eeenomy. For thie reapon, Much  must  be done.if _ 

, the wide and relatively fertile*areae  of the  country are to 
be-exploited to their full extent. There are some,  irrigated 
zones, ào plans call for a very-great crease-ion-in the 
irrigated area,. in Order:to care for  a  grOwing  population 

'withoutbeving recourse to continued impôrté of basic food-- 
 ,stuffsia_ Thismill be tréated'at greater leneth in Chapter - 

.Three. • . 	. 
• • 

The second 'problem with which:the country is facee 
is that of power and fuel. Generally,sreaking, the rivers:of 
Algeria are too short to permit of great expansion in hydro- . 
electric reaoureee. Although many neM projects :are on the 	, 
drawing board it may'be safe.to assert that in the long run 
el3ctrielty.must be produCee'by thermal plants, nith hydro-
electric plante acting  as stand-by  producers,. relieving the 
load at such times  as' the  water flaw4à ut its heiek,st te  This  lel• 
the  reverse of the oltuution in Mcirocce, where cs-m4tions'are 
favourable for .the establiehMent  of  large hydro  power stations,  



and where thermal plants mill be-more.and more reduced to a 
stand-by eole.. 

• The very fact that mane projects call for 
increased use of electricity means, however, that the coal 
consumption of Algeria will continue to increase from the 
pre-war figure of 768,000 tons per annum, all of which was 
•imported. 	Sinee the war, the bituminous deposits at Zenadza 
and ColombeBechar have been exploited,  •and produce about 
150,000 tone a year: • These deposits, however, are inaccessible, 
and certainl • uneconomical as a source of supply.  •  One 
possibility is, eeverthelees, that a large perer plant might 
be established near the mines, tith a high-terieion line running 
down to the coast, time relieving the pressure Of import 
-requirements to a considerable degree. 

HISTORY 	 •  

The known hietory of Algeria begine in the 
twelfth eenturY B..C», when the phoenicians colonized the 
coastal areas and used the ports for trading purposes. At 

•that time the 'country was inhabited by Berber tribee, of 
•Hamitic origin, and. etrangely resembling Europeans,. with 
many ,examples amông them  of fair or reddish hair, blue eyese 
long heads, and tall, slim figures. 	These tribes among 
themselves never organized into a large, homogeneous group, and 
it was only under the eeensure of foreign invaders that the 
country eas from time to time brought into unison. Thue al-
though the Phoenicians were not interested in the interior of 
the country, the Carthaginians, who took Over from them, 
managed to pacify a good part of Eastern Algeria, and mere the 
first to introduce agriculture among the nomadic inhabitante. 

. Even ° before the destruction of Carthage in 146 
B.C., the Romans had already,succeeded in establishing them- 
eelves In Western Algeria, mhieh they - then called Numidia, .and 
they were able to unify the whole country after the fall of 
Carthage. The Romans, being great colonizers, brought a con-
siderable aMount of their culture into Africa, and the native 
populations were Romanized to some extent, most of the natives 
learning to speak Latin and folloW the religious and legal 
practices of Rome. 	Christianity shortly made its appearance, 

•and again the very adaptable Berbers followed the times and 
were largely converted to the nem religion. 	•- 	- 

By the second century A,D., the Romans had begun . 
•to lose their ,  power, and the Vandals,coming down through 
Spain, eetablished a short-lived Empire in the fifth century. 
'Then the Roman Empire of Byzantine swept into the country, 
and added the:eastern influences of Constantinople and the 
practices of the Orthodox Church. 	This Empire too, had a 
•short life, and finally fell before the Arab invasion from the 
East. 'It took the Arabs  •only forty years to penetrate Egypt, 
Cyrenaica, Libya and what is  no e French North Africa. BY  the 
end of the eeventh century, although there were still many 
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Berber strongholdg holdine out, their hold on North Africa 
waS slich that their cultural influence began to be felt, and 
the country gradually turned to Islam, 'ta  religion and its 
institutions. The Berbers seemed to receive the new faith with 
as much ardour as they had displayed towards Chrietianity, 
but yet they gave it a character of their own, which they 
retain to this day. For despite all the invasions and the 
intermingling of populations, about we of the native pop-
ulation in Algeria ig still of pure Berber descent and are 
readily distinguishable from the  more  soporific Arabs. 	In 	. 
those areas where they have been long leolated from direct 
contact with the Arabs -- particularly  in the Kabylie Mountains' 
juet South-east of Algiers, and in the Ahaggar, the Mountain 
range in the far interior of the Sahara -- they retain their 
•own customs, their own language, and even their own particular-
ities of dress. The Touaregs of the Ahaggar, for instance, have 
à matriarchal organization in which the men wear the veils 
instead of the women, despite their very great war-like 
qualities. Throughout North Africa, too, Moslem orthodoxy, 
which oppOses the establishment of a priestly order, ls 
ignored in favour of large numbers of priests, saints -- both 
living and dead -- and a sort of animism which may have its 
roots among the many negro slaves who were brought into the 
country through° et the centuries. 

During the period of Arab rule,.therc were many 
moverent2andV dissidences among the Arabe  themselves, and 
there was  even formed the rather pOwerful Berber Empire 0f 
the Almoravids. 	This empire also invaded Spain to help the 
Spaniel Moors, and this in turn introduced a great deal of . 
Andalusian culture into Africa, particularly in Morocco, 
where many eleventh Century monuments show a distinet Spanish 
character. 	 . 

: 	In the aixteenth centurythe reverse movement-. 
occurred., and the Spaniards were  the  Ones who formed  an 

 Empire in Algeria.  The  natives thereupon appealed tp certain 
Turkish pirates who - had established themselves among the coastal 
islands, and the latter quickly pushed the Spaniards out and 

.then. offered-homage to the Sultan  of Constantinople. 	The 
- Turk s. v,ere not loath to .  take advantage of this free gift, and ' 
8004 managed to eject the somewhat independent pirate-chiefs, . 
appointing in their steaeshort-term .administraters who -carried: 
out Turkish policy but whoSe - chief concern was in lining their - 
ovul pockets; In effect, therefore,. the pirates o .who became . 
known as  Corsaire,  retained effeetive . controI and became ex- 
•ceedingly wealthY and therefore poneerful. Ilediterranean. 
traffic became so unsafe that many attempts were made by. 
European nations to annihilate the Corsaire -- the - French made 
attempts agaînet'Algiers in 1661 and 1668,and the Spanish 
made a landing in 1'7'75, but  little succees attended these 
attempts. 	Slewly, however, there grew'certain financial 	' 
relations between France and the Dey of .Algiers, and this in 
turn brought about certain  complications which . finally deterMined 
the French to land in force in  IMO.' .At.firat the official 
PolieY waS that.only the côaetal towne Should be occupied, but 



by 1848 the whole of the populated area in the North had been' 
occupied.. 	Since the Berbers South of this area continued 
occasional raids against the'colonists and the natives to their 
North, the Prendh progressively occupied more and more of the 
country, until ln the early twentieth oentury nearly:the whole 
of the country.aas - pacified. 	- 	 - 

Colonization uaa fairly rapid, there being 25,000 
EuroPeans in Algeria by 1839 . At first there was large-- 
acale exploitation and financial apeculation, raising land 
values to auch an extent that natives abandoned their lands 
without regard to tribal rights and economic necessity. 
Gradually, hewever, certain lands were made by law inalienable, 
in order that European° should.not indiscriminately dispossess 
the native!, Under this  ne'  pplicY, - the . European population 
increaSed to 107i000-in.184 7, and has increased steadily since 
then. • 

ADMINISTRAT/ON  

°Unlike Tunisia and Moroceo, which are protectorates 
wdministered by the French Foreign Office, Algeria is an- , 
integral part of Prance administered by the ninistry of the 
Interior, and sends representatives to the French Parliament. 
In the  past there  ha  s been considerable conflict between the 
civil and military authorities. 	Civil mile, supported by the 
colonists, was associated with a,policy of close attachment 
to Prance in contrast to military rule, which favoured greater 
autonomy, coupled with greater respect for the rights of the 
native and less encouragement for colonization. 	It was verY 
largely the desire of the coloniste to be adminiatered 
by the home government rather thanby the military authorities 
ln Algeria that led to the present conneetion of Algeria with 
France." 

The'above quotation is anekcellent synthesis 
of the  trends of thoughtWhiealed to the present-atatus of 
Algeria, but it - canrhardly he held to reflect -the present 
attitUde . Of the French inhabitant.. The reasons will be ex. 
plained in the following . paragraphs, and.some additional 
'couleients will'be made in the general discusalén . which follows 
in Chapter Five.' 	• 	. 	• • 	. 

_ 	 • 
The populated area of Algeria, as has been pre-

'viously.stated, is along the coast,'This are  a has been divided 
into three Departments, similar in structure to those in  France  
itself, and all-of them sending.representatîves and Senators 
to-the French parliament.  The  remainder of the country/  the 
desert area, is still'under 'military adminiatration, and mieht 
be compared tethe - politically-amorphoua stage of:development 
of the Canadian'North-lqest 'Territories, It is to-be noted that 
the military administratora theraselVesare subject to the 
will of  the civil adthorities,'thraugh the Governor-General • 
and thence upwarda'to the Ministry of the Interior in Paris. 



The Ministry of the Interior is-represented in 
Algeria by the Governor-General, who. to some extent can 
be compared to the Regional Prefect in France. In addition, 
there are the Departmente of Gran, Algiers and Constantine, 
each with a Prefect whose duties are similar to those in 
any other French Department. The Governor-General, however, 
.has much greater powers than any similar official in Prance, 
since the special problems arising from the relationships 
of a mixed population of Eeslems and Christians recuire a 
special adaptation of many French laws applicable in Algeria. 

At One time at the turn  of the  century, Algeria 
2  was com-oletely attached to Prance, and was to follow exactly 
the same administrative regime. 	This was soon found to be 

' unworkable, however, since many French laws could not be 
applied to the Moslem -- including laws ulth'reepect to 
monogamy -- and a far greater degree of control was given 

• to the local administration in Algeria, although this 
control remained technically in the hands of the Ministry of 
the Interior. - --Justice and education remain under the direct 
control of France,  but in financial matters Algeria prepares 
its own budget, and only.occasionally has to call upon French 
resources for a.loan to balance ito receipts and expenditures. 

At the same time certain anomalies have arisen 
out of the vague system of. °integration °  with France at 	- 

. present in existence. 	Ebst of the ills are of an economic 
nature. Economic life  romains  greatly integrated through  the 

 influence that such Minis  tries as the Ministry of Public 
Works, the Ponts et Chausees, Economle Nationale and Pro-
duction Industrielle can exert through their functionaries 
In  Algeria. At present it is the French industrialist 

'and businessman in Algiers who resents the tutelage of France, 
. whereas the Moslem is more and more vociferous in hi  s demand 
for complete attachment to France. In the latter case, the 
Eoslem feels that there could be no  discrimination,  since 

'complete integration would mean the extension of French 
nationality to all inhabitants, and would give them outright 
control of Algeria. 	The European, on the other hand, asserts 
with considerable truth that the present status of the country 
prevents its industrialisation and economic development. 
Indeed, there is every evidence that pressure is being 
continually applied to prevent the establishment in Algeria of 
textile industries, oil refining, and all the major industries 
which would compete with similar industries in France. 	In 
other word°, from the economic point of view, the French 
Government would like to consider Algeria as an economic 
dependency almost colonial in its statua. 

• , POPULATION, 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the 
total population of Algeria according to the 1936 census 
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was 7,234,684, of which 6,247,432 were natives, and •
987,252 were Europeans .  The rate of increase during the 
five-year period 1931 to 1936 had been 681,233, so that 	. 
during the ten-year period zhich has intervened since the • 
last census, it.is probable that the population ha  s increased 
by about 1,300,000, and now stands close to 8,500,000. 	. 

The density of population in the three northern 
departments is 81.4 to the square mile, although when the , 
Southern Territories are included, density is 8.4 to the square 
mile. The native population le increasing at a very nuch 
faster rate than that of the Europeans, although the influx 
of refugees at the beginning of the war may have helped to 
balance the two populations, since the refugees -- estimated 
at between 100,000 and 150,000 a- have in Many cases settled 
down in the country'. 

• The Eùropean population islmostly French, but:-  
there were in 1936 some 128,000 -Europeans 'of Spanish origin ., 	: 
a figure zhich has been greatly increased ue a result Of the 
freeing from  concentration camps  of large numbers of Republicans 
who  have remained ln Algiers bebause they could not return to , 
their own country.  At the sanie daté there zere 50,000  of 

 Italian origin, 15,060 of Malteee origin and 18,00Dof other 
nationalities. 

Among the natives, the Arabé or Arabized Berbers 
are the predominating group, zith about 60% of the population* 
The Berbers account for about 1,200,000 inhabitants, while 
the native Jew probably accounts for 100,000. 

The populations of the chief cities in 1936 were 
as follows, 	In most cases the populatlen  bas  greatly in- 

' creased since that time due to a movement away from the 
country, and in the Case of Algiers the number of inhabitants 
has gone,up 'po over 500,000. 

URBAN POPULATION  - 1936 

NATIVE EUROPEAN  . 	TOTAL 	. 

Algiers 	 81,729 	182,503 	 264,232 
(with suburbs) 	 367,093 	' 	• 
Oran 	 48,068 152,603 	: 	200,671  
Constantine 	51,368 	54,409 	 113,777 
Bone 	 40,250 	46,082 	 86,332•
Philippeville 	32p276 	33,836 	 66,112 	. 
Sidi Bel Abbes 	20,944 	33,810 	64,754 	. 
Tlemcen 	 , 40,881 	13,382 	 54,263 
Blida 	 30,113 	13,930 , 	44,043 - 
Mostaganem 	20,405 	18,150 	 58,555 
Setif 	 26,013 	10,028 	- 	36,041 
Mascara 	 18,404 	15,118 	 33,522 
Bougie 	 25,510 	6,109 	 31,619 
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CHAPTER TWO  

THE - NATIVE PRO= 

textbooks and authCrities consulted tefore 
touring the area insisted that the Pan-Arab movement and all 
lte Connotations as reearde dislike of the European and con-
tempt  for hie methods etarted in the East and filtered dosni 
the farther west it came. 	It was axiomatic with such auth_ 
oritiee that Tunisia.was the hot-bed of unreet as far us French 
North Africa was concerned, that it became lese grave in Algeria, 
and was  practically non-existent in UCrocco. 

../n  personal experience, the writer found. that every • 
Algerian'native invariably spit'When he saw a European. At first 
thiewas taken.t6.be  an Arab custom, indulged in even in the 
absence of Europeans. Afterspending some time in Tunisia and 
lioroceo,however, it can be unqualifiedly stated that the 
indigeneous population -ln those -two areas do not epit, ergo 
either the Algerian  native  spits more or else be spits only in 
the-presênce.of the European. 

, The eecond lesson wàe imparted by an BAY Security 
officer, speaking perféct-Ar , bic, who had been in the country 	- 
three years.- Hie main function was to etudy the attitude of 

• the native population, and take ireaeures an echt be eeeeesaey ,  
if.unrest beCame a military problem, 	Ris  very unreserved 
opinion %NUS that the native in*AZgeria telt himself inferior 
to his brethren in Tunisia andeorodoo because he did not have 
bie own forms:or evernmentewae incorperated into .the 'French 
state, but:Yet dld'not have right» of citizenship therein. 

His argument was  that ,the 7rench had an intereet in 
: keeping eeparate the. Moslem populations in the three areae  of 

. :North Africa, and to this end had done three thingà: 

- 

 

(a)The realème in Morocco and Tunisia feel that they 
are protected.by the forma of eelf-eovernment left them threagh 
the Cherif.and the Bey respectively.* 'It has even been euggeeted 
by other  sources  that the French'fairly often place before.theae 
native authorities measures* which, being completely inacceptable, 
will not fail to obtain a veto,  in  order that the nulere •ay 
be more eurelY eonfirmed In his own importance. 

(b) The  Moslem in Algeria is given a salary which 
varie from e to 100 percent higher than that of hie neighboure. 
Although gOOds are not forthcaming upon which these high salaries 
may be spent o - this reeulte only in higher prloee economically, 
but politically, it reeults in a eupreme contempt of the Alger-
ian brotherhood ly  bis neichbeure. *Ti'lls in itself keepe the 
various native elements apart., 
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The native population has learned 
little of modern methods of agriculture, and 
little has been done to assist them. 	Besides 
the old It Oil an wooden plow 	sometimee steel-tipped -- 
such water-wheels as the one above are frequently 
used for pumping water. 
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(c) The French have retained repression as a 
political weapon in Algeria, whereas native elements are allowed 
in Tunisia and Uorocco to  for  political associations according 
to their lights and fancies. More about this later. 

- 	The third impreesion, confirming the above, came 
from no less a person than the Directeur de Cabinet of the . 
Governor General, a young man highly thought of in administra-
tive circles. In 'view of the degree of integration achieved in 
economic leatters, he \4 as  asked whether this inteuration would 
ultimately be carried further, firstly by the suppression of 
custom barriers between the three areas; and secondly in the 
political field,. Although the first question remained unanswer-
"ed, the answer to the second was bighly interesting: "It would 
be impossible for France to grant .  a higher deeree• of unification 
in the political field ° . 	Since prompting seemed necessary, 
I suggested thet thie might be because a unified North Africa 
mould permit the whole Moslem Population to unite,in one large 
and uncontrollable Pan-Arab movement. 	He admitted thit this 
was so, and admitted that economic differences had to be clearly 
defined in order that there ehould be no assimilation of interests 
between the various factions at present in the field, 

Me come now to the'only Arab demonstration which 
has•so far occurred West of - Cairo (x). 	During the war, the 
Nbelem population was afraid that any demonstrations on their 
part mould ,be taken as an index of pro-Nazi activity, and they 
therefore refrained from any sort of anti-European moveuent. 
On the approach of VE Day, hevever 0 .certain of the troups in 
the Department of Constantine, the mast unruly element among 
the Arabs, petitioned the prefect to allow them to stage a 
parade and demonstration on the day folloming the end of 
hostilities, in Setif. 	TPis wae. agreed to, provided there was 
no evidence of political intent in such a-demonstration. The 
terms having been agreed to, the parade took place, and it was 
immediately evident that thie parade had a political motivation. 
Banners against France, and in favour of the li beration of a 
well-known Moslem political prisoner were prominent. The 50 
French people in Setif were indignant, and someone started 
shooting. 	Later, a group of Arab hoodlums came back into town, 
and decimated the French population. -The next day, the French 
Airforce came out and, in reprisal, bombed out a considerable 
number or Arab villages in the neighbourhood. 

, 	This reprisal is stated to be a point of rancour 
among all the Moslems in Algeria. 	Two qualified-observere 
have stated that they,believed this riot to have been incited 
by the French themeelves, since it just happened that at that 
particular time a large number of French troops had returned 

777-71177U-Fla been one other demonstration, in November 1945, 
in Tripoli,  rt was  stated that in thie- riot, some 600 Jews 
were casualties. This, however, uas not strictly speaking 
an anti-European rising, since the North African Jew has long 

,-. been assimilated to the native population,bovever much he 
may be disliked by some of the Moslem fanatics. 	. 
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to Algeria, and it was  considered expedient to bring into the 
open any antagonism which might exist, in order to display a 
show of strength which would quell the native for many months 
to come. 

However it may be, the casualties resulting from 
this riot were extensive. 	The official French communique 
stated that there were some 2500 casualties. 	The American  • 
estimate ranges between 17000 and 25000, whil e the Britleh are 
more conservative, and tend to remain below the lowest of the 
above American figures. 

It seems essential for the validity of this 
exposition to reduce the matter from the general to the ' 
particular. 	There are at the present time some 7,000,000 
natives in Algeria. They are divided between the Berbera, 
the Arabs, and the co-mixture of both. The latter are probably 
much more numerous; but among the relatively  'pure"  races, 
the Berbers are more numerous. 	They are intelligent, adaptable, 
and from the fairly frequent red hair and blue eyes one eeee amons 
them, they are of Hamitic descent. 	They were the first inhab- 
itants of the area, and, after having developed customs and a 
religion of their own -- somewhat similar to those of the ancient 
Egyptians -- they became Christians and spoke Latin under the 
Romans, When the Romans were defeated by the Arabe,  they were 
slowly Uoslemized, and began to speak Arabic, although there 
are still inolated areas which speak,the native tongue. Al-
th -Jugh in religious observance they are tepid, in thought and 
outlook they are nevertheless °fellow-travellers" with the Arabe.  

In Algeria they are treated the sanie  way. Although 
Prance has held out the opportunity of citir.,enship to most of 
them, they feel that this ie more to split them by means of self-
interest rather than anything else, and most of them have not 
availed themselves of the privilege 	the more so  as  citizen- 
ship entails military service. 	Citizenship, however,  is 

 important from the point of view of rationing, since there le 
a considerable difference between the native and the European 
ration in the country. Thie is explaineà on the grounds of 
religious observance, since the /loslem is not able to enjoy 
the full fruits of our gaetronomic civilization. At the same 
time, there is a very definite discrimination, which is  •ri o t 

 entirely lost to the native. 

. 	In the matter of clothing, the European is not 
much better ,  off than the native, since he  bas  had no clothes 
to speak of for the last five years.  . . Yet the native lives 
almost exclusively in cotton shrouds, which sear eeelly and must 
be frequently renewed. 	In 1944, his ration was It yards per 
person, enoueh to-make a ehirt for one member of the family. 
In 1946 the ration is going up to  3 yards, but this ie still 
insufficient. Although Prance could import some cleth from 
outside sources, the whole market is reserved for cotton from 
the Metropolitan area, on the aesumption that the textile in- 
duetry will be able to provide -- an assumption yet to be proved, 
but meritorious in that it reduces the requirements in foreign 
exchange. 



• 
This photograph shows two types of 

native equipment 	a press for olive oil, and 
a grinding wheel for cereals. 	Both are highly 
inefficient, but little has been done as yet to 
substitute modern equipment on a co-operative 
basi s. 
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There comes now the more important question of 
training and equipment of the native for the better production 
of  hi  s requirements. Except for the city hooligan or pauper, 
the unskilled worker and the occasional government employee, 
who is a point of pride to on one, most of the natives may be 
divided into two classes -- the nomad, whose wealth is sheep 
or camels, who movee with the seasons from wee pasturage to 
another and who is no particular asset since he lives within a 
closed economy; and the settled farmer, who has a tract of 
land, and cultivates it as best he can, selling his excess, 
when he has any, on the "Exporta market. 	The latter is a very 
coneiderable and consequential clase of  the population, but the 
trouble is that he bas been reduced, by the colonizing enter-
prise of the French pettier, to plow the more acrid portions of 
the country. 

• 	There are still wide areas of the country which would 
form good farm land, but which require irrigation. 	The native 
could therefore find ample space, but first be would have to 
be taught something about modern  agronomie  science, the use of 
machinery, and other equally important aspects of modern life. 
He would also have to receive credite much more freely than 
in the past. Practically nothing has been attempted along 
these lines, and on the whole it may therefore te eaid with 
considerable justification that the native problem in Algeria 
is an economic one: that P olitical recriminations against the 
French could be reduced by equitable treatment in the economic 
field; and that even the ever-present threat of a Pan-Arab 
revoLt is to some extent merely a manifestation of economic 
unrest rather than being based on kinship and a fellow-feeling 
for the Arabs of the Eastern Mediterranean. 



CHAPTER THREE 

'AGRICULTURE IN THE'ALGERIAN ECONOMY 

Agriculture accounts for practically the 'whole of 
Algerian production, and may be counted to do so for many 
years  ta  come. 	It is therefore important to study the basis 
of this economy, and determine to what extent derivative 
industries nay be set up at sone later stage which eill 
affect the natural economy of the country. 

There are  of course  other hroduets which  are  of 
some importance to Algeria from the point of view of lier  
International trade. 	Iron ores and phosphate production are 
the chief of these, and there are also such lesser products 
as cork, alfa or, esparto grass, vegetable horsehair, and a 
few minor products such as barytes, lead, zinc, and 
kieselghur, all of which will be discussed in a later chapter. 
Cork, alfa, and "crin vegetal°, however, fall naturally 
into this section, since most of these products are derived 
from farm or °colonized" land; 

In normal years Algeria dépende almost entirely on 
her exports of vine for the accumulation of foreign credits 
allowing her to buy abroad. During the war, however, she was 
cut off  'rom  the chief market, France, so effectively that 
her normal production of about 300,000,000 gallons per year 
was of no benefit to her. 	This situation has continued since 
the war due to the unavailability of shipping, and due also to 
the shortage of casks, whieh has prevented the utilization of 
any spare'space which might have been available on the normal 
merchantman. 

The second factor . « prime importahce is that under 
normal circumstances; Algeria haeverY few foreign food 	- 
products to  import, and  even manages to export more than 
enough to coIer  ber normal requirebentS in imported food. . 
Thus her cereal production is generally adequate to permit . 

.of some . exportation to France, and she has in addition the 
datee and figs and early vegetables ( and some olive oil ) 
Which:allow her-to import dairy Products, sugar, tea, ooffeei 
and  some  fee other essentials from abroad. Noi in this case 
lilso  the situation  has greatly deteriorated in recent years as 
a resillt of'cumulative drought conditions resulting in 1945 
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in the worst crop failure in years. 	This same drought 
affected the livestock situation in almost equal proportions, 
and has generally demoralized the native  population' if  not 
the European colonist. 

In order to obtain an acçurate view  of the  sit- • 
uation, it is perhaps well to visualize the type of country 
uith which we are dealing. There are only two coastal plaine 
of any significance -a that about Algiers, which is perhàpa 
twenty miles long and five miles deep, aand  that . about Oran 	.• 

-which has a greater depth but  is  less .bread. . :These are , the 
lush, everawatered areas, where lie the truck gardens and the 
more  intensive areas of cultivation. 	• 

' 	Immediately behind these  plais arises a mountain 
chain which is suitable mainly for the raising of 'sheep and 
goats. 	Beyond this chain, which rises to an average height ' 
of 6000 feet but reaches in some areas crests of 8000 feet, 
there is a broad plateau, perhaps twenty - miles wide throughout 
the length of'Algeria, followed by another chain of mountains 
and then by the open (and generally mountainous, not sandy) 
desert. 

The plateau mentioned above is at an average 	- 
height of 2500 feet above sea level. 	Strangely enough, it 
greatly resembles the foothills of the Rockies, the farming 
area about Calgary and farther south. 	Some  of the . accampanying 
pictures may give an idea of the type of farming possible in 
such country. 	With the mountains always visible, the land 
itself is flat or rolling, and eminently suitable for  large-.,  
scale exploitation. 	Everywhere, however, the sub-soil.is 
close to the surface, and a large proportion of the area 
consists of gravelly outcroppings not suitable for cultivation 
by machine. 	• 

The phenomenon one is most likely to see there- 
fore is a vaet farm well-equipped veith machinery of  all  kinds, 
while in the immediate neighbourhood are several native farmers 
still cultivating the soil with the old Roman plow made of 
wood and sometimes tipped with iron. 	Since the natives still 
own 80e of the arable land, it will be seen that production 
is far from being what it might be. 

There is a constant tendency in Algeria to despise 
the "fellah" or native farmer as a poor worker  who  refuses to 
attempt new methode of culture, and who sows only enough for 
his own Immediate needs. 	There ie evidence, however, that 
the government iteelf ie largely responsible for this state of 
affaire. 	There are no agricultural stations to teach the . 
natives, there are no cinema demonstrations of any kind, and 
there appeare  ta  have been no serious attemPt to extend.agri-, 
cultural credits to the native in order to provide him with 
the means of purchasing adequate modern imolements. 	In addition, 
the colonists who arrived after 1830 managed to buy up a good . 
part of the best land, and, as pointed out above, the native 



This is a new  pila  plantation with 
considerable surface water. 	In many areas, 
huge pits, ten feet or more in depth, are dug, 
and the mall palms are planted at the bottom, 
so that their roots can reach down for subsoil 
water. 
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•is thereupon in many cases left with the most meagre soil 
upon which to work. 	There is at the present time, however, 
•a discernible trend towards the sale of land back to the 
natives by European settlers who for various reasons  bave 	" 
decideo to quit the land. 	It is stated that the yield of 
•the land immediately drops, but it would appear that this 
still has to be proven over the long term .  

Sinee methods of production are under discussion, 
it is interesting to have some indication as to the number of 
agricultural implements and machines there are available at 
present in the country. 	Portunately$  a census of 	usable 
machinery was made in January 1944 #  and the results should be 
highly significant. 	With respect to the following figures, 
it appears tbat.they would be valueless without some indication 
as to the number of acres to be worked with them. 	This 
figure we must arrive at by estimation: there are about 
8,000,000 acres of land sown in field crops; since the 
natives own  80' of  this land, and in most oases do not own 
any agricultural machinery, a large proportion of the machines 
below are used on s only 1,600,000 acres of land. 

Bo. of Agricultural  Machines as at 1 Jan 44  

Grain drills 	- 	 . 	4,500 
Fertilizer distributore 	 2,400 
roldboard plows, tractor-drawn 	 4,700 
Diu; plows 
Disc harrows, tractor-drawn 	 - 	1: 744g 
Harvester-threshers 	 665 
Binders 	 12,000 
rowers 	 6,750 
Rakes 	 7,100 
Push-headers 	 - 3,480 
Wheel tractore 	 1,650 
Tracked tractors 	 3,555 

Most of  the above machinery is in very bad shape, 
however,  due  to , the inadequacy of imports during the last few 

_.years. The import programme for 1946 ie intended to partialle 
remedy the sitilation,.as may be seen from the following table. 
(It must be realized that the programme figures for 1946 depend 
on the availability-of foreign exchange for fulfillment) 

• • IMPORTS OP FARM rACHIUERY 	. 
. - (Figures. in metric:tons) 

• 

	

: 1937 . 1939 . 1940'  1942 	1946 programme 
•■■•■•■■■■• 	IM.■■•■•■■ 

	

machinery 199 :101 	91 	168 1460 
• Harveat machinery . 587 . .932 	373 -  - 306 	1142 

Other equipment 	1311 1339 	832 	712 . 450 
Repair parte . 	:1.104 . 	1781 . 1173 	933 	455 

Note: The figures in the above table come from two different 
sources, and the classifications may not entirely coincide 
as between past figures,arid programme figures for 1948. 



The import figures for 1946 do not tell the entire 
story with respect to planned development in agriculture. 
Other factors enter into the situation, and although accurate 
data are not available, it may be well to examine these factors 
before proceeding to e detailed ceamination of production 
figures. . 

Irrigation policy is a question greatly discussed 
in Algeria. The French tend to point with pride at what ehey 
have alreedy done, and what they contemplate doing, in this 
field. 	Yet there is no evidence, throughout the fairly large 
Sector of the country eXamined, of any intensive effort in 
this direction. 

In actual fact there are two problems connected 
with the obtaining of water for agricultural purposes. 	In 
the areas close to ihe mountains, the problem is that of the 
catchment of surface water coming from mountain streams, and 
its proper distribution among the farmers. But in the desert 
areas the preehlem is that of drawing mater from the subsoil 
and seeing to its distribution. 

In the latter insteence, the Berbers have had 
immemorial methods of drawing water, methods still in existence 
and still perMitting the isolated life of far-away oases. 
But farther north, nearer the mountain ranges, where the soil 
could be made to produce, there are only isolated instences 
of intensive  modern  methods of finding water. 	One finds 
around Tolga and Biskra large date palm areas almost wholly 
created within ,  a generation through modern attempts to obtain 
artesian water. .But for miles on either side, %here geological 
conditions appear identical, and where the soil is no worse, 
there is nothing but desert with a few grazing sheep and 
wandering nomads with their camels and their donkeys. No 
attempt has been made at deep-well boring on the oil well 
principle, nor have all  artesian.  sources  been tapped. 

The problem in other areas is more one of control 
than of discovery. 	There are eleven major storage dams, and 
several tore are planned or in the process of  construction. ° 
But none  of  these dams appear to be supported by secondary dams 
to regulate the  flow  into the storage basins and to prevent 
erosion. 	In a country of deep gulches, somewhat similar in 
aspect to the country surrounding the southern arm of the 
Saskatchewan River, and in which rain, when it  ce s ,  is of a 
torrential nature, everything is washed into these coulees at 
flood-time. In order to prevent massive erosion, it wsuld be 
necessary to have a small dam perhaps every mile or so to catch 
the eroded eon and perhape to furnish subsidiary irrigation 
streams. 	Instead of that,.the water  cornes  pouring into the 
major dam with the following result:* ln one particular etorage 
basin, which has a catchment area of 80,000 hectares,. 23 million 
cubic metres of top-soil depesit has accumulated in the period 
from  192  to 1944. This is equivalent to 7.5 um of topsoil from 
the whole of the catchment area: 
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When  a palm plantation is well 
developed, it Is uau ally  possible  to grow 
other crops within the ahade of the paLms. 
In this plantation there are orange and 
apricot trees, and small, carefully irrigated 
vegetable gardens. 



Thus it would - appear, from whet has been observed* 
and from what facts have been made available, that irrigation 
policy  bas been far from satisfactory, and that the major part 

•of the work remains to be done. Unfortunately, the Algerian 
econo* depende primordially on water, and the training of 
the "Politechnicien°, the graduate from the highest engineering 
school in France, does  flot fit him for such a problem, althOugh 
his acute feeling of the 'superiority of his training will 
prevent him from calling in foreign advice. The Dutch, for 
instance, who have a great respect for water, and an ingrained 
sense of its control, could certainly add millions of acres 
to the cultivable land of this country. Even the Canadian, 
with long experience in water control for hydro-electric 
purposes, could do far better than has been dane to date. 
One pertinent observation:  manu large fields are centred on 
hillocks or mounds of earth; the French. farmers, with no 
prior knowledge of water scareity, will unfailingly cultivate 
such a field from one end to the other, that le, be will etart 
his furrdws in a depreesion  and  go straight over the crest 
of the hillock and down the other side. 	Ordinary water- 
conservation practice Would indicate that it would be far 
better to cultivate in a circle, in order that the furrows 
should follow the contours of the ground and so act as 
impediments to the immddiate pouring off of surface water. 

• • PRODUCTION  ' H 

It  bas  already been - indicated.that the year 1945 - 
was one  of  great scarcity due to cumulative drought conditions. 
How Seriously production -was affeèted cannot be visualized 
without using comparative statistics * .  The following series 
of tables mill - give some idea as to the magnitude of the 
problem. 

ALGERIAll CEtiEAL PRODUCTION 
TUTTIUThe tons) 

	

Average 	1942 or.  43 	1945 

	

1934-1938 	as available 	estimate  
Hard wheat 	637,122 	 500‘000 	235,000 
Soft wheat 	315,351 	 280,000 	82,000 
Barley 	 704,072 	 750,000 	155,000 
Oats 	 150,155 	 180,000 	58,000 
Others 	 11,553 	 6,384 	3,000 

533,000  
Requirements for food, feed, and seed : 	1,484,000 
11f12112_9£22„year  1945-46 	 9 1 000 

The above table is startling in its implications, 
since it shows that Algeria, which is normally capable of 
exporting some 400,000 tons of cereals, and still retain more 
than ite tlini#um requirementa, requires this year . considerably 
more than double that amount from foreign sources. 	This 
requirement, incidentally, coupled with inability to export 
wine, reduces to a tremendous degree the availability of 
foreign currency for reconstruction and for consumer goods, 



Average 
1934-1938'  

Dry legumes 	31,044 
Forage crops ' 	333,156 
Oil seeds 	 113 
Potatoes 	118,357 
Olive oil 	11,508 
Pige 	 40,319 
Dates 	 37,261 

Citrus fruit 	85,052 

Wine (Hectolitres) 
.17,878,678 

• Accurate figures with respect to the remainder 
of Algerian agricultural production are more difficult to 
ebtain, and estimates with respect to 1945 conditions will 
be treated as tentative appraisals in the following tables 

AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTION OTHER THAN  
CEREALS  

(In metric tons unless otherwise 
indicated) 

1942 or 43 	 1945::' 
as available 	.• Observation$  

.26,420 	 Bad crop • 
126,883 	Practically nil • 

902 	. Unknown 	. 
84,189 	 Bad crop 
16,000 	acute ghortage 	• 
42i890 	Reasonable crop 
40,523 . 	Good crop • 

) Number .ce trees , planted 
137,149) has tripled in five years, 

) and although not all in • 
- 	) production, output is 

) increaeing. 

• . ) About 11,000,000 Hcls. 
• ) Stocks Very high, despite 

8,700,000 large amount turned into 
) alcohol for fuel.  

. 	In addition to crops from arable:  land, certain  
otherl'actors enter into the general picture of agriculture 
in Algeria. 	Chief among these are the livestock of the nomadic 
Arab, and the far less numerous livestock raise& on farms. 
The Arab uses his livestock-as a;  sign of wealth; he accum-
ulates it rather than sells it, and to this extent itie de. 
ficult to determine to bhat extent it ehters into the realm 
of productive activity. 	In all  cases,  at any rate, the animal 
population has greatly suffered  from  the recent drought. There 
are several areas where as much as ..80e of the livestock has 
died, and although  no' country-wide figures are available, there 
have been  soins  curious results: 'meat, for instance, has been 
plentiful, and no rationing le Imposed, since.Much livestock 
is  marketed in order to avoid annihilation; on the other band, 
beasts of burden sudh as thecamal end the.donkey, and beasts 
used for traction, such  as the horse, have .been so greatlY 	• 
weakened that they can barely serve their vary important 
functions. 	• 	• ' • 	 • 

Sheep are by far the most important element in 
the livestock population, figures for. 1943 being 6,646,000. 
Goats came next with 3,275,000, while the cattle population 
was 911,000. 	There are no estimates available as to the 
number of horses, camels, mules and donkeys. 
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Nearly ev•rywhere in Ilgeria one 
te in sight of  th. ntountaina. 	This is a 
typieal valley between two series of mountains , 
.t th drainage from both sides supplementing an 
insufficient rainfall and permitting good crops 
of eereals. 



XERTILIZERS AND INSECTICIDES 

While Algeria produces some 600,000 tons•of rock • 
phosphate . per.year, its superphosphate production is far below 
this figure._ Normally, - the requirements of the territory 
itslef  are  jtist abeut covered by an annual production of 
80,000 tons, :  but present production is net much greater than 
60,000 tons. 	 • . 	. 

Phosphatee, however, are by no means the only 
type of fertilizer required._  Official  estimates place  the 

 requirements in ammonium sulphate at 25,000 tens per year, . 
and the i;otash requirements at 24,000 tons-. American agric. 
ultural experts consider.that these figures are considerable 
.over-estimates, and that the country cPuld get along with 
abut  hall. the amounts giVen above. 	• - 	• 

Inn, country having as great a vine production 
as Algeria, one of the most important . chemicals required is 
Copper - sulphate in order to prevent the spread.of phylloxera. 
Estimates of requirements are 18,000.tons.: .  In addition, some 
22,000 tons of sulphur are required - for sprays and for the 
production  of other chemicale including superphosphates. 

Amont the less important chemicals required are 
the  following: 

Lime  
Iron sulphate 
Sodium carbonate 
Sulphur dioxide 
Lead arsenate 
Barium fluosilicate 
Tartaric acid 
Sodium arsenate 
Dry lime-sulphur 
Copper chloride 
Potassium permanganate. 
Sodium fluosilicate .  
Calcium cyanide 
Nicotine derivatives 
Methyl bromide 
Citric acid 

• An American estimate adds a small number of othe r . 
products to the list above: strychnine sulphate, carbon 
disulphide (125 tons for the whole of North Africa), carbon 
tetrasulphide, sodium borate and paradichlorbenzene. 

Requirements in fuels and lubricants are of little 
interent to Canada, and will not be examined in detail. Total 

• requirements in alcohol, fuel  oil, gasoline and kerosene are 
etated to be in the neighbourhood of 600,000 metric tons per 
year, in order to permit of proper utilisation of mechanical 

• equipment 
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There are various other agricultural requiremente 

'which ndght well be mentioned here. Binder twine requirements 
are estimated at 1,800 tons per year, 100 tons of raphia are 
reeuired for binding vines, tomato plants, etc. 	Sottie  45,000 
Metres of canvas in widthe of one metre Or  over  are required 
for reaper-threthers and binders. 32,000square netres of 
:tarpaulins are required for fumigation, picking ()lives and 
other farm  uses.  50,000 sqUare Metres of cloth fer the 
manufacture and'repair of harness are required, as Well as 
some  12,000. large  bags,for gathéringgrapés, 

• CORK, ALFA1  and VEGETABLE.FIBRE 
• 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, these 
items fall . naturally into the category  of  agricultural prod, 
acts, eince theieeproduction is  a source of added revenue:to 
the farming pr.nomadic populations. 

Cork is one of Algeria's important products. Some 
35,000 tons, or one-sixth of the morldts production, comes 
from Algeria. Of this amount, two-thirds are second-growth 
cork, suitable for use in the bottling trade, while only 
one-thied le broken or first-growth cork suitable only for 
agelomerates, insulatien, etc, 	It is interesting to note 	that 
the Armstrong company in the United States  is well represented 
in the area, having large storage dumps in the various 
ports and a resident buyer in Algeria. 	For agglomerates, 
bouever, 'Morocco appears to be the natural source of supply, 
and the price there is cheaper even than that of eortugal. 

- Alfa production  is in the neighbourhood of 250,000 
tons per year. 	Curiously enough, most of tels in pre-war 
years was shipped to Scotland for the production of various 
types of paper. The reason for these shipments appears to be 
that return freights on coal-carrying shire uere very mod-
erate, and permitted of a cheaper landed cost in Scotland 
than was possible even on ehips creasing the Uèditerranean to 
Prance or Italy, both of which countries are small users of 
alfa. 	Lately there have been small exports of alfa to the 
United Sta;es, It is known that these are not fur the manu-
facture of paper, but the actueI use to which the erase is 
being put has not yet b - en divulged. 

. Vegetable fibre production is growing, and amounted to 
23,400  tons in 193/. ' In order to produce a sort of horse-hair 
for stuffieg furniture, this fibre must be treated in special 
plants, and Algeria in this respect is far behind Morocco, which 
has some very modern elants. 	The most important plant ln 
Algeria is at Xemoure, and most or the exports take place through 
this port. 

DERIVATIrt1 INDUSTRI2S 

Since Algeria is not highly developed industrially, 
it is to be expected that agricultural processing plants are 
limited to the minimum essential for local requirements. Thus 



there are floer mills and olive-011 eressing elants, put 
very few cannériee, meat-packing plante, eoap-making industries, 
and ether -more heehly epecialized eeoendary endustripe dependent 

- 
 

on  agriceltural  production.  

• Algeria  is  nevertheless highly coneciouz of the 
necessity of instellinte cold storage facilities in order to 
ensure the oreerly  m  rheting of its perishable geode. 	What 

. has been done in_this area, however, is little compered to the 
developments . takine place in Tunisia and Ebrocco, which will 

• be discussed in their peeper place. 

At the present time, Algeria is oblieed to market 
very shortly after production its dates, figs, oranges, early 
vegetables.and meat. 	It is realized that the best profit 
is  not obtained out of the orange market if all the oranges 
are exported  durant  the Lecember to Pebruary season; that 
dates, unprocessed and not refeigerated, are liable  to  fer-
mentation and obtain very loe orices on werld markets; -that 
early vegetables would reach the market in a better state if 

- theyewere refrigerated; . and that there le no possibility of 
forming an export market for meat  unies  e cold storage fac-
ilities are created. 

There'le an immense  amount of.work to do in this 
direction, and plans call for the establishment of complete 
cold storage-éeulpment durine the next five years. 	Taie 

 .will have te eensie  of  small planes near the zroduction - 
=ea.eas, which could combine cold storage facilitiez, canning, 
sortine, eradene:and packlng plants.. ,nefrieereted trucks and 
railway  cars wilLbeeneeded  tø  move produce from production 
areas to ports. : The ports themselves will  recuire  cold 	e 
etorage docks, and finally, a fleet of small refrigerator 
ships of about 5,400 tons, able teenter.all the elgerian 
torts, will-be-required.  

It is . estimated thateif theee dispositions are 
eaken, annual-eeperte of fruit and vegetables could  triple  
the pre-War figure of-150,000 tons per year, vvhile  exporta of 
frozen mutton-could reach 6*000 tone per-year. 

• . 	TheecannIng industry at - the present time has 
an - annual capacity ef merely 3000 tons. This ie far from 
zuffielent te ensure the use of  -second  grade fruit and eege-
tables, and very great etepe could be taken in ,  this direction.e .  
Co rne thought is being given  to  the problem,- bue  planning in  
this direction etilleappeare te  ce  eimid $  and does not include 
expansion in facilities for.ehe production of fruit juicee, 
pulpe, Jame,  and other tributary products  of  the canning • 
industry. 

'There is a-eimilar hetitancee  about the establishment 
of a euear industry in Algeria. rosleme are heavy eatere of 
tugar, ;:nd  normal  consumption, if all'reetrictions were  lifted., 
would be well over 100,000 tone per annum. 	Certain parts of 
the country  are ideally suitedto.the . raleinÉ of sugar beet's, . 



Another view of th e wide open 
spaces in the High Plateaux. 	The land here 
often yields forty bushels to the acre. 



and .  even sugar-cane refining industry will have to await 
the development of such local production, and in the mean-
time Algeria is wholly dependent on the importation. of 
refined sugar. 

There are only two oil and soap works in Algeria, 
with a combined capacity of 12,000  tons  per annum (Huiles et 
Savonneries d'Algerie, Algiers, and the Usine Rouge in Oran), 
In addition, there are some 5 to 6,000 primitive native oil 
presses whose extraction rate is very low and wasteful, and 
which produce olive oil of very inferior quality. Plans call 
for the establishment of cooperative oil plants in the prod-
uction areas, which in turn Would permit the expansion of 
industrial oil and soap-making facilities. 

Finally, some thought is helm: given  t. 
eatablishment of a paper industry in the country, based on 
the large resources of alfa grass. 	One project calls for a 
pulp mill producing 60,000  tons per year, and converting 
this pulp into kraft and other types of paper. One of the 
difficulties involved is that hydraulic power sources are in-
sufficient to permit such an industry to set up its own 
power plant, with the result that power would have to be 
bought at ordinary industrial rates. A further difficultY, 
which may well prove inaurmountable, is the high mineral content, 
and the enormous mount of silt to be found in the water. 

. ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS  
AFFECTING CANADA  

The main import regulation affecting Canada is 
that with respect 4to agricultural implements. In view of the 
shortaré of foreign currency,'France is still obliged to 
control imports, and ensure that what foreign currency there 
is should be utilized only for the purchase of the most essent-
ial goods, 	This in turn necessitates the continuance of a 
planned import economy, which means that agricultural implements 
are to be Imported onliwithin the framework of an annual 
import programme. 	The total tonnages of.agricultural implements 
to be imported during 1946 are given elsewhere in this report; 
here, only the method of contÉolling imports will be discussed. 

eefore the var there.was an import quota system 
in France, whereby each country received certain specific 
allotments of particulaz types of goods .-.In many cases  the  
actual distribution of import licenses waS left in the hands 
of e professional organization representing the various dealers 
in the commodity in question. 	This system has continued, 
and for each category of products, such as chemicals, or metal-
lurgical goods, or electrical prodùcts, or agricultural mach-
inery, there has been formed a "groupement" or syndiCate of 
importers. 	At the head of the syndicate is a president, who 
is usually the most prominent man in the trade, and in the 
case of agricultural machinery, all too often represents a 
certain American company. 	The president is responsible for 
the distribution of licenses among thé members of the group. 
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- Although  the  tmport.euota eYstem is no longer in 
existence, the president of the group in Algiers has perpet-
uated the system'by alloting licenses . in proportion to the .* 
amount of imports during* the pre-'var - period. 	Since Canadian 
firme  had roughly 209 of the market before 1939, this 
me-anti-that Our  -proportion remains about the.same. 	This 
has notA•eacted to the benefit of the importing Country, Since 

. in 1945, for instance, the Combined Boards in Washington 
. 	allotted to Canada 2,300 tons of the 4,000 tons of aericultural 

implements to be imported euring that year into North Africa. 
But import licensee were.granted in'different proportions. . 
Since the firms represented by the licenee helders were pre-
eluded from exporting by  the.  Combined Boards allocation, the 
total requirements of the country were not fulfilled.- 

-The Centinuance  of  this indirect quota eyestem has. 	. 
been-strongly protested against,. and the higher administration 

promised to examine thé allocations made by the subsidiarY . 
licensing organizations, and rectify any onesided allotments . 
which -may be made. 	The members-ef.the trade themselves-, - hoW- " 
ever,. inspired by ethieal eonsideratione, are net anxious to 	- 
take the initiative in following up these protests, and it 

. 

	

	is  possible  that the original explanations made to the higher 
authorities-may reaain fruitlegs unlese Canadian firms them- 

• selves centinUously prod their representatives into action. 	, 
*There is eVery reason to believe that American firme will not ' 

. be able to siipply their, customary amounte due to-labour'un-
reet,- and other re›.converaion problems, *  and  during 1946 Canada 
could well assume .a dominating position in the market, a 
position which manufacturers could then hope to maintain. 	In • 
.the absence  of permanent  official representation in North 

. Africa, however, it is thé producers themselvee who will 
have to follcw up this matter with their . agents in the field, 
and ensure that théy get the highest  possible proportions  of 
import authorizatione. 	. 

• 



CHAPTER FOUR 

MINES, INDUSTRY, POWER AND 'TRANSPORT 

As has already been ineicated, Algeria is far from 
being an industrialized country. 	Besides its agricultural' 
resources, however, it has one more aseet which is of con- 
siderable importance in its econcmic structure: its fairly . 	' 
extensive mineral resources. 

Algeria is rich in variety of minerais, if not in 
quantity and quality. 	It is probable, nevertheless, that in 
the latter respect, lack of diamOnd-drill investigation 
has prevented a truly extensive study of sub-soil possibilitieS, 
with the result that Many extensive deposits still remain tb 
be found and exploited. 

Amon  g Algeria's mineraLresources, iron ore is 
the most important. 	The country is the eighth largèst 
producer in the world, and before the war its production - 
reached as high as 3,000,000 tons per year. 	During the war 
years deterioration of equipment  bas  reduced potential prod-
uctive capacity to about 1,780,000 tons per annum, despite 
efforts by the British to resume production among the better 
deposits. 	Some of the Algerian and Tunisian ores are among 
the richest in the world, ranging from 55 to 6e iron and 
from 0.9 to 1.5r. phosphortis. 	It is this low-phosphorus con- 
tent mtdch  bas made these ores highly-prized in Groat Britain 
and other countries, and gives them their especial value in 
the Bessemer proceaa. 

While production in 1944.WaS'only 782 ,407 tons, 
much-of the equipment brdered during the period of Anglo-Amer-
ican  occupation  is nom coming into production, and it is 
estimated that during 1946 production may reach 1,500,000 
tons, Most oe uhloh is under contract  • to Great Britain. - 	' 

The following are the principal statistics mith 
respect to the various mines in Algeria, brought up to date 
as much as possible. 

SOCIETE DE LeOUENZA..  This  company is the largest producer 
in Algeria its highest production.being in 1938, when - 1,864e250 
tons, or 60 of  Algerian production, Were extracted by the . 	. 
company. - Its principal deposits are at Djebel. Ouenza .and 
Djebel bou Kadra -(see map). ,  Ores are exported through  the  



port of Bone, where special loading facilities have been 
installed. 	Incidentally, this is - an uneCon&mic method of 
shipment, since ewo mountain rances have to be cronsed by 
the railway in reaching Bone, whereas the use of a Tunistan 
port would encounter far less technical difficultiee. This 
is merely one result of the political - divislons of North 	- 
Africa and of the jealousies engendered thereby; the 
Algerians refuèed to allow Tunisia to benefit from a transit 
trade originating ln their own country. Bêserves of ore in 
this range, w'hich also includes the Chalet Bailout mine, are 
extimaged to exceed 50,000,000 tans, 	• 

COrTAGNIE MOKTA EL HADID.  This company controls the mines 
in the neighbourhood of Beni Saf. 	This basin produced 
540,781 tons of ore in 1929, and in recent years its 
production has been between 300,000 and 400,000 tons per 
annum. Exports are through the port of Beni Sat', specially 
developed by the company, although eome small independent 
producers use Port Kelah (capacity 900 tons per hour) and 
the roadstead Off Mersa Honain (capacity 15  tons per  hour). 

SOC  IETE MINIEBE DE MILIANA.  This comparze exploits several 
deposits, the chief one being the Raul= Mine in the Chelif 
Valley 30 miles East of Orleansville. 	In 1929 production 
was 146,000 tons, but in 1938 it had fallen to 84,000 tons.. 
In the Dahra, a coastal area between Oran and Algiere, the 
company  bas  several deposits of haematite ores, but no 
statistics are available as to recent production. 	Port 
Breira, developed by the company; has an electric transporter 
capable of transporting 650 tons per hour. 	The port is at 
present disused. 	In the Massif du Filfila, 11 miles east 
of rhilippeville, the company owns three concessions which , 
produce specular iron ore with a metal content of 66e:e• 
These mines have produced continuously since 1918, but no - 
statistice are available. 

SOCIETE DES MINES DE ZACCAR.  This  company aerie the thirde 
largeet mine ln the country ateDjebel eaccar, eith an average 
production of 250,000 tons per annure shipped' through the ' 
port of Algiers. 

COUPAGNIE DES  HAUT  e FOURNEAWC DE CHASSE. 
‘WCIETE EINIEBE DE LA KABYLIE. 	• 	These two .companies - - 
own several mines in the neighbourhood of-the'port of Bougies 

.of which the most imPortant are at Timeerit; Djebel bou Amrane, 
Beni  Peikai, Tadergount and Brandemah. ' The basis le called the 
Kabylie des Babors, and production ln 1938 wae over 240,000  tons. 
Ore is loaded at Bougie and by an offeshore-eiectrical transporter 
at Les  Falaises.. -  

the  above are the most important active mining groups. 
There are in addition several inactite mines, and others which 
have not started ,eroducing. 	Practicaliy all  of the iron ore 
produced is exported, since there is no smelting industry in 
Algeria, 	Although Britain has a long-term contract, there ls 
nothing preventing  the purchaee of iron ore for ballast of up 
to 2,000 tons per ship. 
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LII11111G AREAS IX ALGERIA 

Al?  the mining areasmentioned in the 
text  are  shown aboe, as well as the 
ports equipped with ore-loading faoilities. 



• 	Phosphate  rock occurs in à huge belt along' the 
southern shore of the Mediterraneanfrom Ébrocco right through 
Algeria  and  Tunisia, but it can only be worked-econoMically 
when the phosphate content exceeds 58%, 	The United States 
and the USSR are the only cç)untries which produce  more  
phosphates than French North Africa,'and although Algeria 
comes:third 1n production in North Africa!,:its 500,000 tone - , 
per year is of considerable  importance on  werld-markets.'' 
The principal deposit  as  at Djebel roult- near the Tunisian 

...border,  and la  worked by the SOCIETE'DES PHOSPHATES DE  
CONSTANTINE. 	This  company produced 539,470 tons in 1938 	• 
but by 1944 production had dropped to 175,000 tons, and it 
is only now that 'everY effort Is being-made to Te-equlp.the . 
mine and transport'facilities in order to supply the needs of -  . 
Europe. The - POrt of export is Bone,-where modern loadlnie . 
e qujpment permj.te-ef.rapid loading. ,. _Although thé ores are 
'of poorer quality than these of.Morodco and Tunisia, the 	' 
Scareity of phosphates  throughout:EUrepe assures' the continued 
working of these mines under.eartetarrangement. 

There  Is another'phesphate.dePosit mear Setif 
. at lizaita, - Tocqueville and Bordj Redir, owned and operated 
by.COMPAGNIE MINIERE DE MZAITA. 	Theée, deposits have produced 
as  much'as  71,000 tons  in 1931, but in .1938 production Ill■RS 
44;000 tons, and the  war cauSed' a seriouS reduction from - the 
latter figure. The port of exportia'Bougie. 

The bulk of the productiorr.iS exported, but - 
small quantities.-- uP to 80,000 tOns.f are . treated  and 

 transformed into sàperphosphates-by:-three factories at Oran, 
Bone and Algiers. The bulk of the 'exports  pro -war went to 
France,- Germany and Great BritainbuLfor many years after 
the war it Is likely that this product.Will . be subject to 
allocation among .the constiming nations. 

It - should be remembered that . .these mines, as 
well as the iron  ore  mines, require - large quantities of 
mining equipment railway equipment,  and port installations, 
all of which must be kept up to the - most efficient possible 
state and requite thereforel'requent renewal.,in magy.iteMs 
which Canadiàh Manufacturershight supply,. 

. 

 

The  anàlysla Of Algerian'phoaphates wor „• out 
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:bis  is a phosphate dock in 
Algiers. Similar equipment may be found in 
Boue,  Phi3.lipeville,  and other ports, for 
handling phosphates and iron ore. • 
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• . 
This eubject will be 'discussed-at greater length under 

the section of - thls chapter dealing with power . 	It 10 sut%. 
ficient to etate bere that there is a -very >large known coal- • 
field ln the area of the Sahara eXtending.East from Colomb 
Bechar and Kenadta. -  This coal field hae two seam's, one over 

• 20 inches in depth, and the other one eomewhat smaller, and ia 
• inclined at.'25.degrees, starting ut the  surface. 

• 
One of the  primary reasonsfor.the-War-time extension 

of the propoéed Trane*Sahara rallway'froM its  former terminus 
at Colomb Bechar was the exploitation of :the Kenadza. field. 

• .It has long been realized that the field is uneconomic under 
I,• normal  clreumetttnces, being over 300 miles auay from main.» 

line railwaYs, -  and in an area:Where labeur le hard to fine and 
harder  to retainl ' where'water is "insuffielent, and summer' 

. heat indescribable.: • Yet the  Chemins de  Fer Algeriens, whose 	. t  
-requirements-in coal in the western sector of Algeria are 

. :fairly considerable 	the eastern seeter is  electrified 
has thought it worth while to aveid-dependence an Imported 
coal by eXplolting the most  accessible part of this coal.. 

.field. 	Pradtiction ls not  very great,:emounting ln 1944 to 
119,000 tons ., but it is considered that  150,000 tons  per-year 

• is a-feasible objective, and•lt till reduceto that extent an 
import  requirement  for normal  conauMption of 768, ,D00 tons, 
Aàtual imports are farIess than that, ameunting  in the 

 aggregate. to  36,000 tons  per.fflnth, eolatly of loi  grade open
cast coal, So that the problem.of development within Algeria • 
is beeoming more and more  important, 	Some thought  is  being  

• given to the-establishment of a thermal plant near the • • 

•: coul mines, but this will depend'on the possibility of finding 
water in the area. -  The coal is- - of good quality* averaging 

. 	714'7:carbon, 22% volatile Mutter /#-3 to e ash and .2 moisture, • 
• 

• lunnn rillERALS •• • • 

.LEAD AND ZINC. Lead and zinc are usualiy-found in coMbination, 
with zine predominatim in Algeria, contrasting atrangely 
experience in Merocco and Tunisia. *Deposits are generally 

• • small *  and a number of exploiting companies are interested,- . 
• •  In 1929 there were - 25 exploiting companies, une the total 	: 

: output of concentratee was  14,200 tons of  lead and 32,800 
' tons of zinc • Several of the firma Were . serlously affected 

- 	by the depression, and in 1937 productlon . had fallen to: . 
-, - 7,960  end 17,740 tons respectively. 	Most of the cencentrates 
•veeÈ*, sent te Belgium for refining,.but more :and bore  of  the 
lead le being diverted to 7rance. 	The-SOCIETE  Dif-LA VIEILLE  . • 

' um.Age, a Belgian concern, has the most:active mine at 
Ouarsenis,and produced some 6300 tons of zinc concentrates 

. 	in 1938,  Most  of the other lead and zinc mines  have an even • 
smaller output. 	 . 	« 

IRON PYRITES  This ore le mined chiefly for its sulphur 	. 	• 
content, which is ueed in the Algerian superphosphate:3'1n- 
duatry,-. The only large depealt which has been worked eo.far 

. 	. 



ROCK SALT.  About 60,00Ô tons 
curing, are mined yearly-near 
exported through the ports of 

in 12 miles East of  Philippeville, and 46  worked:by tte::' 
SOCIETE MINIERE DE BILIANA,  already -Mentioned'in connection 
with iron ore._ Output in 1938 was'448 .150 tona,:yielding - 
19,430 tons of sulphur, 440 tons'of.Copperom'ite .  eupri,  

.ferous  content, and some haematite iron  ore. 	ProeUction. 
was not too seriously affected by the war,: 35,049 tons  being 
.produced in 1944.  

ANTIMONY. . Algeria is responsible for 2e . of world'production 
The ores are of five different.types.(senarmontite, "ealentinite, 
stibnite, cervantite and flajolotite) of which total Product-
ion was'about  2,200 tons  in 1938. 	Production in 1944 't)as only 
500 ton's.' . 

• MERCURY.  There are three known mercury. wOrkings, one near 
Philippeville, another in the Aures Mountains, and 'a third . 
In the Kebylie des Babors district. :Production in 1938 was  
191 flasks, or 6.6 tons, and approximately the,same production 
(6.63 tons) was recorded in 1944. 

FIESLEGUHR (DIATOMITE). *  Algeria is the secand "largest world 
exporter, with a production in 1938 of 15,100 tons, most of 
which went to Great Britain and Prance. 	1944 production of a 
75(f,  8102 Product is said to have been the same. ' 

BARYTES.  One mine at Bou Mahni, East of Algiers, ewned by 
American iiltereets (and nearly ruined by a Canadian speculator 
living in Ottawa) is being worked, and produced 3,069 tons 
in 1938. 	Capacity for extraction and shipment through the port 
of Dellys or through Algiers, ls considerably greater. 

of rock salt, suitable for fish 
Biskra,  of which 60e are 
Philippeville and Bone. 	• 

BUILDING MATERIALS. 	The following figtires are given for the 
production of building materials: 

Cement (1936) • 	 67,000 
Gypsum 1938) 	 33 & 325 
Lime 	1935) 	 51,700 
Marble 1936) 	- 	 9,050 
Sand and Gravel (1934) 	390,000 
Rubble (1934) 	 348,000 
Limestone (1934) 	• 	133,000 
Paving  atones and ballast 

(1934 ) 	.4,500,000 

INDUSTRY 

Algeria's resources in fuel and power, Skilled 
labour, and to some extent, in raw materials, have been inauf-
ficient to foster the rapid  •development of industry. 	Eany of 
these conditions can be rectified:  • education of 'tile native . 

in technical skills, accentuated development of water-power 
and thermal power resourcesf and the use of its cross-roads 
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position 'in  the Mediterranean suggest_the - pessibility of 
establishing several important types of•industry in the Country. 
Midway between Egypt, Lndia, and theUnited . States", there. 
seems to be every, possibility of setting up a cotton textile 

- .industry to satisfy  the: extensive  demand of the-natives; 
oil refining, with petroleum from the Middle East and from 
the United States, appears feasible;. paper-making, with 
local  supplies of alfa as a.basei:should 'be possible; and 
a far greater  extension  of the leather - trades is warranted. 
As ha  already been stated in Chapter Three, it would appear 
also that muoh could' be done in the processing of agricultural 
products, lyY the 'establishment of-freezing and cold-storage 
plants, the extension of tlia canning _industry, the refining.  
of sugar,  and the  establishment of various-Other secondary H  
industries based on local reéotircee or  local  requireMente. 

At thé  present time flourmilling is'the most  
.important in4stry, employing some 3,600 workers. 	There are 
some 150'flour mills.of comÉercial,importance in the country, 
but only seven - of:these, ofwhich four are in Algiers o . can 
supply moré.than . local requirements. 	Capacity is sufficient 
to permit some export,  and  in 1938 a total of 28,251 tons went 
to France', inaddition to 45,965.tohs'of bran, 	Tlere . are also 
a. number Ofaliméntary paste plants, producing pastes, semol-
inas and groats, of which 69,014 tons vent  to France  in 1938. 

• 
• • Thé brewing industryi althOUgh.badly shaken by 

the war and by the recent drought:whieh Prohibited the use of 	• 
homegroWn barley, is normally  of  Some importance, as  is the 
distilling of wine,:which  bas  become still more important in . 

• recent years:because Of the inability of AlÈisria to export 
her wines te.Trance forcing-her to transform large amount° into 
industrial alcohol. -  In 1241, 14i million gallons of alcohol 	• 
were produced, and 'in view  of the -heavy wine production of 	" 
1945,_a still:larger ampunt will probably have to be prodUced 

, 

The canning, preserving and cold . storage poss-
ibilities have already been *described in the previous chapter. 
Closely associated with these industries is fishing, which 
appears to have been exceedingly slow in developing, since 
only 18,000 tons of' fish were landed in 1935, and of these, 
only small quantities were canned, dried or salted. 	There 
are good prospects for the expansion of tuna fishing, sardine 
canning, and bottling of anchovies. 

The tobacco industry is fairly well-established, 
in normal times looking after local demand and exporting in 
addition, as in 1938, 3,028 tons of cigarettes and 100 tons 
of cigars. 	Most of these epporte went to French Indo-China. 

The manufacture of casks and barrels is an 
important industry in a country which produces as much wine 
as does Algeria. 	At the présent' time, hoNever, the imported 
lumber from which sueh products are made is unavailable, 
and Algeria Will have to look to foreign countries for its 
urgent requirements, 
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Algeria . le-not a producer of-lâmber, the only  • 
types of marketable epecies being the Aleppo and Maritime 
Pines, cedar, eucalyptus, thuya, and three types of amall 
oak treea (including the corkaoak), unsuitable for the prod -

uction of lumber. The wood produced la mostly used for the 
making of charcoal,  for  fuel, railway sleepers, some typee., : 
of pitprops, end box shooks. 	Total production in 1938 was 
42,000 tone, which did not begin to satisfy:the requirements 
of the country. Requiremente froll foreign sources for pit 
props alone in 1946 are estimated.at  2,000 tons, most of which 
will have tO come from Portugal unleea other countries such 
as Canada saddenly find additional aupplies avallable'for 
export. 	Poles, sleepere, and lumbe;' for construction pur- 	- 
poses will also be required in considerable auantitie durinE - 
the emlng yeare. 

There is a *mall chemical and fertilizer industry 
in Algeria. 	ne largest firm in the field, the sArcE (8.74T1 
ALGinuLIE DE :PR0DUIT0 CTTMIP,PlY ET I'll'arraAIS) bas tbree 
plants, producing mainly sulphuric acid, euperphoephatee, 
copper and iron sulphates, carbon - disulphide and oxygen,  as 

 %ell Lo various eecondary types of fertilizers, ' Capacity 
for the eroduction of sulahuric'acid is about :1J0,000 tons 
Per annu . .but far less than thia.amount haa been produced..., 

The construction and.engingering  industries  have 
necessarily expanded during the  ar, aince- the policy of all 
the  military forces was to get as Luch workshop rePalr done 
under contract by civilians as was feasible. 	2here is one 
large railway-repair shop whiCh also repairs agaicultural 
machinery,' several subsidiary railway shops, shin repair 
yards are to be found at Oran and Algiere, and tbere are lztree 
construction companies interested in the building of dams, 
roads, electric power plants, etc. :Most auch housee,'Ilowever, 
are subsidieriee of French or Belgian  concerne  with a world.; , 
.wide reputation, 

In view.of mining activity and the moaatainbus 	. 
nature of the country, which reqUires large amounts of «dos-
ives for the construction of roade, railways and dams, there 
is a small eaplosives industry in Algeria, which produCea 
practically all domestic requirementa ,  of cheddite, annoniUm 
nitrate and the nitro-glycerine base exploeives (except 	V V , 
blueing gelatin, dynamite, gelignite, etc.., which are imported). 
Most  safety  fuses, detonatins fuses, and ordinary and electric 
detonators also have to be imported. .Since_the local producers 
might welcpme . offers which would permit them to comlete their 
line of exploOlven, their names c, rç given beaei 

0oci4t4 Mnerale d'Exploalfs, Bellefontaine,nrAlgiére e  
Goeilti Algérienne derexploelfe r  Lz-varaqde,nr Affrevill 

Small am ,Yunts of boots and Shoes and matches  vre " 
made in the country, and in addition the native craftemen- prod-
uce a wide variety or poor quality leather goods, oopper . 
ware, woven goods and beeketware• 



DUEL  AND POWER  

The coal requirements of Algeria have already 
been discussed, but not in their relation to electricity. 
The total production of electricity in 1936 was 202 million 
KWU, of which more than three quarters was produced in 
thermal plants. 	Installed capacity at that time was about 
300,000 KW, the principal producers being the following: 

, 	THERMAL Algiers Agha plant) 	19,200 KW 
Algiers 'Hamm plant) 	66,600 
Algiers Russel:1  Dey) 	17,600 

- 	Bone 	 34,000 
Oran 	 17,200 
Oran (Mers  el Kebir) 	24,200 

HYDRO ELECTRIC 
Illiten 	 10,700 

The  above plants accounted for almost exactly 
two-thirds of production in the entire country, and although 
there are 24 smaller plante, their individual capacities are 
small, 	There are at present several plans to increase 
hydro electric resources, and there is also a project to 
step up the production of the Bone plant, which in many ways 
is the most important in the country, since it supplies 
electricity not only to the principal iron ore and phosphate 
mines, but to the railway brineing these products down to the 
port. 	The plant has been seriously affected by cmitinuous use 
and lack of repairs since the allied landings in 1942, and 
some fear is expressed as to its ability,to continue function-
ing until new machinery, already on order in Switzerland, it5 

delivered.. 

There are three main exploiting companies in 
the country: 	' 

Lebon et Cie, which owns the Hemma plant in Algiers 
and the Oran station, and is prepared 
to submit specifications for new 
equipment to Canadian producers" 

60014t1 Al4rienne d'Eclairage et de Force, which owns 
the two remaininc stations in Algiers 
and the Mers et Kebir station in Oran; 

Cie du Bourbonnais, which owns the Bone plant. 

. -Canadian .firms producing  thermal  :or hydro-electric 
equipment would do well to consult the above firps with respect 
to new projects and the replacement of old equipment. 	The 

. hope is expressed'in Algeria that  production  will rise to 
400 million KWH within the near future as a result of the 
projects already under way. 

LIL 



COMMUNICATIOES  

. 13elew.is a sketch bap of the main roads and 
railways  in Algeria;.éliowing that the country  is Well • 
served - - despite the diffiCulecenditions due to moUn-
tainous terrain -.  The  .roads' aSta1rule-are good, have a 

.stronger .  base  but are  not-aS.w011 - Surfaced as American. • 
roads.-Tbey are Well conceiVedl mith grades rarely ex.,.  
ceeding e even in the most.difficult mountain  country. - 

 Some of the mountain passes are . over 1000 feet high, • - 
rendering the roads impassable on soMp occasions during 
the  winter due to snow and  ice, 	. 

• . 	. 
The  railways:encounter the same difficultieS as 

the roads t ,and although:the grades are  not  excessive the 
.radius of the àurves in some moUntain areas renders - 
necessary:the use OffGarratt articulated locomotives. ; 
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CHAPTER FIVE- 

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL TRENDS, AND 
. THEIR EFFECTS ON FUTURE COMMERCIAL RELATIONS 

The .problem of Algeria is unique in that it is the' 
. only area.which is assimilated to the Metropolitan area  of' 

France by an almost complete political and economic union. 
In some cases this union is more apparent than real. 	For 
instance, although Algeria is considered as part of France - 
for customs purposes, administrative,meàsures may and often 
do hamper direct trade relations within the area, 	France, 
in sharing out its own production of commodities in shart 
supply, makes a distinction between what cen be allotted 

• within ità oveconfines, Lmid - -what ,cam-be spared for the 
Algerian population. 	Similarly,.it is not inconceivable 
that France should apply quota restrictions •cm Algerian 
goods which, if freely imported into France, would compete 
on unequal terms with the domestic production of similar. ' 
goods. 	This is.very likely to happen with respect to wines, 
and probably would take place if at some time Algeria were 
allowed to establish its own textile industry. 	In internal 

• administration too, the same rationing principles need not be' 
applied in the two,areas;. distinctions are made in Algeria 
between native and European or assimilated populations with 
respect to economic rights -- distinctions which would not 
be tolerated in France -- and by various methods of moral or 
economic suasion, the Algerian economy is made to feel that 
it is subsidiary to, and dependent upon, the economy of the 
French mainland. 

It is correct to say in broad terms that in all . • 
aspects of  life one may;discern the dependent submissiveness of 
a people accustomed tO the seéondary role:of a cOlony. 
Among the 800,000 French this attitude.takes various forms: 	. 
an irritated:antipathY towards French 'regimentation and 
controls; a desire for greater autonmy, or - conversely, .* 
a willingness to aedept more  complete assimilation in order - • 

. to obtain>equality Of rights and freedom of competitive enter-
prise; and, more frequently Still in recent-years, the 	. 
development of . a . °Get Rich Quick° attitude which makes life .  . 
tolerable as long as it permits the hope  of  returning to 	' 
'France  with an accumulated fortune. , 	. 	• 	, 	. . 

Thislatter attitude is perhaps the most  dangerous 
,for the country, since it disposes thé settler to•an unsound -
exploitation of natural reéources and of the,native population.. 
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It is reflected too in the re-sale to the natives of lands 
which by heavy exploitation have permitted the colonist to 
retire in Prance. 	This in itself might be a liberalizing 
influence except that the native has neiSher the experience 
nor the mechanical means to keep the land as productive as  it 
formerly had been. 	Thus agricultural production  ha e de- 
creased during the laet five years more than need have been 
warranted by the wartime Shortages of agricultural implements, 
tractive power, seed, fertilizer and manpower. 

The result of all this is that the country as a 
whole emanates an aura of stagnation. This atmosphere of 
frustration pervaden even the beeitant governmental plans for 
reconstruction which have been discussed in another section 
of this report. 

The internal doubt and timidity discussed above 
may be attributed in large measure to the indecisive character 
of French administration. As already pointed out, the French 
have granted the forms of equality while retaining an ad-
ministrative control which in effect reduces the country to the 
status of a colony. 	In other words, the French themselves 
are proceeding according to a doubtful compromise, and until 
the question Of future relations is resolved one way or another, 
no decisive action appears likely in Algeria. 

- The two solutions are ultimately as follows: 

(a) Either complete ecônomic absorption and integration 
with the French economy, permitting unrestricted movement of 
capital, industry and labour between the mainland and Algeria, 

or, (b) an economic and financial rupture between the 
two areas, thus permitting Algeria to have an autonomous 
growth without tutelage from Paris. 

In either case there would be a resurgence of 
interest in Algeria as an outlet for capital und a site for 
industry. 	With cheap manpower, ready access to markets and 
raw materials through its Mediterranean ports, and growing 
resources in hydro-electric power, there seems no reason why 
Algeria should not have à steady industrial growth, based 
pertially on its own agricultural and mineral resources, partly 
on its strategic location on the Mediterranean route betueen 
raw materials and markets. 

The determination with which France frowns on such 
competitive enterprise, homever, for the moment sugsests that 
Algeria holds out little hope of providing a permanent market 
for any but the most essential goods not produced in France. 
But while the British and Anerican representatives hold  vies 
someuhat similar to those expreseed above, it is to be noted 
nevertheless that they have no intention of decreasing their 
vigilance and preparedness. 

It may perhaps be useful to give a review here of 
British and American influence on ond even control over, certain 



phases of the North African econegy since the landings on 
8 November, 1942. 	On 10 December, 1942, there was formed 
the North African Economic Board, made up of civilians, but 
under the jurisdiction of Allied Forces Headquarters. 	Its 
major purpose wae to exploit and make available strategic 
materials to be found in the area. Por this purpose, they were 
obliged to take an active intereet, often amounting to control, 
of railwayS, ports, fuel and electrical facilities. 	The 
civilian economy was also affected in the interests of ° Public 
Order", and_this included the import of good's to forestall 
disaffection, and even the control of financial institutions 
in order to.prevent inflation. 	Among the products required 
by the allies in 1943 were 300,000 tons of phosphates and 
1,250,000 tons of iron ore by the United Kingdom. alone. 
Resumption of large scale production evidently required the 
provision of supplies not only for the mines, but for the 
railways, porte and electric generating and distributing 

- systems as well. 

The agricultural economy was also eubjected to 
very considerable control and supervision, with the result 
that the all-pervasiveness of British and American intrusion 
has had  a considerable effet on the outlook of producers, 
industrialists and even the commercial interests. 

If there is one lesson to be gained from this 
it is that Canada must not lightly abandon her responsibilities 
and her joint interests in any mutual control organization 
to be formed  in the future. 	For Britain and America. have 	. 
clung to their privileged position here as long as they could.. 
When AFHQ decided that the.North African Economic Botsrd was no 
longer vital to the success of the campaign, military control 
was relinquished, but the Board, as of 1 June 1944, continued 
under ciVillan auspices (Federal Economic Administration in 
the United States, Ministry of Supply in the United Kingdom) 
under the new name  "North  African Joint Economic  Mission".  - 
On the 31 December, 1944, thie second enterprise was dis-
solved, on the assumption that joint control was no longer 
justified, 	The personnel of the mission remained, however, 
as separate Economic Missions representing the two countries, 
and it is only at the present moment, more than  three years , 
after the invasion, that they are beginning to disband. 

In the meantime the amount of background mater- 	: 
ial which they have acquired is fabulous; but far more 	- 
important than that is the amount of influence they have 	. 
had on reconstruction policy. 	It has been intimated to 
the writer that orders for many years to come for . the 
re-equipment and expansion of phosphate and iron  ore  mines, 
railways, and electric power plants, may have been placed with 
one or the other of the two countries. 	Although in other 
respects the degree of residual influenee is not quite as 
clear, the fsct that the United States supplierl. the full 
import programme of agricultural equipment for 1943 is indic-
ative of the amount of follow-up business which may result 
in other instances as well, 	(In some cases this prevision 
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may react contrary to expectations. A very excellent 
authority  ha  e etated that the American agricultural equip-
ment vanufacturere, ln fulfillment of the lant orders under 
LeaseeLend, sent prototypes or their post-ear equipment. 
It  no  appears that they may be unable to fill orders for 
similar equiement for two years to come, which will certainly 
decrease their prestige on the market.) 

Perhaps of an intereet equal to the internal and 
• 	external economic and political currents -which have been 

outlined above are the nere individual pecullaritiee of the 
. 	market. 

In the firet place, this  country  hae never known 
direct  import-export  trade before. 	There were.firms which 
bought for .their own account from French firms, ehether 
those firms were themselves importers or producers. 	Then 
there were the "representatives" or travelling salesmen or  • 
manufacturers agents, who again made na distinction as to 
whether the French firme they represented were producere or  • 
themselves agents e foreign firms. 	In neither case did 
the local merchant have to worry about documentation, or 
foreign exchange or  customs  dutlee or import licences or any 
of the innumerable difficulties in the way of the real 
importer. 	In other words, there were °imports" from 
France, or . purchase in France of gooda which had been cleared" 
into the customs union by French import firmn. 

.. 	Now, however, there is real separation with respect 
to foreign exchange holdings. Altheugh France  v ant e  to keep 
a finger on the Industrial developments within Algeria, Mhgy 
insist that Algeria muet soon be self-support:bee eith respect 
to its imports from foreign countries. 	For this reason a verY 
strict exchange eontrol is exercised, and not even French 
francs may be imported into Algeria. 	On the other hands -they .  
have agreed,  as  stated above, that  any  accumulation of foreign 
exchange accruing to the credit of Algeria through the export 
of  producte other than phosphates or iron  ores  may be wag-
gregated fro n  the French  pool and used . by  Algerie for its own 
purposes. •• , 

This means in effect that Algeria, once special 
reconstruction requirements have been filled, will have to be 
self-supporting insofar as imports and exporte are concerned. 
But eince there are no firme qualified by experience to under-
take this business, a curious situation has arisen. 

There are certain old-established firms which have 
long represented foreign producere, even though the products 
were only indireetly acquired from these producers through' 
Prench importere. 	On the other hand there are a great number 
of individuals who have had a close association with the ad. 
ministration of a war-time economy, who have well-established 
contacts within the administration, but who foresee in the 	. 
immediate future a relinquishment of total cnntrol. 	These 
individuals are making it«quite clearly understood that they 
are in the market for agencies and foreign representations, and 



that they have an accessibility to government circles which 
assures them of prioritiee in the issue of import authorizatione. 

This makes the search for reliable and old-estab-
lished firms exceedingly difficult, eince any person in an 
official or quasi-official position who is approached refuses 
to divulge the naines of such firms because he already has a 
vested interest'in post-war trade. 	The sanie situation of 
course is arising in Canada, and probably in other countries, 
but perhaps not to the same degree. . 

At any rate, the present position makes the choice 
of- agents exceedingly difficult, because there are three 
categories to choose from: 	• 

- 
(a) The 01d-established firm which ordered on its 	• 

own account, but has no experience in direct import trade. 

(b) The former administrator who has government 
connections and a strong chance of getting import authorizations, 
but who equally has no experience in import trade. 

(c)The manufacturers'..representative, who placed 
his clients' orders with a manufacturer or  hie  agent, but who 
treated all euppllers as domestic because, if the goods had 
been imported, they had been before he had anything to do with 
them. 

There is of course a fourth alternative, which is 
to place an agency with a Paris firm, in the expectation that 
affaire  will return to the old order. - 

,The writer was loath to take the latter course, 
becauee there has been aithout doubt an evolution uhàsh, from 
the point of view of the foreign manufacturer, is a satisfactory 
one: freedom from intermediaries in a nea market, 	The choice 
therefore rested among the other three, and as far as possible 
the following pattern bas been followed: 

' (a) Canadian linec already known on the market should 
be dealt with by the established firms. 	 . 

(b) Products which may expect a volume outlet aithin 
a relatively short time have been placed in the hands of the 
new houses which may under present circumstances obtain import 
authorizations, in the hope that the goods may be established 
on the market before the immediate advantages of the importer 
•are alienated. - 

(0) Products which, because of their non-essentiality, 
have no chance of a market within the next two years, have been 

•proposed to the more reliable among the manufacturere' agenta, 
in the hope-that they may learn the import technique during 
the intervening period. 

• This does not mean that much hope is held out for 
substantial Canadian eXports to the Algerian mtrket. 	The 
shortage of foreign exchange is endemic, and cannot be alleviated 

, until the Algerian economy is once more self-supporting. 	At the 
• . present time the largest import is wheat. 	On the other hand the 

native population eats mostly barley, but cannot grow it until 
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they obtain sufficient seed. 	The year 1945  vas  so dry that 
little hope can be held out for a satisfactory 1946 crop, since 
plowing and sowing conditions were unsatisfactory. 	This in 
itself creates a vicious circle, as a full programme of 
imports vitalato an agricultural economy cannot be embarked on 
as long as derivatives of such an economy have to be imported. 

Coming  no  z to personal censideratione, there is a 
point which has to be re-iterated despite the fact that it 

• has already been touched upon, because evidence of its prevLlence 
tas forthcoming at every turn: the °precautionary" attitude of 
the administrator who felt that it was just as well for him 
to be prepared.for a post-war world in thich he would no longer 
have an administrative position. 	Time and again ln interviews 
in the territory, one came away aith he impression that one's 
interlocutor was serving more than one master, and was erecting 
the scaffolding for a career in the interests of the person 
rather than of the state. 	This made a precise estimation of 
motives and guiding principles exceedingly difficult to arrive 
at. 

One example may suffice. 	During the course of 
interviews with the managing director of the Alcerian State 
Railways, who ie a government employee, an impression was 
gained that this individual w as  very desirous that an arrangement 

- should be made whereby Canadian railway equipment producers 
should be yepresented by one particular firm in Algeria. Uince 
this firm tas a large Alsatian producer of machines and mechan-
ical equipment, it was difficult to visualize a policy more 
contrary to the long-term interests of Canadian producers. 
Yet the very» fact that this solution wae not entertained may 
be contributory to a certain lack of immediate success in the 
furnishing of equipment during the coming year. 

Although the writer bas a considerable admiration 
.for the younger 'french administrator who has been pushed into 
the foreground by reason of the war -- and many of the younger 
members of this new higher administration have no personal 

• ambitions other than to be good administrators -- in many 
instances they can discuss no more than the larger issues, 
due to the rapidity with which personnel is moved about from 
one post  to another. 	Christian Cardin, the Secretary General 
for Coordination of Economic Affairs (Secretary General being 

-equivalent to Deputy MI.nister) bas been in North Africa a year 
and a half. 	Two of bis senior assistants have been here lesé 
than six months. . His Chef de Cabinet, or private secretary, 
is the only Algerian-born person to be met in this office. 

In the Algerian Covernment Generul, M. Faure, the 
'Secretary General for Economic Affairs, has been in Algiers 
only three months. 	None of his senior assistants hae been in 
'Algiers over six months. According to Cardin and Paure 

, themselves, who spoke rather bitterly about the subject, they 
and their assistants are likely to be moved to other  poste  at 
a moment's notice, thus providing no assurance of contlauity. 
This is also true with respect to the Governors General themselvee, 



The present incumbent is one of the few-who hue not been 
given the job as a reward for paet serviees, 	He hi  s ounecien- 
tionsly carried out hie functions, has exerted as much influence 
ae poesible to obtain sound adminietrative assistente, but he 
htieself.is momenterily expecting to leave* 

This lac of clntinuity is of course elmilar ,  to that - 
In  Paris itself, with tho reoult that any amount of planning 
le merely a futile gene, bearing no premise of ultimate fruition* 
Since ne functionary ever hopes to be given the taek of bringing 
his elane into execution, the whole thing  ha  s B sort of a 
slap-dash, happy-go-lucky complexion which le a reflection of 
"eeprit" rather than intelligence, 	 . 

Another peculiar feature of the adninietration whloh 
lt is well to bear in mind is the conelex chenneling of 
responeibility. 	Since Algeria le part of  France,  its in- 
ternal administration .ls in•the hands of the Mlnletry of the 
Interior. Technicaly all communicationa with French Depart-- 
rents should be through this channel *  

e- 
.. And yet the anomaly is thlse In the new French 

Government there has been à-pointed a tinleter or State  for - - 
the Coordination of Merth African Affaire. 	It would appear, 
therefere, that the new rinister should take over and -form a , 
new ceannel of communication, - But not at all. 	Since this 
is  a new mlnietry which hao no comeetent administrators, the 
channel is golng.to be cempletely ignored, as are the existing 
chennelt in actual fact. The OecretarY General- for Joonomio 
MTeire doee not report to the rinieter  of  the Intetier but to 
the Ulnister of National i;conomye 	Similarly, Cardin's office 
as  Coordinator reporte to national Lconony, and has no  intention 
of going through any other channel *  

If an ecenomic elan involves financial ateistanoe the 
report is mimic to the Uinistry of Finance. 	If it invelves . 

 eneineering Worke, it goes to the Ulnioter of Public 'Works(' 
uhile if it nvolves ineernal coemenecations it goes to the 
"Ministre des .Ponts et Chauesiees. 	Oince each cf the-  ministries 
is peculiarly jealous and sensitive of ite preregativee, any 
propoeal emanating from outside ite  on  services ie 11Lely to 
be looked upon with conelderable disfaeour if not derisione 
In colloquial terms, - the French administration just can't get 
anywhere eith coordinated planning. 

lie  bove comeentary, which is equally applicable 
to adminietration in Prance, may eeplain in  aorte meaoure ely 
it is difficult to appraise the  "trends" of the next few years 
in Algeria. Ecenonicallye it is eafe te assume that a direct 
import-export trade will develop, replacing the former indirect 
trade threugh French firms, 	Politically, it eenild appear that 
the movement away from complete solidarity with France will 
ultinately succeed, larrelerbeeauee of adninletrative  nie.' 
managements but the very ineptneee of the administration, the 
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lack of continuity due to rapid changes in personnel, make 
it difficult to foresee with any degree of accuracy the. 
immediate future over the 'next four'or . five yeare. 	The 
necessarY:centradictions ih this  report are an index to the 
bafflement caused by the clash in points of view among the ' 
different elements of the population. -  It is perhaps in 
an analysis of these very contradictions that the soundest 
conclusions maY be arrived at by the reader* 
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'CklAPTER SIX 

PRE -ViAR 170RICGX TRADE 

Economic'conditiona have changed so verY drastically .  
-.2inc.the war thae_tooegreat a reliance on pre-var  trade 

' figuree.zes a. guideeto  future  developments Is  un ie  end may 
e .  very well be misleading. For thie reason, although figures' 

for a "nornal° prewar year, 1938, Will be given below, there 
are eertain'pointe which ehoiild tecenaidered when...examining 
them* 

• ei 	At . present, Algeria_ is moreethan ever tied ta the  
*French economy by oreaeon of the fact that, having had no 	e 

. expert trade*eince the beginning of the wer, shè he.s had ne 
.oppertunity of aceumulating fereign eechenge. 	Additionally, 
there bete beeneconsidereble deterioration of:eseentiarmach-

,einery,'such*as.agricultutaleimplemente, : railway equipmente 
electric peter facilities and so on, which heeesaitates 
feirly heavy volume Of eseential imports of this nuture. 

- 	 nallye the shockingly severe-drought of 1945 bee neceseitated 
the importation durinr the preecnt eeaSon  of  so ie 90 .0,000 -  
tons of cereals te prevent etarvation  amont the native  in  
habitants . 

These three conditions combined have created such  
a shortage of foreign exchange available for ether purposes, 
that .L ittle hope ahould be held thet an immediate market 
for non-essential c)neumer goode la likely to develop. 	But 
furthermore, eince the French Government has been obliged, 
out of ita own reetricted supplies, te supply what foreign 
exchange  is  now reouired, thie neane that ?ran c e hes naturally 
insisted on control over the import economy of the country, 
and in the long run, it is the French Governnent,, through the 
Coordinator of Economic Affaire for _Worth Africa, which 
detereines mhat goods ere essential, und mhieh imports may be 
Pc5tnohed. 	The Algerians bitterly complain thet France is not 
realistic in thie control, since she ie not perbitting 
sufficient Import of thoee producer good° which are necessary 
for the re-establishelent of export  •industriee* 	The uhole 

• problem appears to the Aleerian as a vicious circle, and the 
state of eind  ha  grown letharrie end embittered, uith a con-
sequent reductien of individual effort. 

Another problem uhich acytely eorriet the Alger-
ians is thet of inflation. 	Per reaeons which have been 

• discussed in e previous chapter, politically France has 
thou.ht it desirable to rive the native worker wages approximatay 
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the same as those earned by European workers, despite an 
undeniable difference in efficiency. 	Thus the natives are 
accumulating large sums of money, are the chief eurveyors of 
the black market, and, due to their newly-found wealth; are 
contributing in no small measure to the spiralling of prices 
which is following fairly, cloeely that in France itself, 
The discouragement of initiative on the part of those who 
seek to industrialize the country; the fear of native unrest; 
the "get-rich-quice attitude of certain Prench individuals 
who tend to exploit without contributing: all these faetors 
have much to do with the reduction of internal activity 
and the eense of frustration that one senseu among responsible 
business elements. 

Prom the foreign trade point of view, it appears 
undeniable that until export trede is resumed, imports will 
be held to the barest minimum. 	Even export trade, however, 
may not reach pre-war levels even under the most  favorable 
circumstances, due to the increase of population which is 
reducing more and more the excess cereal production of a 
normal year, and which will therefore tend to reduce the amount 
of foreign exchange available for payment of imports. 	To 
'balance this, a greater production of citrus fruit, the more 
orderly marketing of early fruit and vegetables through the 
Installation of cold storage facilities, and the establishment 
of certain industries which may ultimately reduce import 	- 
requirements, may counterbalance the unfavourable effects of 
reduced cereal  exporte.  

As to direction of 'trade, the Algerians them-
selves are exceedingly anxious to be liberated from their 
almost total dependence on Prance'as a market and source 
orsuaply. 	There seems no doult that they will bend every 
effort to that end, and that they are anxious to export as 
well as import direct to and from foreign countries. " As soon 
as Algeria accumulates its own foreign currency supplies, 
Prance can have little eay in the matter except by indirect 
pressure and by manipulation of the.customs tariff ,  which 
affects Algeria as well as Prance. 

Bearing in mind these few preliminary remarks, 
the following tables may be of some assistance in estimating 
the future possibilities of the Algerian market. 	Pre-war 
values of importe and  exports in francs have been eliminated 
from the tables, since they would tend to confuse rather 
than assist the reader. 	On the other hand, to give some 
idea of values, the items are lieted in the order of their 
value, and for the major items an indication is given as to 
the proportion of foreign trade which the item represents. 
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PRINCIPAL laroRTs pRor ALGERIA 
(In metric tons unlees 
otherwise indicated) 

1938 

..COMIODITY 

Wine .  (hectolitres) 
'Cereals  & products:  
• :Hard wheat 

'Soft wheat. 	. 
. 	barley 

Wheat flour 
. 	semolinaa, etc •  
Fruit',  fresh.or other . 

 Olive oil 
Sheep. (lumber)._ 
Iren . Ore  
Spirite (hectolitres).  
Tobacco' & mfre-
Potatoes 	• 
Other Vegetables .  
Cork & mfrs 	' 
Vool 	. 	• 
Esparto grasa,(A1fa) 
Hides & skins 
Phosphates 
Horses. (number) 
Meat 
Vegetable fibre • 
Zinc ore' 
Superphosphates 	• 
Lead bee 
Salt 
.Kieseleuhr 

er,  OP 
TOTAL 

QUANTITY EXPORTS  

	

16,707,272 	50 

	

211,907 	9 
. 54,855 
41,910 
17,877 
28,251 
69,014  

	

128,982 	6 

	

24,381 	4 

	

863,326 	2 

	

2,754,614 	2 

	

184,129 	2 

	

18,250 	2 
77453 
61;199 
45,961 
10,723 

182,495 
4,626 

485,5/9 
34,077 

, 1,960 
23,401 
17,668 
19,100  
• 7,985 
42,930 
15,410 

DESTINATIONS  

Pr 98 
Pr 96 

Pr 98 
•Pr 45,US 30,UK 10,Italy 5 
ler'100 
UK 5-5, Germany 30 
Pr

, 
 97 ; 

al., Indochina,. i7 Africa. 
Fr 97 
Pr 100 
Pr 55, US 25 , 
Pr 71 Belg 6 Germany 6 
UK,94 
Fr  51,118 30,UK 10 
Pr 36,Germ 27, Eire il 
'Pr 99 
Pr 97 
Germ 33 Italy 23 Pr 
Belg 95 
Egypt 53 
Belg 42, Fr 16 
Pr 62, Pinld 12, US 11 
Pr 35, UKA2j....pe1p: 23  

at real be noted fi.om the ,  above table.thut 
bonstitutes 50efr,  of the value of  Algerian exports in a .  normal . 
year, and that agricultural products accOunt for well over. 	. 
80% of total exports...  in 'certain  categories, exports may 
well  be increased: the value of'citrus fruit, the tonnage • 
of phosphates, extended uses for.vegetable fibre, greater 
interest in.fishlng, may raise the prbprirtionate value  of  
exporte of these products in the future. 	3ffeverthe1ess, in an 	. 
agricultural:economy, there are certain verY definite  limite  - 
which have to be considered over a relatively short peried of 
time, and it would appear in the case of Algeria that no*great 
improvement over the 1938 position may.be looked for until certain 
vast irrigation schemes are put into effeet and the area of • . . 
tillatle land greatiy increased. 	 ' 	, 

•• 	 The  table  which follows has been built up an the 
same basis as the preceding one, and given the main categories . 
of imports in the order of their value. - 	 . 



PRINCIPAL ILTPORTS /NTO ALGERIA • 1938 
(In metric tone unless otherwise 

- 	indicated) 

e OP 	- 
TOTAL 

QUANTITY  IePORTS 

5-7 

COMMODITY SOURCES OF SUPPLY e  
:Cotton textiles 
Sugar 
Machinery 	: 
"Motor vehlclea 
Iron & Steel 
Other metal goods_ 44, 
Seap& tolIet goods 23, 
Peanut oil ' 	30, 
l'aper & products 	27, 
Lumber 	. 	132, 

Coal 	 701,178 
Rayon textiles 	 996 
Gas & coal oil 2,138,334 
Cheese,butter e milk  1,656 
Rubber goods 4,508 
Leather & products 3,732 
Other minera ].  oils 92,756 
Coffee 	 15,687 
Jute & wool goods 	8,692 
Pharmaceuticals 	2,125 
Rice & products 	54,282 
Meat 	 4,495 
Clothing 	' 	3,165 
Furniture and 

	

woodenware 	13,689 
Cattle, number 	26,505 
Yarns 	 5,709 
Sheer, number 	128,078 

8 	- Pr 100 
5 	- Fr 96 
5 	Pr 75 
3 	Pr 100 
2 	Pr 99 - 
4 - 	Pr 97 	- 
2.6 	.114-t 99 
2.4 .Pr 823Weat Afrlca 16 
2.4 	Pr. 96 
2.0- 	Pr 40,Jugosl 15,Italy 20, 
• Sweden,- USA. 
2.0 	UK 63,Germ 20,Morocco 9 
2.0 	.Pr 95 Japan 3 
2.0 	Pr 75,Roumanlà 20 
2.0 	Pr 98 	• . • 	. 
1,7 	Pr 88,Belg.10 	' • - ' . 

- 1.6 	' Pr 95 	. 
1.4 . Pr 40 US - 20,Poum 20,Iran 15 
1.4 	Brazil 79, NEI 13 . 
1.3 	Fr 85 Tunisia 12 
1.3 	Pr'99 
1.2 ' Indochina 67, Pr 29 
1.1 	Pr 95• 
1.1 	Fr 97 

1.1 	'Pr 98 	• 	• 	. 
1.1... -Morocco 64,Tunisia 28 
1.0 ' Fr 98 
0.7 	Morocco 83,Tunizia'17 	• 

13,095 
85,170 
20,367 
7,011 

77,533 
129 
901 
877 
225 
094 

The above table would suggest that under normal 
circumstances France is practically the .sole supplier of a 
vide variety of goods to Algeria. 	This suggestion is probably 
somewhat exagerrated due to the fact that most Algerian trade 

• prior to the war was done through French import firms, and 
it therefore  is  probable that a large percentage of imported 
goods lost their identity in transit through Prance, and that 
the true origin has never been carefully checked. This is 
particularly true since foreign goods transitting through 
Prance, would pay the customs duty upon their original entry 
into thttt country, and the customs inspection upon re-entry 
into Algeria would be of a cursory nature. 	Motor vehicles, 
for instance, are shown as coming 100% from Prance, yet a 
considerable number of American-type motor vehicles are to be 
found in Algeria. 



	

Although, as 'stated above, it is not considered 	. 
useful to give import and export values in francs in this 
report because of the wide fluctuations in value even before 
the yvar, for the purpose of examining trade by countries it 
is unavoidable to use such figures. 	The following table 
therefore gives figures for two representative pre-war years, 
1936 and 1938. 

TRADE OF ALGERIA BY COUNTRIES, 
(In thousands of francs) 

. 	- IMPORTS FROM  EXPORTS TO 
-1936 	 1938 

France .2,602,287 
French 
Empire 	237,243 

U.F.. • 	51,837 
U.S.A.' 	36,290. 
Germany 	21,081 
Belgium 	20,544 	- 
Netherlands 19,446 
Italy- 	5,639 
Brazil 	53,432 
Spain 	15 9 453 

3,751,902 

490,994 
120,755 
83,111 

• 41,102. 
49,401 
.25,897 

- 16,160 
31 

, 899 

: 1936 

•3 ' 002,947 

' 163,911 
- 122;931 
•' 36,682 

39,416 .  
18,  236

•• 	8,262 
8,658 

' 69,825 
14,976 

1938 

4,706,686 

• 236,682 
267,996 
96,725 

• 117,366 
40,067 

- 33,246 
25,108 

188 
11,458 

All countries, 
' 	3,23-3;796  4,995,178 	3,469,279 	8,638,787 

J. • 	 4 • *dal. be noted-that roughly 75% .  of  Algerian 	•. 
•'pre-war trade mas With "Pran ce, ' acdording to. the - tables  aboVe, 
ho  réservation  being made for -transit trade threùgh France 
with other eountries. 	It- is also of . interest to note that 
the value of_exports exceedë that of imports. 	This is true - 
nôt only  of the_years in question,  but in most Prè-ar' years 
when Algerian crops w ere normal. France, however, dld 
practiCally.  the whole of Algeria's carrying trade, and obtained 

•a benefit out Of transport , . marine insUrance,  etc.,  vvhich is 
not,reflected'in the abov6  table. - 



CHAPTER  eEVEN 

comERGIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR CARADA 

IN ALURIA 

While this Chapter le intended to elaeorate upon 
some of the opeortunitles which have been discussed in the 
text of this report, it will also outline the things which 

- - nhould te done to take full advantage of theee oPeoetueitioo* 
Por this reason, the chapter will be divided into the follow-
ing sectione:  2. 

(a)Short term, or "reconstruction" requiremente; 
(b)Long term, or normal trade reeuirements; 
(a) Poseibilitiee of imrorte from Aleeria; 
(d)Governmental representation in ehe area; 
(e)Direct ehirping facilities; ports; 

Repreeentation of Canaelan firme in the territory; 
g) Private credits and financial - participation* 

It has already been indicated that a ebortage of 
foreign currency precludee the retern to complete freedom of 
trade in Algeria. As long as the Yrench Government hue to 
supely foreign exchange, imports elll be limited to the 
eseential requiremente of the market. 

, 	. 
These essential requirements may themselvee be div-

idiA into two categoreee: there isethe satisfaction of an 
immediate demand for c ,nsumption goods which have been in such 
ebort eupply as to betoome a hazard t6 public eafety or health 
if left uneatiefied; there J.8 the equally if not more important 
neceseity of re-equepping industry and agricelture as euickly 
as possible in order to obtain from reneeed export trade those 
very foreirn currenciee witheut which freedom of trade eill 
remain  impossible. ' 

In the first category of goode muet be mentioned the 
mbeat and ether grains which will have to be imported until 
the 1946 crop is harvested. 	Total requirements to avert star- 
vation have been eetimated at over 990,000 term for the Oral) 
year. The erogramee is 'eon under Way of fulfilment, and need 
not concern  us  here, since it is a matter of international 
allocation of surplus supplies. 	. 

The eecond moot ureent consumer requirement is 
in cotton texeilee end boots and ehoes. 	The native population 

 is  in a hideous state of under-clothing, far worse than that 
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of either Tunisia or Morocco, which thenaselves have grievous 
shortages. 	Thousands of natives have nothing but patched and 
worn gunny bags, already in tatters and rage, for clothing; 
millions have  no  shoes of any kind. 	Whereas it is quite cue- 
tomary in Morocco to see the rural natives walking to market 
on bare feet, carrying their only pair of shoes on their 
heads to be worn for show .once they get into the market town, 
the Algerian natives have no ehoes to carry on their heade. 

The above are the most essential consumer goods, 
and while there are otherurgent requirements, including 
cooking utensils, sugar and tea for the Moslem "mint tea ° , most 
of these requirements can arait a more favourable opportunitY. 
One category of goods which should not be neglected but 
probably will bp are °incentives goods, which could encourage 
the native pepulation to an accrued productive  effort, .and  
would at the same time reduce the black maeket activities of 
the najority who have no other means of spending money. These, 
however, will probably ultimately come from France, although 
in some categories of goods, certain countries may have an 
opportunity of.replacing the cheap Japanese goods which for. 
merly found their way onto the market. Plastic ware, trinkets,, 
cheap cosmetics, canvas rubber shoes, cheap watches and alarm 
clocks) are among the items which might  corne  under this heading, 

It is among industrial or agricultural require-
ments, however, that  Canada  could find an immediate market, 
The transport  services  have been decimated by the war, and • 
large quantitiee of rolling stock, rails, locomotives and 
railway ties will have to be imported. Algerian reeuirements 
in thSe 'respect for 1946 are programmed as follows: 5,038 
tons of rails 60 pounds and over, 2003 tons of rails under 60 
pounds, 18 Diesel Electric locomotives, about 20 Diesel loco-
motives, and some 330 railway freight cars. Similarly, road 
transport reeulres to be built up, and some 1,140 tons of 
*trucks, 360 tons of buses, 275 tons of passenger cars, and 
116 tons of trailers are programmed for import from countries 
other than  France'. A final category of goods, road -building 
machinery, will have to be imported in considerable quantity, 
estimates calling for 965 tons of mechanical and electric 
shovele, 210 tons of cernent  mixers, 55 tons of levellers, 
160 tons of scrapers, 15 tons of bulldozers and angledozers a  
and 260 tons of  other road-building machinery* and spare parts. 

A second category of urgently-required material 
Of great intereet to Canada is agricultural machinery. The 
1946 programme  estimates the following import requirements 
(unless otherwise stated, import requirements quoted throughout 

• are only those for which the authorities are milling to pay 
in U.S. cureencyisnd.do  not include imports from France,: 
from neutral countries  such  as Spain, Portugal, Sweden or • 
Switzerland, and : from the sterling block): ploughs, 611 tons; 
harrows, pulverisees,  •etc,. 613 tons; cultivators 92  tons; 
sowers and fertilizer disteibutore, 90 tons; other 'cultivating 
imehinery, 54 tons; reaper threshers, 992 tons; other harvest-
ing equipment, 150 tons; feed presses, 362 tons; spare parts 
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for agricultural machinery, 455 tons: other agricultural 
machinery, 88 tons. 

Cold storage and electric refrigeration have already 
been mentioned in cennection with the planned development of 
these facilities. 	The 1946 programme makes a timid stort in 
this direction, but nevertheless comprises imports of 60 tons 
of electric refrigerators, 55 tons of industrial refrigeration 
equipment, 30 tons of ice-making equipment, und 134 tons of 
air conditioning equiement. A very much larger quantity is 
programmed for import from Metropolitan France, but it is very 
doubtful ehether this material will be available, and it is 
possible that a good part of the programme will have to be 
diverted on foreien countries. 

Cimilarly, the wood and wood products requirements, 
while programmed for import from "neutral" sources, may not 
be readily filled from such sources, and may have to be diverted 
to U.S. currency countries. 	A total of 51,450 tons of such 
products muet be imported, of which the chief categories are 
as followel telephone poles, 4000 tons; pit props 2000 tons; 	. 
sleepers, 1000 tons; Douglas Fir square timber, 470 tons; 
out  lumber, 3,100 tons; planks and boards, 22787 tons; 
oak staves for wine casks, 9,000 tons; plywood,210 tons; 
handles for hand tools, 8 tons; newsprint paper, 4,118 tons. 

Among the categories of metal goods to be imported, 
some are of considerable interest to Canada. Among these are 
galvanized ware, 327 tons; enamelled ware, 96  tons;  metal 
furniture and filing cabinets, 50 tons; petrol stoves, 48.5 
tons; parts.for stoves, 20 tons; mica for electric ovens, 
0.05 tons; in the  saine  category of household appliances are 
5 tons .of radio receiving tubes. 

It is not intended to go through the whole programme 
here, since a condensation of the programme for the whole of 
Nerth Africa will be found at Appendix "A" to this reeort. There 
are certain other items of specific interent to Canada Which 
might neverthelesà be mentioned in this  bries  review. Among ' 

them are: 2000 tons of frozen or . canned meat; 
3000 tons of sweetened condensed milk 
7000 tons of unsweetened evaporated milk 

850 tons of powdered milk 
71 tons of caseine glue (payable in sterling) 

4200 tons of malt 
17400 tons of dried vegetables 
5600 tons of seed potatoes (payable in sterling) 

• 	1674 tons of truck tires 
186 tons of truck tubes 
45 tons of lucerne, radish and vegetable seeds. 

Apart from the above, which are classed as 
agricultural products in French statistics, there are various 
items t-roughout the programme whichimight be of interest. 
Thus, by going through the list given • in Appendix °A", many 
items of port equipment, for the mining industry, and for the 
building of dams and electric power plants may be found. 



. A requirement which tight be  of  some - interest to_•. 
Canada is that for cernent, - It is proposed to'import 185,000 

'.tone  of cement.from Prance during  the  current year. 	Thie'is 
the  Minimum possible requirement, since  one  stcrage dam project 

.'alonè calls for 400,000cubic metres ôr cement . to be poured.. 
However, it is dOubtful whether Prance,wil1 be able to eupply 
even this  minimum reqUirement because of her own  reconstruct-
ion  commitments.' Similarly, much hydre..electrio equipment.may. 
be  unavailable in France, deepite the fact . that the Market.has. 
been  reserved for her according to...the-1948 programme. 

-LONG TERM REQUIREIUMS OP .ALGER1A  

One of the purposes of the present survey is to. 
determine in what -way the evolution of North African econogy 
will affect its future trading relations. 	There can be neither 
complete accuracy nor complete  assurance in any estimate which 
may be given of the future. However, certain factors, which 
have already been evaluated, maY-  be taken into consideration 	_ 
as the ba'ais•for an indication of 'future trends.' . 

' 	In the firat'place, Algeria, to limit the present 
analysis to the area under immediate consideration, was a non.. 
industrial country before the war,  and  imported 'wetly the 
type of consumer goods which it was .unable to produce, plus 
Strictly limited supplies of produeer goods such as transport 
equipment, electric power equipment, and farm machinery. In 
Judging of future consumptio,q, therefore, the table of imports 
given in Cahpter six may be of some  value in  determining 
future requirements. - - Because of the rapid - increase of pop-
ulation, these figurés should be increased by 210 on the 
asaumption that normal  post-war standards of living will be 
somewhat similar to those existing prior to the war. 

SecondlY, the Country is determined to be far lees 
dependent on Prance both for imports and exporte than it haa 
been before. 	To a Major extent, this determination will be- • 
translated into effective measures only insofar as Algeria is 
able teextend her export markets outside of the French Empire. 
But with a growing European demand -for  phosphates, a favour- 
able contract with Great Britain for iron ore, and the pose- 	. 
lbility of offering cheap kines in markets which during the . 

war shortage of spirits have become wine-conscious, there is 
some hope that Algeria will export larger, quantities of goods, 
to.countries other than Prance than she did before the war. 
Another product with a seemingly limitless future is citrus 	' 
fruit. 	The average country ih Europe before the uar consumed 
less than 15 pounds of citrus fruit per person per year. and 
Algeria hae Ligh hopes that its citrus production, which will 
triple within the next two or three Years, will help to encour-
age consumpticin on the continent. 

- 
There is some evidence, therefore, that Algeria 

will be able to emancipate itself from ite almoet total dep- - 
endence on Prench sources of supply. 	It seems fair to assume 



that, from a foreign trade of which almost 95% was with Prance, 
Algeria might hope to build up a trade of - at least 25e of 
imports and exports with foreign countries. 	This might result 
in imports, according to 1938 standards,  of about6 billion 
francs from all sources, of which 1.5 billion francs would 
came from other countries. 	Since prices in the interim have 
more than doubled in terms of francs, imports from foreign 
sources might conceivably amount to about 60 million dollars. 

- 	 This figure is on the basis of consumer goods' 
imported before the war. But with a balance of trade which 
is normally favourable, there appears no reason why Algeria 
could not-pursue its planned semi-industrialization long 
after the present reconstruction period.. This mculd require 
fairly constant accretions in its supplies of electric power 
equipment, refrigeration and cold-storage equipment, port 
facilities, mine and transport  equipment, road and general 
construction machinery and agricultural implements. The rate 
of importation would necessarily be  las  great than during 
the present period, when reconstruction requirements are 
pooled with those of France and are partially paid by foreign 
credits, but would nevertheless be substantial enough to 
marrant continued interest in the market on the part of 
Canada. 	Imports programmed for 1946 from countries other than 
France are, incidentally, estimated to have a value of 
e19,000,000 for the whole of North Africa, of which Algeria's 
share will be'close to el00,000,000. 

If this third factor -- continued industrial-
ization of the country -- added 30 million dollars to the 
value of annual imports from countries other than France, 
which seems a feasible estimate, it would appear that North 
American production could hope to supply at leant 40 million 
dollars' worth of total requirements :  and that Canada could 
therefore hope for a market of 8 million dollars per year. 
The latter figure is based on the assumption that Canada 
should try to obtain  one-fifth of the market for American- 
type goods. 	Since this figure represents more than one third 
of the pre-war value of Canadian trade with Continental France, 
it is not to be lightly treated as an objective, and warrants 
putting forth some of i;he efforts to be discussed in the 
following sections. 

POSSIBLE IMPORTS FROV ALGERIA 	' • 

Amamg the efforts *which Canada could make would 
be the encouragement of imports from Algeria. The most important 
Algerian product is of course wine and its derivatives, such 
as certain types of reinforced wines, brandies and liqueurs. 
In these categories of products Algeria can compete with any 
other country in the world  On a'  price basis, ordinary wine 
selling for as low as five cents a bottle. If encouragement is 
to be given to the drinking of wine as an offset against an 
increasing consumption of spirits, consideration ahould be 
given to the import of Algerian wines, and to a revision of' 

• 



•  provincial legislation in order to permit of their sale at 
:reasonable prices. 

While iron ore and phosphates are both largely 
contracted for in the immédiate  future, the iron ore going to 
Great Britain, and the phosphates being required for European 
agriculture, there is yet the possibility of imoorting certain 
quantities as ballast for ships calling at Algerian ports. 
If, as seems possible, a fortnightly run were to be eetablish-
ed, there is nothing in existing contracts or allôcations 
which prevents • taking on, say, 2000 tons of ballast for each 
of these ships *  or approximately 50,000 tone per year. 	This 

•will be  ioref.iiiiy discussed in a later section of this 
chapter.-. 

Among other products which Canada could take from 
' Algeria are olive oil for industrial and edible purposes, cork, 

dates and figs, vegetable fibre, "seilles maritimes", a 
.newly-discovered rat poison of maritime origin, barytes, 

• kieselguhr, capers, caroube oil-for textile finishing, and 
perhaps certain types of canned fruit and fruit juices, 
notably orange juice and tangerines in light syrup, which were 

• formerly Imported from Japan. 	Among finished products, some 
native tissues, basket-ware, sandals, leather goods and 
beaten copper producte might find_a restricted market among 
curio dealers. 	Geranium oil and orange blossom oil should 
also find a email outlet in Canada.  • Goat and sheep ekins 
and sausage casings are also to be considered as possible 

. imports. 'There is also a slight possibility that during 
certain early weeks of the orange season, the North African 
product might be able to reach the market before the annual 
reduction of tariff rates in favour of the American product. 

, Canned sardines and tuna fish, and salt for the Maritime 
fisherieè, might alào find an occasional Canadian market. 

GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATION IN TRE ARIA  

Some indication of the recent representation of 
foreign governments in Algeria has been given in . 0hapter 
TIve. 	There is'no indication that either the United States or 
Great Britain plan to reduce their vigilance. 	The Consulates- 

. General of both oountries are well-staffed, and both include 
• commeretal specialists or trade commiesioners. 

In view of the shortage of personnel in the Canadian 
service, it would not appear feasible to open offices in both 

• Algeria and Morocce. • Since Morocco is the more important 
long-term market, it would therefore be  viser  to concentrate 
àn that area, and open as soon as possible an office in Casa-
blanca to. cover the whole of North and West Africa, including 
•the British possessions in the latter area. 	If it were 
possible to open such an office in the immediate future* however, 
it would probably  be vieer to send the officer in charge first 
of all to Algiers for a period of up to three months,_in order 
to make contact, and thoroughly familiarize himself with the 

. personnel  -and plans or the office of the Secretary General for 
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the Coordination of Economic Affairsoin North Africa. 	This 
body may well continue to exiat until the end of 1947, in 

- order to control the use of foreign 'exchange provided by  the 
 French Government, and in that case will continue to wield a 

fart.reaching influence through its decitions as to what imports 
muet be considered essential to.the welfare of the territories 
involved. . 

DIRECT _SHIPPING -FACILITIES 

ThIssection 
- - 	. 

ie perhaps imbuedth personal 	. 
ideae or - preconcertions„ .  as will be ope further eection of

•this.chapter. 'However .it may be, the' writer cannot envisage the 
success' oea trade campaign in the territory-under discussion 
without the,aseistanoe of direct ehipping connections between . 
Canadian and.Algerian ports.  

•In Canada tbere.appears to 'be a 'predominating trend 
,of . 'thought'with respect  to shipping:. that the United ItIngdom 
neede so much assistance in the post-war period, that Canada 
must provide at least a minimum of Such assistance in the form 
of maritime profits for Britain. 'According to this theory, 
most Canadian shipping v111 be done by British lines, etto will 
serve Whipping lanes aseigned to them by Canada. 

. 	The eriter cannot agree with Mnis view, for the simple 
•reason that wielding the big stick of withdrawn franchiees 
after the fact cannot be as successful as the provision of fair 
anehoneet competition before the fact. Thus, if British 
ships, trading between Canada and North African ports, elected 
to stop in Britain on the outward and inward voyages, and thus 
found more. profit in trade between B ri-tain and Africa, Canada 
would have a hard time ressucitating• a line of her own to replace 
the British line s  than to eetahlitth such communications from 
the outset. 

It .1s probable that with respect'to North Africa 
the above comments gre leee applicable tban - tbey will be to 
West African runs, 	There in indeed ,one- Canadian firm .wbach 
is highly conscious of the Potentialities_ of the market, and 
whioh is considering a Franco-Canadian consortium for pcet-war 
shipping into the Western Hediterraneati (x), 	This firm is 
seriously eonsidering a fortnightly service "between Eastern 
Canadian ports and the weetern Mediterranean, including Lisbon 
on the one side, and Casablanca on the other. Once a month 
a ship would  corne toLiebon, call'at Spanieh, 'French, Italian 
and then North African ports, hile  the other monthly run 
would etart in North Africa and reverse the procedure, 

This firm.  or the consortium of which it may form 
a part, should be offered every encouragement,. for the follow-
ing reasons: 

gete-tx).: - Montreal Shipping Co,, and Louis  Dreyfus .&  Co. 
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10  mporters will have the opportunity of receiving CIF 1. )  
quotations from American houses, with approximate dates of 
delivery, whereas Canadian houses will,have to depend on tramp 
shipping from Canadian ports or Regular sailings from American 
ports; 

(c) Costs in any case would be increased due to the rail 
haul to American ports. 

Prompt deliveries are at present the most important 
consideration from the point of view of the importer, chiefly 
because he is still bound by a quarterly 119ensing system, and 
furthermore obtains the earmarking of foreign exchange only 
within certain definite time-limits. 	But price, and the 
forging of a new direct import-export trade not under the 
tutelage of American firnm, demand  •that Canada should have 
direct  lines wherever potential traffic warrants it. 

During the year 1946, total imports into North 
Africa frOm dollar currency areas, excluding cereals and coal, - 

 will amount to 800,000 tons. 	Canada should strive to obtain 
one-fifth of this trade, in order to retain her proportion of 
trade in this particular area. 	This means that there is a 
potential market for 160,000 tons of Canadian gooda in the 
area as - a whole. 

• ,- Without a direct shipping  line,  Canada  will probably -
not obtain more than one-tenth of this. It .is  no use  therefore 
adopting a Wait-and-see policy, since this:Will never uncover 
the potentialities of the market.  With shipping, it is a 
matter of taking the riek first, and then deciding whether the 
results are worth while. 

• in the minds of the importers themselves, the est-
ablishment of direct shipping facilities would be an earnest 
of our interest  in the market, arid would give them confidence 
in Canada as a source of supply. Furthermore, importers are 
greatly discouraged at the inability of Anerican induatry to 
ensure prompt delivery of goods. 	While the trade is appreciative 
of the fact that lack of labour troubleplesser reconversion 
problems, and a production more dependent on export markets 
than-that of the United States are advantages making for prompt 
delivery and competitive prices, they are equally aware that the 
lack of direct ehipping, requiring transshipment in  New  York 
or in a European port would raise prices and delay the arrival 
of goods, placing Canada in a position identical to that of the 
United States. 

• There,is one further problem, however, which bas to . 
be discussed in connection with shipping. 	It is the problem 
of return cargoes. 	While in Algeria, the writer.had the opp- 
ortunity of anpreciating the concern with which ship-owners 
consider the problem of ocean voyagea witnout ballast. A Can-
adian ship entered Algiers on the last day of 1945, and •unloaded 

•• 	(a) Without direct shipping, North African importers will 
tend to gravitate towards New York brokers as their,source of 
Burt', 



its last 800 tons of cargo. 	The aaptain insisted that he 
would need 2000 tons of solid ballast for the return journey, 
but the greatest difficulty arose as to  the type  of ballast 
'which could be obtained. 	Phosphates and iron ore, in sufficient 
quantitie° to serve as ballast, vere both obtainable, but the 
shipping concern could not find out at the last moment whether 
these products would be saleable in Canada. 	Rather than take 
the risk of buying these commodities, and having to jettison 
them before arrival, the company finally decided to take on a 
cargo of sand, which cost only 150 francs a ton, against con-
siderably higher prices for the other two commodities. 

This is a very uneconomic procedure. The company 
bas determinedsto ihvestigate the Canadian market for bulk 
cargoes., so'that they may in future take advantage of aaY 
offerings; but at the same time the subject also requires 
study on the part of the Import Division. 

, 	It may be noted in passing that this question 
of ballast might in the long run be of benefit to Canada, 
since on a commodity such as iron ore, a shipping company 
willing to pay for the privilege of taking 2000 tons would 
be very glad to take 6000 tons at a reduced freight rate 
which would pro-rate the difference between the regular rate 
on 4000 tons and the loss which would have been incurred on 
2000 tons. Thus &  by etudying closely the types of freights 
suitable as ballast but still necessary to the Canadian econ- 

, omy, profitable import trade might result. 

For a discussion of ports, see Appendix 0B0 
• 
• REpRESBÉTATION OP CANADIAU FIRMS IN ALGERU  

In  view of the continiled necessity to apply for 
import licenses as long  as imports  remain under .control for 
lack of foreign currency, importers vill have to make out these 
import démandg'in'a very tangible.form &  1.e'.'& they will have 

''t° give' inclicatjmns as*to-Pricei currency to- . be.uscd, etc. In 
order to do'thié, - they will necessarily have to receive .quot.,. 
ations from abroad,  and  the only way they will obtain theée 
quotations will :be from firms which.they represent. 	Firme 

 net represented will obviously have no import demands in their 
favour, and it therefore becomes equally obvious that any firm 
anxious to obtain business in Rerth.Africa must seek repres. 
entation. 

In Chapter Five, there has already been some 
discussion as to the form such representation should take. It 
was concluded that Algeria is seeking to emancipate itself 
from the tutelage of firms in Prance, and that representation 
by Algerian importers  le deeirable. 

• • There are several representatien ,arrangements  ai-
'ready under negotiation. 	These.are  of no  concern in this 
report, but.what is•of Cencern is that continuity should be 
assUred through  a  follow-up procedure which need not be dep.. 



endent  on the  presence in the territory of an official 
representative of the Canadian Government. 

Every effort was made to develop such standing 
'arrangements, and acme promising contacts have been made in 

this way. 

.It should first be explained that the Government 
in Algeria, as in most other French tereitoriea, has delegated 
the right to issue . licenses to professional bodies represent-
ing the various members of any particular trade. 	In Algeria 
these bodies are called °Groupements°, one representing for 
instance the electrical trades, another the metallurgical 

• trades, and so on. •,The elected president of such a body is 
generally one of the most influential members of the trade 
and is in a fair measure able to control the repartition of 
licenses. 	In some trade associations, however, the President 
already represents strong competitors, and it would be unwise 
to entrust him with the distribution among his members of 
requests for representation, since he would tend to reduce 	' 
the coimetitive potentialities of the newly-represented firm. 
Because ofthis, the °Groupement °  i8 not always the best 
way of ‘ distributing requests for representation, and alter-
native methods have also been provided. 

The following are the contacts  which have been 
made in Algeria, and which may be considered as Standing 
Arrangements. ' 

CHAMBRE  Di  COMERCE D'ALUR, Place du Gouvernement, Algiers, 
M Petit) 

The Chamber is an energetic body, and is perfectly 
willing to distribute requests for representation. :7/hen no 
alternative is foUnd among other arrangements cited below, 
requests Should be addressed as above. 	. 

GROUPEMENT ALGERIEN  DU MATERIEL MECANOGRAPHIOUE ET DU MOBILIER 
METAIIIOJE DE BUREAU, Mtion  ri, Roger  Watin, "Le Mat riel 
de Bureau", 9 Bld Carnot, Algiers) 

Importers of Metal furniture and office equipment. • 
.The president is also head of the largest firm of this kind in 
Algiers, and bas signified intereet  in repreeenting Canadian 
firms. 

GE1TPE7,-ENT,ALGERIEN  D'ACHAT ET D'IMPORTATION bES FERS DES elml_gaugLiLawnumult, 27 rue de Cherbourg, Algiers. 
Association of metallurgical, iron and steel and 

general hardware importers. Highly interested in obtaining 
requests for rePresentation, and have already aubmitted lists 
already sent forward to Ottawa. 	- 

GROUPENT AIGEIEN  D'ACHAT ET D'IMPORTATION DE  L'INDUSTRIE  
ET DU CO;r1WCE DES  PRODUITS  CHIMIQUES,  c/o M Octeve Conte, 
°Societe Nord-Africain Commercial', 6 Blvd Carnot, Algiers 

Chemicals and fertilizers. Have expressed interest 
In Canadian products. 
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J. ROUSSEL)  PRESIDENT, FEDERATION DES REPRESENTANTS,  121 
rue Michelet, Algiers. 

There are in Algeria some 600 representati ,ms 
and agents calling on wholesale houses and retail outlets. 
Of these only a small number would be satisfactory represent-
atives for consumption goods. 	The president of their feder- 
ation has promised to entertain enquiries for representation, 
and to pass them on only to the most reliable members of 
the federation. 	 • 

- 	In many types of trade it seems preferable that 
enquiries should go direct to the more important firms in that 
particular trade, The following firms are suggested in this 
respect: 

SOCIETE  AFRICAINE DES ETABS MORY & CIE, 2 Blvd Baudin, Algiers. 
This firm Is a subsidiary of  a: 	and 

freight forwarding firm eetablished throughout Africa. The 
subsidiary ls particularly energetic, and with good contacts 
In the Public Works administration, is particulecly suitable 
for  the representation of firms producing Construction Equip.: 
ment and Material, Port Equipment, and Mining Equipment. 
Construction'equipment includes road-building machinery. 

FORGES ET ATELIERS DE JEUMONT, 88 rue Sadi Carnot, Algiers 
(Attention P. Raffali) 
A very large construction contractor,_ particularly 

for dams, •hydro-electric prejects, thermal power plants, etc. 
While they are closely tied up with the important Belgian prod-
ucer of the same name, they are very anxious for Canadian 
offers on metallurgical, construction and electrical equipment. 

AIGERIENNE D'IMPORTATION, DIEXPLOITATION ET D'EQUIPEUUNT, 
70 rue d'Isly, Algiers, 

While this firm is comparatively new and untried, 
its director i.e  the former head.of External Trade in Tunisia, 
and one of its very close associates and silent Partners is 
E. deVillars, the director of the Algerian Reconstruction and 

- Equipment Bureau in the Government General. A similar 
company is being formed in Tunisia and another in Morocco, 
the three to be grouped under a holding company called the 
Cie Nord-Africaine d'Importation, d'Exportation et de Recon-
struction. 	The advantage . of this firm is that it will 
know through deViliars long in advance of other firms of any 
projects requiring imports. 	Since the same governmental tie- 
up is being made in Morocco and Tunisia, agencieu made with 
this firm may result ln rapid introduction into the other 
territories. 	It is too 'early to determine the types of goods 
of peculiar interest to this firm, but among projects requiring 
government assistance will be cold storage.plants, slaughtering, 
packing, canning and general food-processing machinery, etc. 

Several other names have been submitted to the ' 
Department of Trade and Commerce, but the above seem among 
the best long-term contacts. 
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PRIVATE CREDITS AND FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION 

It should be borne in rind that all the countries in 
North Africa are nem, relatively undeveloped, but pioneering 
in soirit. 	They need capital which France will not be able 
.tq supply. 	In order to re-establish their export industries 
so that they will no longer be dependent on France for foreign 
exchange, they will need private credits to supplement the 
meagre ametints of foreign exchange put at their disposal by 
Prance. - 

. Sjnce it seems evident that Camda will be forced 
by  public opinion  to reduee her governmental credits . to  foreign 
countries within a relatively short time, the encouragement of 

. private inveatment-abroad - wotild be a.wiSe precaution, since 
it would help to drain  surplus capital .off. the Canadian market, 
and  so reduce:the danger of inflation. 

-Because or its special international status, Uorecco 
Would appear:to:be the most  important market for  private le-- 
'vestment,. but opportunities in Algeria should not te negleCted. 
Tarticipation in tourist trade, transport services -- eépecially. 
air transport in the desert .  areas —*cold stfirage and canning 

-plants, ehotild not be lost sight of as possible metheds of 
fostering trade. ' Canadian participation would permit the pur-. 
Chase of equipMent - iii -Canada, and would guarantee a continu- 
ing market as original:equipment deteriorates or expansion 	. -- 

.takes place. 	Similarly, .priVate greditafor'rallways,.shipping, 
power stations,  etc, would, permit the obtaining in Canada of 

- the'equipment necessary' for these'enterpriseS. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

WTRODUCTION 

Morocco is in the anomalous position of being a single. 
siate divided into three separate apheres for administrative 
purposes. The whole of Morocco is'under the titular rule of 
the Sultan, but the largest part of the country is under a 
French protectorate, another ten percent is under a Spanish 
protectorate, the Tangier zone is Internationalized, and there 
is a little coastal zone far to the South, called Ifni, - which 
is again under Spanish domination. • 

The part which interests us, however, is the French 
protectorate, which hls an area of slightly more than 200,000 
square miles, or.almost two and half times the size of Great 
Britain. 	The Frerich zone had, in 1937, a population of 
6,300,000, of which 230,000 were of European origin and the 
remainder were largely of Berber descent. 	This population was 
very unevenly distributed, with the greatest proportion in the . 
fertile coastal belt, and a greatly diminishing density as the 
mountains gave may to the eastern deserts. 

In many ways Morocco differs from the countries 
bordering on the Mediterranean. Its longest coastline is on 

. the Atlantic, and parallel to this, at a considerable distance 
inland are the Atlas mountains, cutting off this coastal strip 
-from the rest of Africa, and at the same time forming a water-
shed which generally provides an ample supply of water. 

• 
The French part of Morocco_ again is  out off from 

close cultact with Europe by the Riff Mountains on the Southern 
fringe of the Spanish zone, which reach rugged summits of 
up to 12,000 feet. 

For administrative purposes, an artifibial boundary 
betWeen Morocco and Algeria  ha  s been created well to the East 
of the Atlas mountains, and therefore the country as at present 
constituted includes a considerable area of desert of, little 
economic importance except for some mines on the eastern 

• foothills of the mountains. 

'Mere is a small part of French Mbrocco which flanks 
the Mediterranean to the East of the Spanish trotectorate, 
linking it with the Algerian economy. 	It is relatively free 
of access to the remainder of Morocco through the Taza gap, 
the only pass through the Atlas Mountains at a height of less 
than 3000 feet. 	This gap in the natural defences of Morocco has 
been the immemorial battleground of the past, the defence against 
the East, and the first objective of Eastern invaders wishing to 
make their way into Europe via Spain. 

13 
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Since military  occupation  bÿ  .the French, aeveral 

ether routes have.been pierced through the higher passes of.the 
'mountaine, and the country may novube said to be mell provided 
with transportation 'facilities. Rallread..3 are all standard 
gauge and meetly electrified, and the roads are well built", ' 
with mlnimumSradee even  in the  steepest mountain areae. 	, 

This  system of communications bas  helped the develop- . 
ment of even the outlylnuparts of the country, and  promises _ 
'much more for'the. future. ' Many mining.deposits are in the 
-mountaina, and even on the reverse  or  earterly slopes' and it 
•is hoped - that post-mar development of moto-  transport will 
- Make egonomic, exploitation possible on the busis of morld 
prices.,The roads too, should aseist further exploration among 

• the . old geologiCal formations of the Atlas', mhere, as in the 	• 
Colorado  Canyon', as many as five geOlogical ages &re exposed 
in the same area, ranging from primary:through Tertiary to 

• CretaceouWand jurassid. 
• 

• • 	One factor of extreme importance to the Voreccan 
economy is the'availability of hydro-electric power resourcee. - 
Although the flow of mater is seasonal, it is in sufficient - 
volume to  warrant  large ecale gentrel measures e and the-adm4n-
istration hae gone a long may in iianning for increased post- 

- /al' capacity 	Since the controrand . torage .morks mill.also 
'provide mater for irrigation, it-is hoped that the fertilltY 
• of the country may be further imprOved to keep step with  the 

 increasing- population of the country. 

GEOGRAPHICAL 7EATURES 	 . 

_The «accompanying relief map will give some idea of 
the aceidented nature of Morocco. 	The dominant relief feature - 
is'the•High Atlas '  the central  of  three groups of Mountains . 

 generally'kno*n as the Atlas. T#Je runs-from the Atlantic .  4. - 
, ceast between «Agadir and Mogador in a North-Easterly direction , 
into Algeria, where they become the Saharan Atlas. Their highest 
peaks are in the region to  the South of Marrakech, mhere they 

 frequently rise above 9000•feet and attain a height of'oyer 
13,000 feet in one or two greae. The mountains are rugged, With 
steep und mellrwooded valleys running domntheir westward slopes. 

• Slightly to the North of  Marrakech, another range, 
called the Middle.Atlas, strikes.Ndrth-East at a slight tangent, 
temards the Riff Mountains. Of Spanish Morocco, from which they 
are separated by the Taza  gap.  This rat 	Of Mountains la the. 
main watershed of thé country, and it iahere•that the ÔuM er 
Rebia, the Sebou, the Beth and the Moulouya, the most important . 
rivers in the country, have their sourcee.:' 	- 	• 

• South' ofthe High Atlas is another4  range of lower • 
mountains - called the Anti Atlas. It is joined to the High 
Atlas by a spur West of Ouarzazate, s e' that cert@tin mountain' . 
streams having theirsource in the-High Atlas, Such'as the 	■ 

headwaters of the Drag, have.to cirCle around the Eastern end 
of these. mountains before turning weetmards towards the Atlantic, 
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On the Western side of this spur, the River Sous has its 
• source, and flows down an isolated valley to its mouth at 

Agadir. This valley has not been greatly exploited, but the 
Germanè were greatly interested in its possibilities before - 
1914, not only from  the. point of view of settlement, but also 
as a, possible route into the mineralized areas of the interior. 
Among the plans-which for the moment are staying.in the drawing, 
board stage is the construction of a railway,  from Agadir tO 
Ouarzazate in:order to provide a ready -access to the sea for 
the mines of the eastern Atlas. . 

• 

Although the plains of the Atlantic seaboard are 
wide in comparison to those along the shores of the Mediterranean, 
they are divided by rocky outcroppings which themselves reach 
the sea North . of  Mazagan and againte the South of Rabat. The 
plains rise to'a height of some 3000  feet towards the foothills, 
and in many cases at higher levels are not cultivable, being 
broken by mountain gorges and rugged upland country which in two 
areas break out into'mall isolated mountains. . 

Apart from the Mediterranean Coast of French Morocco, 
which extends for less than 10 miles from the frontier with 
Spanish Morocco to that with Algeria, and which has no ports, the 
whole country fronts on the Atlantic. 	Generally speaking, the 
-coast is featureless, with long stretches of sandy beach, flanked 
by cliffs or sand-dunes and marshes, and with few inlets forming - 
suitable ports. 	Th  è chief ports, from North,to South, are Port 
Lyautey, Pedalo, Casablanca, Mazagan, Safi, Mogador and Agadir. 
Of these, Casablanca is bY far the most important, with exports' 
ranging up to 2,000,000 tons'per year and imports upto 900,000 
tons under good normal conditions. 	The situation has been 
reversed lately due to the necesEity of importing massive quan-
tities of cereals, and the relatively mall output of -phosphates. 
Fedala is another important port, largely because it haa been 
chosen as the oil storage port, and nearly all oil shipments are 
entered here. 	Safi is the second most important phosphate port, 
and.has a fairly good trade in general merchandise as well. 

CLIMATE  

In general the climate along the coastal strip of.  
Morocco is equable and bearable thioughout the year. The winter 
temperature rarely falls to 40 °F, while in summer the heat is 
moderated by cool inshore breezes. Occasionally there are hot 
Siroccos or Cherguls -- dry winds from the desert -- which sear 
the crops and pardh the soil, and bring about temperatures of up 
to 130°P. 	Towards the mountains and beyond them, however, the 
temperature shows greater variation, and both summer and winter 
may be extremely uncomfortable. 	The writer himself saw six 
foot snoerifts on the'mountain roads South of - Marrakech at the 
end of January, and interruptions to mountain traffic are faàrly 
frequent due to snow, rains and flooding, landslides, and other 
effects of weather variations. 

There are Very great differences of rainfall  as  between 
various parts of the country. 	The mean annual rainfall near 



the border ofSpanish Morocco is 29 inches; , at Rabat is22 
inches; . at Casablanca, only 60 miles away, is 10 inches; aLJ 
it decreases along the coast to about 5 inches at the extreme 

. southern eXtremity beyond Agadir. 	Going-inland towards the 
Mountains-, the rainfall generally increases in the North, up to , 
a maximum of about 35'Inches in some areas,  but  it tends to 
dedrease in the South, where the mountains are almost perpendi- 
cular to the coast. 	Once over the mountains, rainfall practic- 
ally ceases and the country . becomes typically desertic in 
character. 

• From year to year there are wide variations within 
this annual mean, and two out of every eight years have to be 
reckoned with as being years of drought. 	1945 was one of the 
worst of such years, and its effects will be described in a 
later chapter. 

POPULATION 

• The ruggedness of the terrain and variations in 
water supply cause the population to be very unevenly distri-
buted. 

In the more inaccessible mountain and desert areas, 
the Berbers, who have.already been described as being largely 
of Mediterranean-European stock (and not of .Asiatic or. African 
stock) are practically in.eole  possession due to their ability 
to lead a nomadic life. Even near the coast they are in the maj-
ority, since the isolated position of Morocco hindered the  massive 
infiltration of Arabs which has so greatly diluted -  the Berber 
peoples in Algeria  and Tunisia. 	There are, however, some 
curious Telics of the Moorish invasion of. Spain. 	There are 
probably over half.a million  descendants of the Andalous, some 
'of whom were Spanish, but most.of.whom.iere probably a mixture 
of Spanish and Moor. 	These people withdrew with the defeated. 
Moors:in 1248, and eince they had previously adopted Mohamedan 
ism,n.they have continued.in the native way of life.' There 
are also some 159,000  Jews, some of whôm came to the country in . 
the fourth century B.C., and others of whom undotibtedly came 
also from Spain at a later date., In the South there, are some 
negroes, and mixtures of Berbers and negroes, descendants of 
slaves 'who had been brought across the desert from the great 
slave market of Timbuctou. 	FinaIly,. - the pure Arab population, 
although not very' large, ià cehtred mostly  in the towns, and 
exerts an influence greater than mere numbers w'ould warrant, 
since they tend to foster Pan,i.Arab mo7pments and disturb rela- 
tions - with the Europeans. 	 • • 

This mixed group. of natives accounted for a total 
population of 6,070,000 inhabitants in 1937, but it is probable 
that their numbers have increased to about 7,000,000 at the 
present time, at an average rate of increase of le per decade 
during recent years. 

The European population was 230,000 in 1937, and here 
again it is probable that it has now reached about 300,000, not 
so much due to natural increase as because of the humber of , 
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. refugees who - came . to Mbroceo during the war and have  since 
decided to settle there, 	Most of the Europeans are French, 
with a considerable sprinkling of Spaniards., and some Italians, 
.Maltese and Greeks (the Greek restaurant is to be found in 
semi-desért*towns South of Marrakech :), 	Most of the Europeans 
live in towns, and Casablanca itself has about one-third of the 
European  population, but  some 20,000 live in rural areas and 
:cultivate their own properties .  

TheA. ollowing table gives_the urban  population in  
1937. 	It is'to be noted, however, -that the population of 

 Casablanca has doubled since then, and substantial increases 
are to be observed . in Fez, Marrakech and Rabat. 	' 

URBAN POPULATION, 1937  

. Native 	European 	Total  

Casablanca 	- . 183,000 	 74, 000 -  ,_ 	. 257,000 
Marrakeeh . -: 	ife i000 	, 1,0o0 	190,000 

- Fez : 	 • 	134,000 	- 	. 20,000 	' 	144,000 
Rabat 	 57,000 	- ' 26,000 	 -83,000 
Meknes' 	. 	 62,000 	- 13,000 	 75,000 
Oudjda 	 20,000 	 15000 - 	35,000 
El  Ksar el ir,ebir - 	? 	'..- . . 	? 	 32,000 
Sale 	 :1„ 000 	. • 	1,000 	 32 ,000 
Mazagan 	 23,000 	 2,000 	 25,000 
Safi 	 . 23,000 	 - 2i000: 	25,000 -  , 

HISTORY 

In common with most of the Mediterranean basin, 
.Morocco has had a long and checkered career of invasion and 
*counter-invasion, empire and ruin, culture and decadence. 	The 
Phoenicians appear to 'have been the first within chronicled 
history to have established trading enterprises.there about 
the twelfth century B.C. 	They have left no information about 
the original inhabitants of the area which would help to trace 
their history and movements, and establish the exact origin of 

- the erbers  of  todgy. It is known, however, that some Jews and 
some Egyptians entered the country between this period and 
the time when the Carthaginians, in the eighth centurY, est-
ablished their own trading pests and lived on friendly terms 
with the inhabitants, who quickly learned the Punic tongue  and 

 accepted its culture. 

Prom this period onwards, the history of Morocco 
follows the same general pattern as that of Algeria, usually 
with some delay due to the remoteness of the country. 	The 
Romans first appeared in 146 B.C., but did not annex the country 
as a province until a hundred years later. Volubilis, flow a 
walled ruin near Meknes, became the capital and the chief - 
garrison of the country, and is known to have been of consider- 
able importance. 	By assimilation again, the indigenous peoplee 



quickly adopted the Roman language, customs and religion. 

With the decline of Rome and the overrunning of 
Spain by Visigoths and Vandals, a new threat appeared, this 
time from the North across the straits of Gibraltar. 	These 
raids lasted for a hundred years until the Byzantine Empire 
revived some of the power of Rome in 533 A.D., and brought 
with it some share of Eastern culture,  evidence of which may 
still be found in architecture. 	In the meantime Christianity 
was  taking over from the old heathen  gode  until 705 A.D., when 
the Arab invaders from the East finally entered the country 
and started making recruits for their army and their religion, 
It was largely with the assistance of these Berber recruits 
that they were able to conquer Spain and part of France. The 
vèry 2ize of the Arab Empire at this time, however, brought , 
confusion in its wake, and permitted the rise of an independent 
Moroccan Empire, under Moulay Idriss, whose son carried on in 
the control of a large part of North Africa in almost complete 
independence of the Caliphate. At the death of the son, con-
fusion became twice confounded with internal strife and dissid-
ent movements back and forth across Africa, until a new Mor-
occan Empire, that of the Almoravids from the South, took hold 
about . 1056, foundlng the city of Marrakech as their capital in 
1062. Some 200 years the later, the Spaniards and Portuguese 
had a brief hold on the country after they had driven the Moore  
out of Europe, but from then on local dynasties succeeded in 
retaining control, and were even able to hold the country from 
the Turks, when the latter had conquered Algeria  and  Tunisia, 

' 'With the growing power of Europe in the nineteenth 
century, there were greater and greater demands for freedom of 
access to Morocco. When the French conquered Algeria in 1830, 
clashes became inevitable along the ill-defined frontier, and 
Oudjda was taken in 1843. This was  later relinquished on 
pressure from Great Britain,  but in the meantime Spain started 
taking an interest in the part of  Morocco fa,cing the straits, 
and in 1859' went to Mar against'the Sultan, taking a good part 
of what is now Spanish Morocco. Again the French could not 
remain indifferent, nor could the British in view of the threat 
to Gibraltar. Morocco became a veritable centre of power politias, 
with Italian and German interests thrown in for good measure, 
and finally, when FranceAetermined that she had ta move in 
order to safeguard her Algerian frontier, she proceeded first 
with a series of treaties. In 1900, Italy and France agreed to 
give each other clear fields in Tripoli and Morocco respective- 
ly, In 1904, similar pledges were made between Britain and France 
with respect to Egypt and Morocco, and in the same year Spain 
and France agreed as to the limits of the Spanish sphere of 
influence..Again in the same year, the Sultan obtained a loan 
from the French, and agreed to French interest in communications 
and French reform of the Army. Throughout these manipulations, 
Germany felt out of the picture, and the Kaiser made his 	. 
famous visit to Tangier; to talk to the Sultan as man to man 
and emperor to emperor. This incident culminated in the calling 
of an international conference at Algeciras in January 1906. 
The conference guaranteed Moroccan independence, but gave the 



French and Spanish Certain rights upon-which mete later.built . 
• up the protectorateé, A...few Frenchmen were:shot in - Morocco,' 
and Oudjda was again occupied. The next incident Occurred in - 
Casablanca, and French troops wereodisembarked there to restore 
order. The whole  country was by this tiMe  in  a State,of com-. 
plete anarchy, and the Sultan himself was  obliged to call upon 
theFrench to restore order, and from:1908 onwards, French 

- troope:slowly moved in towards the . Taza.gap and through the • - 
port  of Casablanca. By Mardh 1912,  after theAffair of Agadir, 
when the Germans sent a gunboat to quell alleged riots'in that 
area, the Sultan was ready to sign a treaty ,providing for a.. 
French Protectorate. Although the Moslem religion and the 
dignitY of the Sultan were not to be encroached uponl  France 
was,to havea_ResidentGeneral who would be-the .'.'adviseru  of 
the Cherifian - Government, and who woulcYbe-his'enister of 
Foreigh Affairs,. 	. 

• 
The country waS far'from wholly . pacified at that 

'time; indluding:only,the coastal areas from Mogador to the 
'Spanish,Zone. Since the first World War'started scion after', 
the•GerMans,used the power of two-strong  tribal leaders, 
Raisuli and Abd el Malek, to organize resistance, and very 
,little new territory'in-thè north Was conquered until after the 
war, For.instanCe r the.Taza gap .  was -not fully opened-to direct 
intercoUrse between- troops in Algeria and ,  those .  which had come 
infrom . the - Atlantic coast, until 1919, 1h 1921 ,. a - new leader, 
Abd'el Krim started a serious revolt, mostly against the 
Spanish, and almost succeeded, in twO 'years of fighting, ln 
driving them back into the sea: By 1924, this revolt had 
'spread into the'Prench Zone, and thefact that the French now 
Alad to take'part in its  suppression  probably saved the SpaniarçjS 
from utter defeat. -Marshal Lyautey and General Giraud were 	. 
two of the well-known.figures who.participated in the ensuing 
activities, which ended•only:with'Abd el Krim's capitulation 
.in June 1926, 	Even after - that date, however, there were still 
several mOiintain fastnesses and desert. areas which had never 
been .overrun,'and_.which continuedto_threatenflines-of  com-
munication and:peadeful settlement.*» Organized campaigns there-
fore continued until 1934., when the last reel:stance had been 
quelled'after'almost continuous Military operations Which had 
lasted for 27 years. ' 	• 

, It must.not be forgottenthat it is this sense 
of building in the midst  of danger  which giVeé.the French 

' settler in Morocdo that feeling of,  independence and pioneering - 
spirit of whichhe boasts.' Many of these settlers, indeed, 
Ivere the officers and men who fOught so long 'for the country-, . 

' and who  had no desire to return:to a troubled Europe once their 
service 'vas over..BaSedon such a firSt generation, - 

which is still-the. main generation of settlers'in the country,' 
it is-permissible to build high hopes for.the future, and to 
believe that the Spirit of enterprise will continue to manifest . 
itself. 



ADMINISTRATION 

Befare the establishment of the French Protectorate, 
the Sultan wielded both temporal and spiritual power. As Caliph 
of the West, sne direct descendant of Mohammed, he could call 
upon the faithful to join in a holy war, and it is on this 
grounds that perhaps bds power was the greatest. The spiritual 
leaders under him, the Zadis and nadirs, were appointed as 
his personal representatives, and it was.they who colledted 
the greater part of the taxes, since secular taxes were frowned 
upon by Islamic law. 

• 
In the secular field, the Sultan appointed his Vizirs 

or Ministers.from among his own entourage, and delegated some 
of his power to local Pashas and Kaids also appointed by himself. 

- His power, however, was largely limited to the plains'. 
from Mazagan to Larache,  as the independent:Berber tribes of 
the mountains did not acknowledge the temporal Power of the 
Sultan, andunlY aeted in cOmmon with .the plainsmen as a matter 
of convenience.  Each  tribe had its awn tribal customs, and 
the edicts'of the Sultan did not apply when they did net conform 
to traditional'forms and 

• ' Besides the absolute nature of thie type. of  rule, 
and the inability to form a civil service which bould enaure 
continuity, the greatest single problem faced by  the Sultan  was 
that of finances. As social,life became more complex; ànd 
relations with.the outer world required greater expenditures 
on defence and public works„the spiritual taxes were found to 
be insufficient; and many attempts were made ta  levy state 

• taxes. Ag these.attempts failed,ar threatened to cause local . 
 uprisings, the Sultan was obliged to have recourse to foreign • 

borrowings and thus became economfbally dependention the foreign 
lenders. 

Even before the establishment of the Èrench Protect-
'orate, certain foreign obligations had accumulated as a result 
of various treaties. Prom about 1856 onwards, certain powers 
had obtained by treaty the right of Capitulation, or extra-
territorial status, permitting their awn protected agents and 
nationals to be tried by their national courts. 	Upon the 
formation of reliable courts under the French Protectorate, most 
of these rights were ceded, but the United States still in 
theory retains the right of trying its own nationals instead of 
turning them over to local courts. 

In addition, certain economic rights were granted 
by the Madrid Convention of 1880 and by the Act of Algeciras 
in 1906. The policy of the Open Door  was  laid  down by the latter 
act, which stipulates that all signatories must have equality 
of economic opportunity. Thus tariff rates cannot favour one 
signatory at the expense of another, which prevents France 
from obtaining any special concessions on the entry of her 
goods into the area. 	This  saine  clause permits equality of 



_opportunity with respect to coasting trade, so that the ships 
. of signatory nations may pick up and discharge cargo between 
Moroccan ports, and even between Mbrocco and France ..  

• After the death of Sultan Mbulay el Basilan in 1894, 
administration  broke down almost comi)letely, with assassinations, 
kidnapping, misappropriations of funds and other evidences of 
administrative incompetence so flagrant that foreign inter-
vention only became a matter of time. 

By the treaty which inaugurated the French Protectorate 
in 1912, the Resident General became the Sultan's sole rep-
resentative in foreign Affairs; he could also prepare legis-
lation to be issued in the form of Dahirs by the Sultan's 
government, with respect to administrative innovations, 
legal, economici educational, financial and military organization. 

• 
By great good fortune, the French leader in Morocco at 

•that time was Marshal  Lyautey,  who had already had a wealth of 
experience In dealing with  native 'populationsin Indo China and 
Madagascar, He determined that as far as possible, the forma, 
customs, ceremonies, the spiritual and temporal powers of the 
native state were to be retained in their original form, and 
this has continued to be the basis of French rule in Morocco. 
The Sultan remains supreme, so that all lams are issued, in 
his name, 	The Islamic religious côde, which also 

. governs matters of property and succession, is continued, and 
administered as heretofore by the customary .  Moslem leaders. On 
the secular plane, however, all native officials now form part 
of an organized, selected,_and fairly well paid civil service. 

The dual nature of the Moroccan administration requires 
•careful analysis in order to be understood. 	The Resident 
General is in actual fact the supreme authority, but more and 
more his role is made to appear secondary in order to spare the 
feelings of the natives: for instance, he is also called the 
French Ambassador to the Sultan, and ai], French higher officials 
insist on calling him the Ambassador rather than the Resident. 
(Similarly, the British Consul General in Rabat is also called 
the Minister to the Sultan). 	He is assisted by a Secretary 
General, who is the permanent official in charge of all govern 
ment. departments, and by a Delegaté yho can assume his functions 
during his absence. Under him are also four secretariats, civil, 
military, political and diplomatic (Cabinets Civils, etc., as 
they are called in. France). The administrative services comprise 
sevenAirectorates -- Native Affairs, Finance, Communiaations, 
Production and Labour, Agriculture, Health, Education and Mining, 

- Apart from this organization, which prepares legis-
lation and controls the administration of each of the branches, - 
there is a special office called the Direction Générale des 
Affaires Cherifiennes. This is the liaison body which explains 
impending legislation to the Sultan's Vizirs and which tries to 
smooth out any differences of opinion which may exist between 
the Resident's administration and the Sultan's government. 
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In local administration, the former Kaids, etc., are • 
 still the titular heads of the administration, -which derives 
directly from them; however, they are assisted by Frendh 
advisers, either civil or military depending on whether ,  the 
territory is still under military control .  

To avoid the over-centralization which had been 
common prior to the protectorate, local bodies, both urban and 
rural, are given considerable powers, although their, decisions 
are eUbject to review by local representatives of the central 
administration. 

Although this very short summarY cannot begin to 
give an adequate pieture of the administrative  organization of 
Morocco, canpetent obserçiers, both British and American, 
-believe that it is extremely ingenious and eatisfactory. As 
is too often the case, however, much of its effectiveness 
depends on the personality of the key man, and some doubt is 
expressed as to the administrative ability of the present 

'$tesident General, There has of necessity been very greatly . 
iricreased administrative control during àhd following the war, 
and there-is some tendency to believe that these.additional 
controls have not been ably administered and that conaiderable 
corruption  exista in the distribution of licenses and in the 
administration of other controls .  To what extent the average 
civilian is correct in this assumption it is hard to estimate,•
but certainly it àppears that the government is blàmed for a 
far greater proportion of the-actual economic ills than seems 
within the limits.of probability. 



1 CHAPTER TWO  

:'TBE NATIVE PROBLEM; POLITICAL AND 
SOCIAL TRENDS .OF TRADE SIGNIFICANCE. :  

When one first enters Morocco, one is struck by a 
peculiarly tense attitude on the part of the European popu-
lation, which talks at-length about the probabilities of a 
native uprising. To the outsider who has- already visited 

. Algeria and Tunisla,. this is a puzzling phenomenon, since 
native conditions appear better in Moroàco than  in  other parts 
of North Africa. 

In •the first place they have their •uwn government, 
and all lams in the  country are issued ab Dahirs of the . 
Sultan. The role of the protecting power is therefore minim-
ized on the surface, and there is an illusion of autonomy 
which is sufficient to satisfy the local population on pol-
itical grounds. 	This illusion is fostered by the protecting 
power, which is stated tO occasionally submit for acceptance 
by the Sultan laws which there is  no intention of applying, 
in order to give the Sultan a chance of vetoing the proposal. 

. 	Secondly, the country is not French, as is Algeria, 
and Màere is therefore no troublesome question of nationality 
or of discrimination as to'citizenship. In fact, ,the European 
settlxs tend to lose their national,identity, and to call 
themselves Moroccan, whether they come from France, Spain or 
other countries. 	 , 

- 	Thirdla 'Conscientious attempt  •has . been made to - 
safeguard native , privileges in land and property. The amount -
of land Placed:at the disposal of-settlers is strictly limited -, 
and indeed, settleMent and purchase rights-llave n been Suspended 
-for many years, 	policy has beet on a basis of tribal' . 
rights wdthin :each  lacalitY, so that there has not been a "grab" 
-of all the best land In any“pne areà às . there haslleen:in 
Algeria:  in eaeh tribal area,  a. certain  proportion of the land 
has  been Made-inalienable, Whether this land was in the Most 
'fertile part of  the country or not. .- 

A further economic incentive is the attempt to form 
• tribal collective farms, in order to permit the ratives to 
enjoy the benefits of mechanized agriculture. As long as each 
individual cultiVates,his own little piece of land, it has  been 

 realized that total native production cannot be greatly improved. 
• In view of the rapidly rising native population -- about 15% 
every 10 years, as in Algeria -- it is considered that the 
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natives must become more and more  self-supporting in their 
agricultural economy., in order to avoid a reversal of the 
normal' surplus edonomy -which  .ha  s permitted cereal and other 
food exports in the past. 	The answer seems to be in collective 
farming and agricultural credits to allow - for mechanization. 

Because Of these variousfactors, it is difficult to 
see whyi:on political grounds, there should exist . the-midespread 
fear of - revolt which is evident among 'Europeans. . It is true 
that the Meroecan population is made up principally .of Berbers, 

- who were  notable until 1923 for their war-like.qualities, and 
. who have a much more active disposition than  Arabe. 	On the 
other hand >  this in itself is an additional safegUard against 
the spread of ,3 PanArab movement into Morocco, since the 

'Berberà, although Moslems, are far froM orthodox, and mould 
be quite preparSd to regard -  their Sultan as the leader of 
Islam,  instead of turninitheir eyes to the East for leadership. 
There' is no question but  that à Pan-Arab moVement might be 
used as an excuse for révoit'if it were to•make extensive 
headway in.other areas, but there is.little likelihood of 
independent concerted action in this direction among the 

'Moroccan natives: 	. 	 , 	. 	• 

Any apparent unrest which may exist at -the present 
tiMe may . therefore be attribiited largely to Immediate economic 
and social probleMs. These are nOt lacking in view of the 
1945 drought-Which has dangerously reduced the private, 
accumul@ttions  of 'the  wealthier natives in cereals and other 
foodstuffe,:and'Coilld Well have . meant complete.starvation for 
two to three,millionnatives.had not foreign whçat been 
imported in.sufficient quantitY .. 	The drought cansed many natives 
to Seek employment in the larger cities; and although these 

- natives are according to law a charge on theiroWn tribes, and 
must be returned to théir.omn locality, there is evidence that 
many:have'escaped the dragnet andare..painfully attempting not 
to starve  in the:Jarrger centres, thu e.  adding to the element of 
1.nstahilityof the urban population'. 	This floating population . 
giVes a demagogic advantage to the educated *city-bred .  Arab who, 
because he has rarely been trained in other subjects but.law, 
returns 	France to find an overloaded profession, and 	• 
'instinctively seeks td make-political capital cf hi  s economic 
plight. 	• 	' 

..The other important point is.a psychologiCal one, 
inherent in the.attitude of the European settler. 	Most of 
these settlerè_oame to - the  country  about twenty years ago, just 
at  the time when the country had been pacified, and mhen . the 
native was therefore subMissive to. : the European power which had 
BC-recently been dennnstrated to him. :There grew up amcng  the  
settlers a tolerant, paternalisticattitude-which.tended to 
treat the natives .as children. 	With the growing,economic aware- 
ness Of the last few years, this attitude has 'become archaic 
and insufferable.ln thé  eyes  of  many - natives. Where the settler 
feels that his paternalism' should have . created a sense of 
obligation towards : himself on the part of the natives, the latter 
consider that they owe nothiné to  •a system which was.in a sense 
a sort of enlightened 'serfdom. •he:settler - is acutely conscious 



of this, though not of its causes, and it is a frequent occur-
ence to hear him state that there is no loyalty in the native, 
that after working for you for thirty years, he is just as 
likely to mnrder you in bed as to try to protect you in case of 
revolt. Onone farm which was visited, for instance, the 
colonist  ha  d encouraged the establishment of a native village 
on.his property, in order to draw from local sources the 600 
labourers he required at certain seasons of the year. 	Yet 
the farm-house looked very much like a fortress, with small and 
infrequent mindows, and fairly large stocks of arms  and 

 ammunition. 

The More recent immigrants are far more dangerous 
to social stability.than the long-time settlers in the Country 
districts. 	Most of these have settled in the cities and have 
expected a docile and slave-l.ike native population to cater 
to their requirements. 	In their disillusion these Europeans 
have adopted a céntemptuous attitude, and it is all-too-frequent 
to hear them discussing before their native servants the 
laziness, thievery, dirtiness'and_ lack Of loyalty of the hatives. 
On one such occasion, the mriter happened to be reading later 
in the eVening a book about the Russian revolution, in which 
a reactionary was made to Say that °these serfs and workers . 
will never amount to anything,.and could never be edncated to 
amount to anything, because they are.all lazy thieves, dirty 
and ignorant." 	The same syllogistic conclusion is invariably 
arrived at by the more reactionary EuroPean element in Morocco, 
and it goes a long' may to explain the present feeling of un-
easiness, since the native demagogues can use the lying  and 

 thievery as an element in the general breakdown of respect 
towards the Europeans. 

-Although the native ruling  classes have every. 
.advantage in being loyal to the protecting power, Since they 
have been perpetuated  as. the  channels  of command, recent 	- 
tUtelage to France, made necessary by  the  lack of foreign ex-
change, has been particularly irksome to them. When France 
devalued the franc on 26 December, 1945,. and madelhis deval r  
uation effective in Morocco without consultation with the local - 
authorities, there was widespread ancer among the ruling officials, 
This anger had nothing in common with the attitude of the jesser 
natives, since-it was based largely .on self-interest. . The very 
wealthy natives have placed, since.the resumption of - foreign 
trade, large orders abroad -for such consUmption goods. as cars 
and household supplies; and they sividenly found themselves faced • 
with the necesSity of paying 156% more for these goods than 

. 	 , they had counted upon.- 

These, then, are the various cross-currents which 
inflahce relations between Europeans and natives at the 
present time. It seems unwise, however, to consider that the 
balance of feeling is all in favour of revolt. The best judges 
in Morocco are incontestably the military native affairs 
officers, who have made their careers as local administrators, 
judges and executive authorities among the natives. 	They are 
exceedingly well-chosen, and highly respected by the natives. 
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Their own opinion is that unrest is mainly in the citieei 
that thisW'ill be quicklY aPpeased as soon as economic cond - Y:: 
itions improve. - In the country districts, and particularly -,2,  
among thé warlike mountain tribes, they find no evidence of -4  
concerted feeling against the protecting power, and they con-
eider that no uprising is  imminent, and  go so far as to give à 
green light for four years to come which'is about as far as they 
dare predict. 	- 

It Would seem, therefore, that.the present uneasi- • 
ness is largely.  a manifestation against the continuance, after 
the end of the war, of those economic conditions which isolation 

. from the rest of the world had developed during the war years. 
If there is a good crop in 1946, as seams likely, economic 
activity will improve, and,present feeling will be appeased in 
a flurry  of  work. 	. 

	

For the country as a whole has - a strong spirit 	. 
of initiative and resourcefulness. trost.of the Europeans are . 
'first generation settlers who came to the country in the early 
twenties, when it was not yet wholly .  subdued. They have retained 
a pioneering, frontier spirit, they have no intention of ret-. 
urning to Europe, and they call .theMselves, not without reason ' , 
.the °Americans of North Africes. The faults mentioned above 
are perhaps only-a manifestation of their impatience at economic 
and social conditions which delaY their progress towards modern 
industrialization. Casablanca is built like a Mid-Western town, 
expansively and optimistically, with wide-open spaces -- the 
vacant lots of the West -- tall buildings, and an attempt at' *: 
modernity in architecture.  In  its ugly way, it personifies the 	• 
forward-looking eagerness of its inhabitants More than does the 
peaceful homogeneity of Rabat, the other completely modern 
town. The people believe in their destiny, and they fear above 
all the intrusion of a mother country from - which they have 
voluntarily cut themselves adrift.  

	

It is for this reason that there is just now . a 	- 
manifestation, of helplessness among these people who feei that , 
they are caught•in a web of circumstances beyond their control, 
and who therefore tend to blare anyone other than themselves 
for their economic stagnation. 	During the war years, they were 
unable to export, and had few strategic raw materials te offer 
the allies. Their industrial equipment.has deteriorated,  and  - 
now they finethat due to severe drought, the limited foreign 
currency which France has placed at their disposal must be 
used for consumer goods instead of the industrial expansion 
which they primarily desire. The very'fact, too, that this 
foreign currency ie doled out to them is irksome to a high 
deEree, and still more so is the fact that France has retained 
the right to decide how that currency should be spent. 	--. 

. 	 • 
There seeMs no doubt, nevertheless, that the 

natural resiliency of the people will react agailist this present 
lethargy, and that their natural speculative instincts will ' 
reassert themselvee in the  realization of big undertakings and 
the raijid development of present potentialities. 	 • 

The present feeling of external restraint will perhaps ' 
cause a reaction, too, in the political field, 	There is no 
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doubt that the attitude of most european residents is that 
never again must they allow themselves to return under the 
tutelage of a French administration, and that this will act 
more and more in the direction of autonomy or a sort of 
Dominion steus. 

The administration has undoubtedly been weak in 
recent years,  but  not all'the ills of the country can be blamed 
upon it, as the tendency is at the moment. 	And no matter 
what desires-the residents may have, the truth is that there 
are few Europeans living in Morocco who would have the desire 
or the experience to set up an administration devoid of any 
trained assistance from the French civil service. 	The only 
thing which can be hoped for under such circumstances is 
that sound administrators, trained in France, will be willing 
to come to Morocco in order to make their whole career in the 
country instead of being sent on a temporary basis as at 
présent. 

The country is inspiring at its actual level of 
development, but it is still more inspiring to look at the 
potentialities of the future. 	With rapid electrification 
in prospect, good roais,  excellent land, mines whose wealth 
has only been sounded, and with a cross-roads position on the 
North Atlantic coast, Morocco may well hope to be one of the 
important transit centres of Africa, with all which this may 
mean in the way of building up raw materials, 	The CasabIancans 
believe that their port is the logical distribution area for 
the whole of the west coast of Africa down to and including 
the Belgiano Congo. 	They argue that from a shipping point of 
view, it muld be infinitely superior to discharge large ocean-
going vessels in Casablanca, the cargoes to be either worked 
up first in the city, or transhipped direct to smaller coastal 
vessels which could run into all the lesser ports along the 
coast down as far as the Congo. 	The larger ships would thus 
save invaluable time which is now'spent in idly coasting into 
small ports for the discharge of uneconomically Anal l  tonnages 
of goods. •  Similarly, with excellent airfield facilities; 
Casablanca feels that it is in an excellent situation as the hub 
of air transport into the interior of Africa as far East as 
the Nile. 

Such a transit trade would of course greatly 
expand the secondary industries of Morocco, and would encourage 
the setting up of industries serving the requirements of this 
vast hinterland. 	And the future may demonstrate that  the  
Moroccans are not over-sanguine in their expectations. 

Of importance from the foreign trade point of view 
is the high standard of living to which the European inhab-
itants have become accustomed. 	The treaty of Algeciras 
guaranteed that there should be no trade discrimination, and 
ensured that customs duties should be very low. 	They have in 
fact been at a level of le for several years prior to the 
war. 	The population was therefore able to purchase from the 
most economic sources - all they\required, and they have gravit-
ated towards the expansive home economy of North America -- 



a car for every family, radios, electric stoves and refrigerators, 
modern plumbing, and all the amenities of a high standard of 
living. 	During the war years they were naturally cut off from, 
such imported products, and - since then, control of imports has 
also meant control of prices -- imported Wheat, for instance, 
could not be sold to millers at prices far inferior to those 
paid for domestic cereals. 	In many ways this price-fixing has 
nullified the effects of the Treaty of Algeciras, because, 
although import duties have been suspended, the differences 
between  imports and selling prices have in many cases far 
exceeded the difference which would have been ,due to normal 
import duties. . 

There is some logic in the French argument that if 
there are wide price differentials in the value of goods from 
different sources, the country  will  attempt to buy from only 
the cheapest source, and will therefore-fail to obtain the 
volume of goods which it requires. 	At the same time, the 
theory has been made to favour French industry in no small 
degree -- before the devaluation, for instance, an American 
truck which could be landed at less than 100,000 francs was 
selling at nearly 200,000 francs, which corresponded fairly 
closely to the price of French trucks of a similar category. 

Although this  ira  not in the spirit of the Algeciras 
agreement, there  bas  been no protest from interested powers so 
far, and •normwas contemplated during the,course.of the 
writer's visit. 	One American oil company, however, was dis- 
regarding the price level on gasoline set by the authorities, 
and was selling in its own service stations at a price far 
inferior to that fixed by regulation. 	This may have been a 
test case in which the American authorities were interested, 
but no conclusive steps had been taken on ei,ther side at last 
reports. 

All  administrative sources  :consulted, both in 
France and Morodco, insisted that there was rig intention to 	, 
contest the validity of the Algeciras agreement, and that as 
soon as the econOmic situation warranted, a return to low-duty 
imports wouldipe effected. 	There is no reason to doubt, the 
Validity of this assertion, in view  of the  temperof the 	• 
Moroccan population, whichsould not long tolerate an unjust- 
.ified continuance of Present controls.' 	 . 



CHAPTER THREE 

MOROCCAN AGRICULTURE. 

Agriculture is the basis of the Moroccan economy, 
as  it ia in Algeria, but although it is subject to aneven 
greater expansion than that of the latter country,  its prop-
ortionate significance may be considerably reduced in the 
future due to the development of industry and mining. 

French Morocco may be divided roughly into .three 
parts for a study of its agricultural background. 	Therejis 
first a wide plain extending the whole length of the Atlantic 
seaboard, generally broad and rising gradually towards the 
mountains, but occasionally pinched in towards the sea by 
outcroppings of the mountain chain. 	Then there are the mountains 
themselves, acting as a water-shed, with high precipitation 
but generally unsuitable for cultivation due to the rugged 
nature of the surface. 	Beyond the mountains is the desert, 
which extends into, and really forms part of the Algerian 
Sahara. 	- 

Because of the prevailing, moisture-bearing winds, 
the northern part of the seaboard, from Casablanca through 
Rabat to Larache is adequately watered in a normal year, but 
precipitation gradually falls towards the south until it reaches 
nearly desertic levels near Agadir. 

The cultivable area is nevertheless subject to 	, 
periodic droughts, which have averaged two years out of eight 
during the last few-cycles. 	Because of its' own local precip- 
itation, as well as the water-coming doWn Érom the mountains, 
the north generally weathers such droughts better than does 
the south, but this simply means that the south becomes almost 
completely•unproductive during auch years.. Suchwas the case 
In 1945, when crops were about one-third of normal, despite 
a relatively fair crop in the north. 	The wide plains leading 
from Casablanca to Marrakech and back towards the coast were 
almost completely desiccated during the year, and the parched 
earth will require more than ita usual share of s water during 
the present yearto return to a normal standard of output. 

Of the area suitable for agriculture, a little over 
10 million acres are cultivated; 20 million acres are natural 
pasture; 6 million acres are forest lands; -  nearly 5 million 
acres,  are generally  in fallow (one-third of the cultivable area); 
and some 500,000 acres are devoted to orchards, vineyards  and : ' 
market gardening. 	There is another 5jrnillion  acres which: 



although not productive in other ways, yield important 
quantities of Alfa. 

The total productive area of 47 million acres 
is therefore an important proportion of the total area of the 
country, estimated at 104 million acres, this area including 
as it does rugged mountain and arid desert land. 	. 

PrOduction on this land is variable, the most 
. .fertile parts prsoducing as much as 40.bushels of grain to the , 
acre, -while other parts are much lower in yield'either because 
of weather or because of poor methods of cultivation. 	For 
here as well as in Algeria, 80% of the nativepopUlation.is 
engaged in agriculture, and so  far the  vast majority of these 
employ the most primitive methods. It has already been stated 
that collective farming on a tribal basis is being attempted, 	• 
but so far this only affects a Small  proportion of total 

. native  production.' 	are high hopes, however, that when 
the résulta of such enterprises become generally known,  more  . 
and more tribes will be influenced to attempt similar cultivation, 
thereby saving in man-power and A:lbtaining greater yields ' 
ihrough rationalizatiCn and the greater use of mechanization. 

Use of agricultural machinery in Morocco is very 
considerable ., since there are very large exploitations , even 
by North American standards. 	One colonist known to the 
writer has fifteen different farms (a few of which are in 
Algeriay, totalling some 40,000 acres. '8onie  single  farms have 

- as many as 20,000. acres. One farm which mas Visited had an 
acreage'of 10,000,  •of which 2500 was one single field sown 
to seed wheat, another similar field'was sOWn to beans, another 
250 acres was in orange groves, and a good part of thé remainder 
.was in pasture land  for 400  cattle, 250>pigs and 2000 sheep. 
This particular farm has 12 tractora, 4 reaper-threshers and 
a vast quantity.of other machinery, several-trucks and a.very 
well-equipped workshop. All of this equipment mas in very poor 
'shape, as there had been  no  spare parts available for 6 years, 
and much.of it required replacement, - which was still hard to 
obtain desipite a.relatively liberal import policy. 	. 

•
• • 

The census of useable agricultural madhinery•at 
1 January 1944 elowed the following 'Categories of machines 
still  In use:  

Grain drills or seeders 	900 
Fertilizer distributors 	450 
Moldboard plows, horse drawn 	unknown 
Moldboard plows, tractor drawn 700 
Disc plows, tractor drawn 	2100 	, 
Disc harrows, tractor drawn 	550 
Cultivators, horse drawn 	unknown 
Cultivators, tractor drawn 	400 
Réaper-threshers 	 1100 	. 
Binders 	 1450 
Mowers 	 1450 
Rakes 	 1050 
Wheeled tractors 	 1130 
Tracked tractors 	 1480 
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The following table gives import figures for 1938, 
1.940 and 1942, together with the programme of imports for 
1946. Figures are in metric tons, and may not conform as to 
categories in the case of 1946 figures, which have been taken 
from a different source than those of preceding years. 

IMPORTS OP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
(In metric tons) 

1938 1940 1942 	1946 

Tillage machinery 	596 	211 	157 1630 
Harvesting machinery 	596 	501 	227 	820 
Other machinery 	 713 	327 	472 	312 
Repair Parts 	 321 	 •328 	226 	200  

TOTAL . 	2226 - 1367. 1082 • 2962 

More•detailed  figures. are  available with respect to-
.' projected imports for 1946,  and are. as follows: .  

Plows 	• 	 973 tons 
• . .Harrows, pulveriSers,etc. 217 tons 

"-Cultivators -' 	' 	259 tons 
. 	Seeders, fertilizer 'dis- 

. 	tributors 	181 tons 
• . 	Other.OultiVating mach. 	- • 

Reaper-threshers 	,• 524 tons 
• Other harvesting machl. ' 296 tons .  

Feed  presses, etc.  _ 	. 	64 tons _ 
Other machinery 	 248 tons 

• Repair parts 	 • 200 tons • 	• 
. 	. 

The  writer hadan opPortunity  of  visiting seireral 
. large farms in Morocco, and discuSsing agricultural machinery' 
with.  the proprietors. In most cases they had a _considerable' 
amoUnt of criticism to offer with respect to North American 
machines, and. some had specific oomplaints about Canadian 
products. In the latter case , . however, most colonists agreed 
that what they had seen of post-war production. appeared to be 
highly improved. Among the new Canadian'products now on the 

-market are the self-propelled reaper-thresher . and  the deep  
furrow disc ploW, with discs-  over two feet in diameter. Both. 

- these products are stated  to  be highly.satisfactory, since . 
deep plowing'is necessary in order to.retainmoisture, and the 
self-propelled reaper-thresher spares the tractors, which are-
still difficUlt -to  replace. 	In both cages, tOo, Canadian 
eq,uipment seems to have > reached the-Market. before that of 	• 

, American competitors, who have merely,been able to exhibit - 
. prototypes:, but have  not been•able to'promise firm deliveries. 

The main  criticism-offered with  respect  to North . 	. 
American'reaper-threshers is that they take no account of the 
high yields and long straw of  North  African cereals. The strew 
is reported to be as much as four and.a half feet long,,while 
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yields of 40 bushels to the acre are common on the highly-
mechanized farms. 	These two factors combined tend to clog 
the machines, which are made for à smaller intake. 'Due to the 
length of the straw, the stalks very often fall to the ground, 
much as they do in the case of stem rust in America, and some 
sort of raking arrangement would be useful in order to lift 
these up for feeding into the thresher. 

Another common mistake, according to
. 
 some farinera,, 

is the varying width of the different machines. When a heavy 
tractor is available, some of the farmerà will bitch three 
machines in series behind this tractor -- a disc plow, a seeder, 
and a disc harrow is a common combination -- and variations in 
width contribute to a considerable amount of waste. 

Thepe matters were not gone into in technical 
detail, but it might be well worth while for a progressive 
Canadian manufacturer to send a technical expert to the country 
at harvest time to investigate the performance of, the various 
machines and thereby gain an advantage over foreign competitors. 

• 	 PRODUCTION 

As has already been mentioded, agricultural 
production in 1945:fell off by at leadt two-thirds in the agg-
regate, and by much more than that with respect to cereals , . 
'due  tO the drought which Pervaded the country throughout the 
year. In elany ordinarily fertile areas there was no rain for 
over fifteed months 	the first rain in that' length Of time, - 
for instance, fell in Marrakech durinia visit there at the 
end of January 1946. 

. 	. 
The  reduction in cereal production was the Most • 

vital result of -the drought as far as the country generally 	. 

was concerned, although ln the ensuing chapter dealing with 	. 
electric power and  transportation,  some indication will be. s 
given  as'  to its dire results in that direction alsQ. But in 
any case, from à country which norMally produced 2 million 
tons of cereals and consuMed sOme  l million tons, ehê country 
was reduced to a'productiod inferior-to . 500,000 . tons,-or one- 
third the requiremehtsfor  local  consumption.. 	On the basis-of 
this'eatastrophid crop, two authorities, one military and the 
other civilian, havestated in.priVate interview that 2 to-3 . 
million inhabitants would have'starved to dèath during the 
eurrent crop.year if it had not been for imports Cf -cereals: 
from abroad. 	The:imports - were almost double the exporte' 	, 
in:a normal pre -war year -,--'the - latter amounting to about half 
a million tons à year,  and the former hàvind:been redUcecro 
900,000 tons from a preliminary estimate of 1,039,000 tons,: - 

Estimates of 1945 crops for othe -rprodUcts 'are 
not available,  but in  most  cases the  falling off in production 
was not as severe as in the case of cereals. 	livestàek, 	. 
however, suffered seriously,  and the Xigure of 80% reduction, 
often' mentioned in•Algeria, was re-iterated in Morocco as Well. 
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• 	 The following table gives an idea of the average 
and the most recent agricultural statistics, in such cases as 
the latter are available. 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
In metric tons unless otherwise 

indicated) 

LIVESTOCK 1 
- .Catie  • 
Sheep . 
Gal ts 
:hogs 
Poultry 

1,991,000 2456,000 
9 .,434,000 12,00,000- 

	

'.5,794,000 	e,950,000 

	

12,000 	175,000 
Approximately 30, 

• Average 
1934-1938  

415,000 
215,000 
630,000 

1,147,00 
. 29,000 

800t' 
213,000 
51,000. 
7 000 

,077,800 

.57,434 
8,039 
10,000 
12,600 
'42,00 
549,600 
30,000 

unknoWn 
unknown 

1942 or 
1943 . 

456,000 
,210,000 
666,000 

998,000  - 
35,000 

• floo 
228,000 
53,000  
8,000  

1,985,800 

67,800 
31,640 
20,000 
12,000 

• 55,000 
300,000 

7,000 
• Ilnknown 
unknown  

194-5 
estimate  

108,000 
72,000  

' 180,000 

209,000 
10,000  

25,000 
25,000 

'MP 

449,000 

unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
fair. 
good 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 

unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
000, 000 

•In>addition to the above, there are several other 
products which are - important in the Moroccan economy. Chief 
among the activities entering into foreign trade are the raising 
of early fruit and vegetables. 	Potatoes, tomatoes and green 
vegetables particularly were widely sought after in European 
markets prior to the war, since they came on the market even 
earlier than the Algerian product, and were generally well 
graded and calibrated. Great Britain was an important importer 
of Moroccan vegetables prior to the war, and should become so 
again as soon as transport returns to normal and the Moroccan 
government. is able to reinstate its grading and inspection 
services, wnich were allowed to lapse during the war as a 
result of the almost complete absence of foreign demand. 
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. With some 5 million almond trees in the country, this 
nut forms an important element of trade, and-is freely. obtain-
able throughout the country. On the other hand, the dates and 
figs of Morocco are generally not  of as  geod quality as those 
of Algeria, and particularly the well-conditioned products of.  
Tunisia, and will therefore be unlikely to be  .of  great con.1.- 
sequence on world markets. The same applies to olives and 
alive oil, which are poorly treated, and usually very bitter 
and acidulous. 	Since the trees are not generally cultivated, 
it is probable that the greater proportion of Moroccan prod-
uction  will  continue to be derived from trees growing mild, 
and  will  therefore not find its way onto world markets. 

Due to the, large number of sheep and goats, the . • 
hide and skin industry is  of  some  importance, and the native 
tanneries make a product  far  superior té that produced'in 
.other parts of North Africas 	At the present time, the sale of 
leather goods is not under ration, and every type of boot and 
shoe, leather handbags, and other leather goods- are available . 
in Morocco, 	Since  style 'trends have been carefully copied, it 
is probable that an attempt:will be made to enter world markets. 
In the near futures 	 • 

Although the sheep are not prolific in wool, there 
- is a considerable artisanal weaving industry, the most renowned 
manifestation of which ié in the carpet-weaving industry. The 
carpets produbed are of excellent quality, and here again there 

. is'a favourable opportunity for expart trade. 

The Moroccan natives are even greater sugar 
consumers than those in the remainder of North Africa, and the 
climate and soil are favourable to the development of a sub- 
stantial sugar-beet industry. 	Average yields among plantations 
now in production are high', while the plant itself keeps the 
•soil in good condition and provides a good fodder for cattle. 

In Morocoo as well as in Algeria,- the potentialities 
'of the market for citrus fruit are considered optimistically, 
and a large increase in the number of trees planted is to be 
recorded. Since the tree takes three years before it starts 
bearing, and five yeare before it comes to full maturity, the 

- trees planted within the last few years will be getting into 
production soon, and will  •form'an added source of sup -nly for 
the European market. 

• 
Among other products whic h  are in small production 

at the present time are flax for fibre, beans and peas, canary 
seed, coriander and cumin, bananas, cotton, cherries, pome- 

•granates, walnuts and castor beans,. production of which was 
foàtered during the mar. 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

Chief among the other products which may be classed 
as agricultural are forest products, of which the most important 
is cork. 	Almost 20,000 tons per year were produced in the 



pre-war years, of whiCh about three-quarters were first-growth 
cork, suitable only for the production of agglomarates,.and,for 
use in the linoleum and insulation industries -. 	The cork oak 
is generally ,  first stripped after 20 years or more, and there-
after the bark grows more even-textured, and may be stripped 
-about every eighth year. 

On the westward slopes of the mountains, there are 
very,  appreciable stands of cedar, thuya, argan, and evergreen-
oak, and although-these have been poorly exploited in the past, 
it is probable that a reasonably importaht domestic' industry 
can be based on this lumber in the future. 	At the present 
time the most important product is charcoal, which is produced 
throughout the mountainous areas, and has been of importance 
during the war years when imported coal has been unobtainable 
and charcoal was used for cooking, heating, and also for the 
running of internal combustion engines, as  'was  common practice 
throughout Europe. 

The sumac tree produces tannin, used in the local 
tanning industries, but also exported in mall quantities to 
France. 	Gum Arabic and Euphorbium are also products of recent 
exploitation, and the dwarf palm, from which vegetable fibre 
is obtained, is coming into its own not only for the latter 
product, but also to make ropes and mats out of the leaves, 
tensile bands from the flock, and firewood from the roots. 

Alfa or esparto grass is another product which has 
not been exploited as much as in other North African countries, 
although the area of its occurrence is very extensive. Contrary 
to conditions in Algeria, however, the grass grows in areas 
difficult bf access to the Sea, and exports have rarely 
exceeded 40,000 tons, although production reached 135,000 tons 
in 1936. 	It is pcissible that with fairly good water and hydro- 
electric resources in the,near-by mountains; a paper-making 
industry of some importance may develop in the interior, although 
the only paper-ma'ker in the country was somewhat sceptical about 
this when interviewed. 

-DeRIVATIVE INDUSTRIES 	- 

As in the case of Algeria and Tunisia, secondary 
industries depending on agricultural Production for their raw 
materials are not highly developed as yet. They are however,far 
ahead of similar enterprises in the two other territories, and 
private initiative is highly aware of their importance to the 
future of the country. 

Leather industries have already been mentioned, 
but they . are far less important in the long run than the 
establishment of a sound cold storage and quick-freezing °chain° 
extending from production areas to the ports of embarkation. 
The government realizes this as well as does the Algerian gov-
ernment, but whereas in the latter country there is,a tendency 
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to  avait  governmental initiative in this respect, private 
interests in Morocco have already started-to lay plans for the,  
future. 	One group has already tied up with General Foods in 
the United States through their Swiss associates, and intend . 
to set up quick-freezing plants for  the  preparation and dis-
tribution of packaged foods, probably Under the Bird's Eye trade 
name. 	This  sanie  group is interested in cold storage develop- 
ment generally and intends to proceed with the setting up of 
the ° chain" already.described in the Algerian section of this 
report -- cold storage plants in the producing areas, refriger-
ated transport, cold storage docks, and refrigerator ships, 
together with the related packing plants, canneries, grading 
and sorting sheds, . etc.  

The canning trades in Morocco shoUld offer a good 
future, as market gardening, already well-developed, can be 
extended to take care of a large fruit and vegetable canning 
industry. 	Fish . products, including tuna and sardines, can 
also form.the basis for a widespread industry and is already 
fairly well-established. 	In 1937 production of canned fish was 
20,000 tons, and in the following year exports alone amounted 
to 13,604 tons. 	Quality has steadily. imprOved, &nd the local 
supplies of olive oil assure a continued development. 	Before 
the war there were . 32 fish-canning factories, of which 17 were 
in Casablanca and 15 in Safi. 	Some of these have had to close 
down during the war because of the restrictions, on fishing and 
the lack of tinplate, which is normally manufactured into 
cans in a fac'tory at Casablanca both for this industry and  the' 
fruit and vegetable canning industry ( 12 factories with a 	. 
production capacity* of 230 tons per day during the canning 
season) as well as for oil and gasoline tins. 

• 
The mbst imnartant food-processing industry, 

however, is still flour milling. 	There are 31 commercial 
flour mills, with a combined capacity of 280,000 tons per 
annum, mostly centred about Casablanca, where the largest 
producer is*the Soci6t4 des Moulins du Maghreb, which accounts 
for 40,000 tons, or 15% of total commercial production. 	It is 
to be noted that the‘commercial  mille  produce only for the 
Europeans and the natl:ve urban population, since it is still 
customary for the natives in the country  areas to mill their 
own wheat  and  barley by very  primitive  means. 	Here too, some 

.effort might be made at cooperative 'milling, but no plans,in 
this respect were noted in Morocco, although Algeria has such 
a development in view. 

Ae far as the internal économy of the country 
is concerned, the industries based on oils and fats are 
probably the second most important. 	0117e and Argan oil is 
generally prodticed by the growers,'Who use primitive equipeent 
and produce an oil high in acid content. 	The production of 
the country is not eafficient for local requirements, and some 
15,000 tons per annum of vegetable oil seeds were generally, 
imported prior to the var. 	Certain modern crushing and 
refining plants were established near the ports for the purpose 
of treating these and some domestic oil-bearing plants, and 
their combined capacity is stated to be about 25,000 tons of 
oil per annum. 	The chief producers are: 
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Soci4t4 Nord-Africaine des Oleagineux, 
Huileries et.Savonneries du Maroc, 
Les Huileries Marocaines, 
Soci4t4 Gellia, 
soci4t4 Siham, 

Port Lyautey 
Casablanca 
Casablanca 	' 
Fedala 
.Fez 

The above firms also produce soap and candles, 
productive capacity for, the former being about 6000 tons per 
year, making the country almost self-supporting. An English 
firm has opened a candle factory in Casablanca, and the combined 
production capacity of all plants is 4,600 tons per annum, which 
should be sufficient - in the fUture in view of the expanding use 
of electricity and Petrol lamps in rural areas. 

The Compagnie Marocaine, which is the representative 
on the market of Màssey- Harris  Co. Ltd., has a subsidiary called 
the Compagnie Sucrière Marocaine which- is the chief sugar 
refining plant in the country. The total consumption of Morocco-
is aboUt 225,000 tons per annum, of which this country alone 
produced 60,000 tons prior to the war.. Transport difficulties 

• drastially reduced imports during and since the war, but 
local Production has carried on from domestic raw materials. 
Incidentally, this company has  "trading  posts° throughout the 
country, and barters native products against manufactured goods, 
so that they are in an excellent position to tap the indigenous 
market, 

Although the vegetable fibre industry was slow in 
starting in Morocco, it has now developed into the most import-
ant source of supply in North Africa, and 74 factories, at 
least one of them very large and modern, have been set up for 
the processing of this product. 	Capacity is now 100,000 tons 
per year, although.this figure has never been reached in actual 
production,' and exports have generally totalled no more than 
65,000 tons per annum, mostly to Great Britain and to the 
United Kingdom prior to the mar. 	Producers have been organized 
into the Comptoir G4n4ral du Crin Vegetal au Maroc, which may 
be reached through the Chambre de Commerce de Casablanca. 

The Moroccan tobacco monopoly owns two tobacco 
factories, and normally produces most of the tobacco products 
required on the market. 	It was noted during the presènt tour, 
however, that a large proportion of the,tobaccos sold on the 
market just now are of Algerian origin, which would suggest 
a momentary shortage of raw materials.' 

The only other industry which affects agriculture 
is the manufacture of fertilizers. 	This has not been greatly 
developed, and only one small plant in Casablanca produces 
some 20,000 tons of superphosphates per year,'an amount which 
has to be supplemented by imports ranging up to 10,000 tons 
per year. 	The general fertilizer situation in North Africa 
has already been discussed in the Algérian section of this 
report, and will  flot  be re Peated here. 	It,would appear, 
however, that  sonie  improvement in the local fertilizer industry 
is warranted, but nothing was heard with respect to this ques-
tion during the tour. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AFFECTING CANADA  

What has already been said about Algeria under this 
sub-heading is equally true of Morocco. 	In the latter area, 
the central administration exercises somewhat more direct 
control over the activities of the import licensing  groupa,  
but the latter are made up of the most important dis tributors, 

 who tend to perpetuate the quota system by sharing the market 
according to the proportions of trade they had in previous 
years. This is the case with respect to agricultural imple-
ments. 

It was pointed out to  •the administration that this 
was harmful to the interests of the country, since there was 
a very strong possibility that the import programme could not 
be fulfilled if it depended entirely on imports from habitual 
sources in fixed proportions. This system gives no latitude 
to seek other-  sources if one of the customary producers fails 
to deliver. 

Since the fulfillment of the import programme is 
a "must ° if the Moroccan economy is to be revived, this point 
of view tmpressed the central administration considerably, and 
they promised to review with care the decisions of the licensing 
group; however, it would also be useful for the distributors 
of Canadian agricultural machinery, to follow-up this'matter, 
and the question was fully developed with them. 



CHAPTER POUR 
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MINING IN MOROCCO 

According to some gaologists, Morocco is the con-
tinuation of the same geological formation as is found in 
northern South America. 	According to others, it bears a strik- 
ing relationship to the formation to be found in Spain. 	At 
any rate, - it is striking in that the mountains of Morocco 
show evidence of every geological strata through the primary, 
the secondary and the tertiary -- called in Canada the Pre- 
Cambrian 	right through to the Jurassic and other more recent 
formations. 	There are certain areas in which the surface has 
been so greatly disturbed by more recent earth movements that 
as many as five stratifications can be noted above ground -- 
as many as in the Colorado valley  and' the Painted Desert of 
Arizona. 

	

Whatever the geological structure of the country, 	. 
there has always been a wealth of folklore about the riches 
of Morocco in mineral deposits. 	The Arabs, the Portuguese 
and the Romans have all taken a keen interest in the potential-
ities of the country, and although little is known of their 
researches, it .is known that their extraction could only have 
been from surface workings, since even until recent daya there 
has been little deep drilling in the country. 	The greatest 
interest so far has been in the possibilities as.regards coal, 
phosphates, iron, manganese, molybdenum,.cobalt, antimony, 
graphite, lead and zinc, nickel, tungsten, tin, copper, gold 
and silver. 	This gamut of exploitable ores is sufficient 
evidencethat the country has possibilities, although the only 
ones exploited so far are coal, .phosphates, managanese, cobalt, 
lead and molybdenum, all of which have shown some promise on 
-world markets. ' 

However greatly Morocco's mineral prospects have 
been over- or under-estimated, certain it is that they account 
even now for, 40% of the country's industrial capitalization 
and for 20% of its export trade . 	Since practically all of 
this development has come about in the last twenty years, 
despite lack of capital for intensive prospection, it would 
appear that there.is a .definite .  place for Morocco on the world 
map of mineral producing  count riee,H  As such, therefore, it 
offers scope for the sale of mine equipment if for nothing else, 
It is of importance on these grounds to examine with some 
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attention' the present  position  with respect to mineral dev-
elopment. 

Phosphates were discovered in 1912, but the first 
workings were in 1919, and the first export shipments took 	. 
place in 1921. There are two main basins, that around Oued Zen,  
East of Casablanca, which is the most important producing area, 
and that around Port Gentil (see map). 	The whole of phosphate 
production, bas  been taken over by the Moroccan Government, and 
the Office Cherifien des Phosphates has a monopoly of tacie, 
mining and prospecting for this mineral, although it now has 
a cartel arrangement with producers in Algeria, Tunisia and 
Alsace. 	Before the war Morocco was the fourth largest 
producer in the world, coming after the United States, the 
Donets  Basin in Russia, and Tunisia. 	At that time some 1,4' 
million tons of phosphates were being produced yearly in Morocco, 
but capa•ity is now aM.the high level of 2i million tons per 
year, -which will brineMorocoo up to second or third place. In 
addition, the  Moroccani mineral is of extremely high quality, 
is eaSily worked, and is within easy distance of the sea, which 
should contribute to the continued exploitation of the industry. 

The mines are very well equipped, and although 
some deterioration of.material occurred during the war, a pur-
chasing mission now in the United States -- and  it  is hoped 
also in Canada -- is examining the most modern equ_ipment now 

. used in North American mines with a view to adopting all 
possible labour-saving and cost-reducing devices. 

In 1939, production was 1,492,000 tons, against 
Tunisian output of 1,752,000 tons, and that of Algeria which 
was in the neighbourhood of 600,000 tons. Since then Moroccan 
production has carried on at fairly high levels, and. in 1944 
amounted to 1,446,000 tons against Tunisian production of only 
24,000 tons. 	The latter country suffered very severely from the 
war in the mining area, and will take a considerable time to 
regain its former position. The phosphate belt extends from 
Morocco right through to Palestine, along the southern rim of 
the Mediterranean, but no deposits as rich as those of. the 
Oued Zem or Khouribga area in Morocco have so far been dis-
covered. 	These deposits, which are about 100 feet below  the  
surface and are mined through shafts and not by stripping, 
extend for 60 miles from end to end, and are  •oneidered to hold 
in reserve some 60,000 million tons of high-grade phosphates. 
The analysis is excellent, aeeraging 46 to 50e calcium, 34-37% 
P205, and over 7C% TPL, as against an Algerian and Tunisian 
average of only 51-70% 

The improvements under consideration at the moment 
are the use of larger hauling units in the primary adits of the 
mines -- wagons of up to 10 ton capacity are under consideration 
the installation of conveyor belts in the secondary and tertiary 
galleries, and the use of mechanical loaders in the stopes. The 
surface workings are as efficient as may be considered at the ' 
moment, and consist of rotary drying avens, automatic loading, 
electric railways to the coast, and special high-speed loading 
equipment in Casablanca and Safi. 
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Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, Denmark, Prance, 
Germany, the Union of South Africa and the United Kingdom were 
the principal markets before the war, but in view of the 
general deficiency of Europe in fertilizers since 1940, the 
post-war market should develop in all countries not under the 
domination of Russia. Although most of the production is now 
reeerved for the European market, there is a provision allowing 
the use of phosphates as ballast on ships going to other dest-
inations, and at least 2000 tons per ship could be brought to 
Canada under such an arrangement. 

Iron Ore, which is important to the Algerian and 
Tunisian economies, is of less importance in Morocco due to 
the distance from the sea of the deposits at Khenifra. Although 
reserves are estimated at 50 million tons, production reached 
a maximum of 360,000 tons, or one-fifth that of Algeria, in 
1944. 	The ore is of good quality, with 50-55% iron content, 
but it has a troublesome barytic and silica content which 
reduces its value in comparison with the Algeria-Tunisia ores. 

Less than 20 years ago, a valuable anthracite 
coal basin, with reserves estimated at between 100 and 200 
million tons, was discovered in the Djerada district south of 
Oudjda on the frontier of Algeria. . The product is similar to 
Welsh anthracite, having 80-90% fixed carbon, less than e 
volatile material, and 3 to 8% ash. From small beginnings in 
1931, production has steadily increased until in 1944 it 
reached a total of 134000 tons. 	Since the mines are readily 
accessible by rail, it is believed that production will continue 
to increase, and that local needs will ultimately be satisfied . 

 Present handling and mining facilities permit an output of 
200,000 tons per annum. 

One of, the most important minerals in Morocco, and 
that of the greatest interest tO Canada, is manganese. There 
are two main deposits, one at Bou Arfa, and the other near 
Ouarzazate (see map). 	The latter is the more important with 
respect to reserves, it being estimated that there are 10 
million tons of good quality ores, while the Bou Arfa reserves 
may.not exceed 400,000 tons, However, the latter are near the 
railway leading to the Algerian coal reserves, and may be 
transported to the port of Nemours, in Algeria, mithout difficuL-
ty while the former are 80 Miles from railhead at Marrakech over 
difficult country which traverses the Atlas mountains. (in-
cidentally, there is considerable Canadian capital invested in 
the Bou Arfa mine). The Bou Arfa ore has a manganese content 
of 40 to 50% -- 51-52% is the figure given by the president 
of the company -- and ,is mined in rock form suitable for 
metalurgical uses. The Imini mine near Ouarzazate, which was 
visited in the course tf the tour, is very well equipped, and 
capable of producing 100,000 tons per year'of a 63% concentrate. 
The mineral here is soft, and must be treated in a  sinte  ring  
plant owned by the company near Casablanca in order to 
agglomerate it and make it suitable for metallurgical purposes. 
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At the same time, however, the'sintering process reduces the 
Content of lead and other impurities, - bnd the owners are 
confident.that ›  with 10-ton trucks, some of which they are 
receiving this year, they will be able to compete.with world 
prices.desptte the road haul to. Marrakech. . 

This mine also produces a chemiCal grade of man-
ganese with manganese dioxide  content of  94-97%. 	This product 
is finding a ready sale in Great Britain and other countries. 
The produeers are interested in the Canadian market for 
their products,  and' are  even prepared to consider Canadian 
financial -  participation if this will permit them to buy trucks 
and other equipment in Canada. 	 • 

Cobalt ib•another product.whiCh Morocco produces 
in . quantities Comparable to those of other Countriea. 	The 
Belgian Congo and Northern Rhodesia are the principal  world 
producers, Canada and Finland coming after Morocco in f')urth 
and fifth place respectively. • There is only one producing mine, 
also near Ouarzazate. In 1938 production reached . a maximum of 
6 4 440 tons of ore averaging about 12% Cobalt, with Lbout 
2e nickel and small amounts of gold. During the war, while 
Canada wae refining the cobalt produced in the Belgian Congô 
and Rhodesia, the Moroccan output was going principally to the 
Union Minière Belge refinery.in- Hobeken, near Antwerp, and was 
Undoubtedly being -used by.  the:Germanp. 	However, nom that the 
Belgians.are presumably receiving their ores from the Congo, 
there might be a possibility of using Canadian refining capacity-
for the treating of Mbroccan - orea, since there.appears to be no 
firm commitment on the part of the local producer.With respect 
to the Belgian group. 	 _ 	• 

Molbdenum is the only other metal with respect 
to which Morocco figures in world -statistics, being the fourth 
largest producer, after the'United States, Mexico and Norway. 
Although production is small, amounting in the period 1936-38 
to just over 100 tons in terms of pure molybdenum, it has been 
of  some importance in the past. 	The Mines Branch of the 
Moroccan government declares, however, that the molybdenum 
content is decreasing with the depth of the workings, and that 
in the future one cannot count on production of more than 
half the above total. 

There are a considerable number of other ores 
produced in Morocco, the main ones being lead, with an annual 
capacity of 50,000 tons of ore per year, and zinc, with a 
capacity of up to 1 2 ,000 tons per annum. 

Graphite, antimony, tin, tungsten and vanadium are 
also produced in amall quantities, but, with the exception of 
graphite, the quantities are so small that they do not figure 

• with any consequence in world statistics. 

The following table gives the names of, the chief 
producing mines in Morocco, with whatever information was 
available regarding each of them. 
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DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL MINES IN  MOROCCO  

COAL (Ant4racite) : 
Soci4t4 Cherifienne des Charbonnages de Djerada, P.O. 

Box  35, Oudja, one-third awned by the government, is the only 
operating company, and produced 134,000 tons in 1944. Productive 
capacity now between 200,000 and 250,000 tons per annum, and 
visible reserves up to 200 million tons. 	14 productive seams 
at a 15 degree slope, some outcropping at the surface. Linked 
to the Oudjda-Bou Arfa railway line by a 14-mile cable-way to 
Guenfouda. 	17 miles across the border. in Algeria is the Kenadza 
bituminous  field, and  .some hope is expressed of working the two 
mines in conjunction, Making mixtures, briquettes, etc., suitable. 
for railways, thermal power plants  nd industrial use. 	Joint 
exploitation should ultimately provide for all requirements of 
North Africa, and might provide a surplus for export across 
the Mediterranean through the port of Nemours, equipped for 

- handling minerals. . 

PHOSPHATES:  
Office Cherifien des Phosphates, Rabat, a goVernment-

owned corporation, is the sole producer. Maximum productive 
capacity 2,500,000 tons per ânnum. Highly efficient organization, 
with  excellent equipment kept-up'to date. Two engineers  have  
been  sent to America to examine - latest mine-equipment .develop-
ments and technique, and have alsa been invited to visit Canada. 
The mines also require one ton of pit-props for each 100 tons . 
Of production, and would gladly receiVe offers from Canada. 

•'PETROLEUM : 
SoCi4t4 Cherifienne des Petroles, Rabat, a government- . 

• owned Corporation, again the sole producer. -  Production area 
. is around Petitjean.  in the North, where conaiderable exploration 
work is being carried on. Production  has barelygone beyond 	' 
4000 tons per annum, but some hope is expressed in a higher 
'output from deep borings at present being made. 

VANGANESE: 
Soci4t1 des Mines de Bou-Arfa, Bou Arfa par Oudjda. 
Omnium Nord-Africain et Soci4t4 de Prospection & 

d'Etudes Minières au Maroc, • 81 Blvd Jean Courtin, Casablanca. 
Cherifienne d'Etudes Minières, 44 Place de Prance, 

Casablanca, 	. 
Socidt4 Internationale Minière . au Maroc, 145 Blvd de 

Paris, Casablanca, 
rhe four mining companies noted above have been listed 

in the order of their  importance in  1937. The mines of the first, 
second and last are in the Bou Arfa area, and are well served 
by rail to the port of Nemours in Algeria, producing a combined 
total of some 60,000 tons in 193 7 . .Their proved reserves are 
not very high, probably amounting to no more than 400,000 tons .' 

The riphest mine so far discovered is undoubtedly that 
at Imini, near Ouarzazate, owned by the Soci4t1 Anonyme d'Etudes 
Minières, third on the list. Proved reserves are in the neigh-
bourhood of 10 million tons, and include good proportions of 
chemical grade as.well as a high-content metallurgical grade. 
Present mining and handline capacity is 100,000 tons per annum, 



but the chief difficulty at the present time is  the distance 
from railhead at Marrakech, A few 10-ton trucks are being 
imported this year and if successful, enough will be put into 
service to handle 300 tons per day. Some thought has been given 
to a cableway across the mountains, but this has been dropped' 
for  the moment. A combination of conveyor belts and chutes 
might be of interest to a company wishing to supply the material. 
The company is well financed, being a subsidiary of the Mokta el 
Hadid group, already mentioned with respect to dron ore in  

_Algeria. 

•  COBALT 	 - 
Soci4t4 Minière de Bou-Azzer et du Graara, 81 Blvd 

Jean Courtin, Casablanca, is the sole producing company, eith 
a 1938 output of 6440 tons of le cobalt ore. 

' MOLYBDENUM : 
SoCi4t4 le Melybdene (Azegour par Amizmiz), 75 rue 

Nationale, Casablanca, Produces about 100 tons per annum, but 
reserves appear to be decreasing, 

.GRAPHITE 
Soci4t4 des Mines et Graphites du Maroc, 9 rue de 

Toul, Casablanca.  Mine  near Marrakech - producing 331 tons in 
1937. 

IRON ORE : 
Soci4t4 Marocaine de Mines & de Produite Chimiques, 

6 Blvd du 4e Zouaves, Casablanca. Principal producer of the 
360,000 ton output in 1944. 

Cie  Minière & Metallurgique, 1 rue Horace Guerard, 
Casablanca.' 

Mine d'Aim Hamra, 26 rue de l'Aviation Française, 
Casablanca. 

LEAD : 
Soci4t4 des Mines d'Aouli, 1 rue de Thiaucourt, 

Casablanca. 9,733 tons in 1937 
Cie Royale Asturienne des Mines, P.O. Box 24, Oudjda, 

Produced 4,834 tons in 193?.  
Soci4t4 Minière du Haut Gull-, Oudjda. Produced 1755 

tons of lead and 4785 tons of zinc in 1937, 
-Soci4t4 des Mines de Zellidja, Bou Beker, par Oudjda. 

Produced 3131 tons of lead in 1937. 
Soci4t4 Minière de Goundafa,  1 Place Edmond' Doutte, 

Casablanca. Produced 869 tons of lead and 2694 tons of zinc 
in 1937. 

ZINC (See Lead) 

TIN and WOLFRAM : 
Soci4t4 Minère Française au Maroc, Oulmes. 

2ALT 
Soci4ti Les Salines du Maroc, Fedala. 1483 tons in 1937 
Soci4t4 Meridionale Salinière, Rabat. 9547 tons - in 1937 

Small quantities of ANTIMONY, VANADINITE, NICKEL, GOLD, COPPER. 
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CHAPTER PIVE 

ELECTRIC POWER IN THE MOROCCAN ECONOMY 

The - peculiar circumstances which have, - during the 
year 1945, brought about an almost complete collapse of the 

 internal economy of Morocco, are- deserving of some . .further 
study beyond that. already devoted to the subject of agriculture. 

As in the whole:of North Afrida which haà escaped' - 
from the desert; life  and production  in_Morocco depends to.a 
substantial degree On the availability of water. 	Generally 
speaking, water  is aVailable in a.larger and more continuous • 
flow here than elseWhere, but'nevertheless there are Wide 	, 
vatiations within a noÉmal- .cycle.or about eight. years. 	The. 	• 
mountains of  the Middle  Atlas 'normally act as watersheds, - 
interrupting-the Eaptward flOw of rain-bearing Atlantic winds, 
and ensuring heavy  rein  Or snow which in : turn feeds'the streams 
'which later mater the seaboard plains. , Whil e .  these waters' are 
necessary for agriculture, they also prOvide electric' power, • 
and this in turn drives the trains,  assures the working Of the 
mines e allows,the.use of electric pumps for irrigation, and 
•in general provides for the amenities of life in urban areas. 

The story  of these life-wgiving -streams in 1945' le  ' 
.a remarkable coMmentary on the variations Orflow which may 
occur. 	At the sources of the Oum er Rebia, the most-important': 
river in Morocco, the January.to April rains generally provide 
-278 milliMetres 	over 10 inches -- of -water. This ensures 

-in turn an average  flow  from the_headwaters of the river of ' 
206 cubic metres per second .during the month. of March. 	But in 
1945 the spring rainfall in the mountains wae Only 90 millimetres, 
and the flow of water for March mas Only 35 cubic metres per 
second. 	This reduced flow'was not even.adequate to fill the 
large El Kaneera AtOrage dam, which normally stores water . 
equivalent to 10 million KWH of electric power'"at this season,' 
but which remained empty during the - period in question. 

• • 
On the Oued Beth,  the second  most important river, 

the situation mas perhapà worse. From a normal spring rainfall 
of 117 millimetres, itS  sources  received but 28 Millimetres in 
the'spring  of 1945,  In . ,consequence,thé March.flow of 15 cubic 
métres per second . fell• to a mere-trickle of - 0.7 metres per 
second  during-the seaàon. 

In addition to this almost complete lack of 
hydro electric power, the Roches Noires thermal plant at 
Casablanca, which noreally produces ;about 20% of total power 
requirements, had fallen into such a state of disrepair due 
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to war-time obsolescence and overworking, that it was sometimes 
producing only one-eighth of ite normal output. 

The net result was this: uhere normal production in 
rearch equals the relatively high winter demand of 600,000 KWH 
per day, in Maich 1945 production.from all sources had fallen 
to 250,000 KWH per day, or approximately 40% of requirements. • 
By July, reduced summer requirements of approximately 450,000 
KWH per day could only be filled te the extent of 180,000 Mini, 
or about 35 1  of requirements. . 

This meant that certain uses of electricity had to be 
drastically curtailed. For political reasons items coneidered 
unwise to make the domestic consumer suffer too great a reduct-
ion, and the inevitable result was that railways, mining oper- 
ations, and small urban industries had to reduce their activities 
to a figure very close to the zero point. 	It also meant, as 
has been pointed out in the chapter on Agriculture, that 
water was insufficient for the  crops, and one of the worst crop 
failures in the history of Morocco resulted. 

To what extent this lack of water eill heve long term 
effects it is impossible toetimate. It seems, however, that 
if rainfall in 1946 is only normal, there will be insufficient 
accumulation to fill all the storage dams, and that a continua-
tion of the 1945  situation  may to some extent be anticipated in 
1946, 	Tier° was a good fall of rain  in  January, but it is doubt- 
ful uhether enough snow was formed to ensure an even flow during 
the coming monthe, 

TEE. POVEfl. SYSTEÎ  OP 'MOROCCO 	. 

Power in Morocco is uniformly 3-phase 50-cycle A.G., 
retailed at 110/190 Volts, distributed at 22,000 Volts, or in 
eome instances at 5,500 Volts, and transmitted over a well-
integrated grid at 60,000 Volts. 	Eastern Morocco, fronting on 
the Mediterranean, does not form part of thie grid, but 10 
connected with the Aleerian system. Ther  is some talk of link-
ing up the two systems and stepping up the transmission voltage 
to 90,000 Volts, but no action along eheae lines has been taken 
as yet. 

In 'other directions, howevere work had sterted before 
the war on a eerieu Of storage dams whieh would have evened out 
the flow and prodficedenere power. This work tas interrupted by 
the war,  and  was only resumed in late 1945.. Most of the present 
dams are run-of-the-river dams,  merely erected to provide a. 
head of water. The sole  exceptions are the El  gansera dam and 
the  ,Lalla Takerkeust dam, the storage capacities of -which are 	- 
not very great. 	The In Fout dam, however, has just been com- 
pleted and %hen it• is filled it will have a storage eapacity of 
500e million cubic metres and a power pleAt capable of developing 
135 million KWH from a 37 .5 metre lead. Already plans eall for 
an increase in the height and'eapacity Of  the dam, and work is 
actually starting at the present time. 	Since production for 
the  whole  of  Morocco averaged just about 200 million KWH over 
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the years 1941-43, this single  plant. in  its present form will 
add 65% to the power  resources of the country, and much more 
once the expansion programme is completed. 

Thermal capacity is being increased simültaneously.' 
The  $oci4t.5 d!Energie Electrique du Maroc,  which controls 	- 
nearly all power plants in the country, has ardered in Switz-
erland for early 1946 delivery; one 5000 HP Diesel generator 
rated at 3500 KW, and two 1080 HP Diesels, raising the total 
daily capacity by 125,0001CH. 	Since the old generating 
equipment should be rehabilitated by . then, thermal power alone 
could look after all major requireinentseven if hydro-electric 
production should remain far below normal .  

Since there is a wide variation in output from 
run-of-the-river'plants, the thermal plants •have in the past 
been able to take up the slack to the extent of 6 million KWH 
during dry months. 	Capacity by the middle of 1946 will be 
greater than this, and it is believed thàt total requirements, 
on the basis of 250 million KWH per annum, can be met from 
that time on. 

The following table gives an idea of power prod-
uction during recent years : 

PRODUCTION IN MILLIONS OF KWH  

Thermal Sidi Kasbah Fez ' Lalla 	El 	TOTAL 
	 Machou Zidania 	Takerkoust Ransera  

1939 	2 	65 	35 	15 	.. 11 	18 	148 
1940 	10 	• 60* 	35 	16 	15 	28 — 	165 
1941 	20 	75 	35 	23 - 	10 	37 	.202 
1942 	35 	:. m 	35 	22 	15 	30 	220 
'1943 	45 	65 	35 	22 	17 	'10. 	196 

The long range plans go far beyond those outlined 
above, and reach a projected maximum capacity of nearly 2,000 
million KWH per annum. This necessarily depends on very much 
larger' storage dams, and would be subject to seasonal variations 
as well as'to long term droughts. It seems doubtful whether 
these plans will ever be Carried out in their entirety, although 
the 1m  Pout dam, as has already beèn pointed  out,  is going to 
be raised very cansiderably in the next few years. In the case 
of other dams, however; little thought seems to have been given-
to the problem of silting up. 	The writer passed over the El 
Kansera dam by airplane, and noted by the colour of the 
water where it mas undisturbed the tremendous amount of silt 
wh'ich had already" accumulated in this dam. The storage capacity 
is obviously reduced by the'amount of silt accumulated, and 
until secondary and ,tertiary dams are erected in far 
larger numbers than at prepent,it is difficult to visualize 
a satiéfctory outcome to this vast hydro-electric programme. 
It is well to know, however, that the possibilities exist,and 
that Morocco could develop an important industry on the basis 
of its power potèntial. 
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About 50 percent of the power generated in Morocco 
is used in the Casablanca district for industrial and domestic 
purposes, 23 percent is used by the railways, 12 percent by the 
phosphate mines, and 6 percent by cement factories. The iron, 
lead and coal mines also use considerable quantities, and most 
of the larger towns have electricity for general household us'e. 
There is a considerable programme of rural development at 
present under way. 

The accompanying sketch map gives some idea of the 
present grid system and power plants, and of projected, develop-
ments. 
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CHAPTER .  SIX 

INDUSTRy AND COMMUNICATIÔNS 

The most important part of Mbroccan industry has 
already been discussed, since  industries  derivative of the 
agricultural economy have been treated under Agriculture, 
whereas mining, which forms the largest single segment of  
Moroccan industry,  bas  • also been treated sepkrately. 

It would therefore be undesirable to devote a chapter 
of this report to the remainder of the industries of the country, 
if it were not for thefàct that the future holds out hope for 
a considerable increase in the country's development, and it•
would therefore be unwise to camouflage the possibilities of 
the future as solely derivative of the country's natural 
resources. *Indeed, the very fact that there is a good power 
potential in the country would suggest - that much may be accom-
plished in the way'of working up imported products. 	In 
addition to this, the,cross-roads situation of Morocce, as the 
first port of call in North Africa for goods coming from the 
Americas, its ideal location as regards coastal trade and 
air-borne freight, its forward-looking attitude, and its in-
dependence from France or from dependence on any othèr European 
nation, all suggest that Morocco will some day be  the leader • 
of industry in Africa north of the Congo. 

- 
Sc far there is little evidence of this possible 

pre-eminence. Manufactured goods form 50% of the imports of -. 
the country, while they are an infinitesmal part of its exports. 
In all its main industrial requirements -- agricultural mach-
inery, tractive power, electrical equipment, etc., it is still 
totally dependent on imported products. But it has nevertheless 
developed certain technigiles, partly as a'result of the war, 
and partly in the pre-war years.- 	In ship-repair work, it is 
now able to handle fairly large units, and the marine repair 
shops are alert and up-to-date. Railway repairs are mostly' 
done within the country, and it may be expected,.that most- 	. 
automotive repair work will be done here in the early future. 
In mechanical ability, the native Berbers are far èuperior to 
the Arabs of Algeria and Tunisia >  and advantage is certain to 
be taken of relatively cheap local labour under the tutelage of, 
Swiss and French engineers and mechanics, both present in fairly 
large numbers. 

• 
The manufacture of cement, although not greatly 

developed prior to the war, will almost certainly be increased 
due to the very great'demand which may be expected for dams 
and various other public works. 	Consumption has been as high 
as 400,000 tons per annum in the early thirties, and local 
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productive capacity reached almost this figure, although actual 
production never reached it. 	The brick-making industry is 
well-established, and pottery, although still primitive in 
desigmand technique, has been produced in large quantities due 
to the war-time deficiency in imported supplies. 

As has already been stated, there is a mall sur-
phosphates  industry which should expand within a relatively 
short time. Although other chemicals are made in amall quan-
tities -- explosives, tar and bitumen being the main products -- 
a considerable expansion in the production of electro-chemical 
industries and of coal-tar derivatives may be forecasted. 
Iron foundries have increased their production durin( the war, . 
there is a small industry producing paper and packing products, 
furniture is produced for the local market, and last - but not 
least, the native industries are becoming more and more com-
petent in the production of leather goods, woollen textiles 
and copper and silver-ware. With respect to leather goods, it 
may'be of interest ta note thet it was the only countryevisited 
during the tour which sold unrationed footwear of sufficiently 
good quality to attraet the European passing thx;ough  the country. 
Carpets are the principal exportable article which may be counted 
as a product of the textile industry, and production has been. 
rising steadily, although quality has suffered in some instances. 
For export, however, a strict control is exercised over quality, 
and the better carpets, at aboàt 02.00 to g2.50 per square foot, 
should be competitive on world markets. 

The,fishing induatry hae been incidentally mentioned 
in connection with the food industries which are derivative of 
agriculture. 	It maa.not stated, however, that just prior to 
the ,war, fish landings-àmounted'te about 30;000 tons per year,' 
and showed eveTy prospect of growing,as more  natives took - an . 
interest in the tradç. 	The war.caused a very serioàs diminution 
in the catch, :and it may take two. or.thrée more years for the 
industry, to retà.ria to  normal,  partly beeauee of the lack of 
fishing vesels, and partly beçaaee of shortage of fuel, fiéh-
nets, and other importéd requirements,, Much attention is being 
peeid to thià industry,'and it may be coUnted upon to expand in 
the future, 

Another industry which is believed to hold out 
good prospects for the future is tourism. In 1938, some 40,000 
passengers disembarked at Casablanca from cruising liners, .and 
many more continental tourists spent considerable time in the 
country without being specifically earmarked as tourists. 
The country has very definite attractions, both climetic and 
scenic, and the government is interested in the establishment 
of facilities, such as hotels, bus and railway services, garages 
and restaurants, which will help to attract tourists in the 
future. Even at present Morocco has some exceptionally good 
hotels in highly spectacular surroundings, and considerable 
expansion may be eeqpected when tourist traffic once more becomes 
normal. 	The short distance from Europe, the existence of good 
roads and contrasts in scenery and living conditions should do 
much to augment this eource of revenue. 
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COMMUNICATIONS  

ROADS. 
'Because the railways are limited in the area which 

they can serVep.roads are the most penetrating . means of 'commun-
ication, and it is probable that they will become .  relatively 
more important with time. 	Even at the beginning of the dev- 

' elopment of means of  transportation in  Mbrocco, there wascon-
siderable difference of opinion . as to the utility of railways, 

' and many theorists advanced the view that . the country should , 
depend entirely on roads. 	The experience of the tar has prob- 
ably'demonstrated the inadvisability of such a course, since 
a country totally dependent on imported motor fuels would have . 
been utterly petrified into a series of local economies if there 
had been no railways. --Despite this realization, it is stil l .  
probable that the greatest post-war development in transport 

- will be in the road system. 	One reason for this is the 
difficùlty  of  crossing the Mountains bY any other means. 

• Almost all the roads in the country have'been built 
since  1912, and  since many  were  primarily  intended for strategic 
purposes, they received close attention and benefited  from • 
'cumulative improvements in engineering technique and in adapt- .  

- ation to heavy traffic. With about 6 inclies ofeand-packed 
C rubbleandinchesofcrushedrock,mostthe.ceds can 	. 

- .stand 	 ; ,heaVy traffic: 

Such roads totalled about 4,600 reileà juét before the 
war. 	In addition to these any desert country such as Morocco 
East of the Atlas; and any country 'mbich suffers summer droughts 
such as the Western area, is suitable for tracks, of which 
there are'many thousands of miles. 	. 

• The main ,  roads are shown on the accompanying map. 	It 
will be seen that there are three main Systems, one running , 
slong the ceast, one well inland on the western Slopes of the 
Atlas, and one running East of the mountains. 'These are* inter-
connected by various transverse routes, and the whole system is 
linked up with that of Algeria for strategic purposes. 	. 

- RAILROADS. 	 • 
The railroad mileage, exéluding sidings, etc., is .  '. 

1,136 miles, all of standard gauge, and all single-tracked 	. 
- with the exception of passing areas. 	Of the total mileage, • 

517 miles or almost half, is electrified. 	This includes the 
lines from Marrakech through Casablanca to Rabat and Petitjean, 

• thence to Meknes, Fez and the Algerian border.. Thus the most: 
• important llhe in the ceuntry'iscompletely-electrifled. • 

' . 3000 Volt D.C. current is Used, being transformed at 
railway sub-stations belonging .te the Compagnie des Chemins 
de Fer du Maroc, which is state-owned. 	Some 100 locomotives 
are in use, of which nearly one-third are electric. 	On the ' 
Unelectrified lines,  the diesel  and- diesel-electric  type 1e  • coming into favour as agaihst the steam  locomotive,  and 
several of these are on order  under  the  1946 import  programme.  
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Rail being used now is 93i lbs per yard. 	Pre-war, there were 
some 200 , passenger coaches, and 3000 freight cars. 	Some of the 
latter have been lost due t o the war, and an order was placed 
for about 300 in 1946. 

The most likely types of transport equipment to be 
required during the coming years will be road-building equipment, 
railway cars and locomotives, and probably a considerable 
quantity of refrigerator cars as soon as the quick-freezing 
and cold-storage plan begins to function. 

Ports and Port equipment will be discussed in 
Appendix II. The only other types of transport equipment which 
are in short supply and are  urgently required are motor transport, 
particularly lorries, of which the diesel type is preferred, 
and small vessels for coast-wise trade and for fishing. 	The 
French Merchant Marine Mission which has gone to Canada early 
in 1946 has been advised of Moroccan requirements, and may 
include some orders for Moroccan account among those'which will 
be passed to Canada. : 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

PRE-WAR TRAM 

Before the establishment of the French'ProteCtorate, 
there was little foreign trade by sea to or from Morocco, and 
the largest trade was along the old earavan routes crossing 
the  desert in an easterly or southerly direction. 	The history 
of rbroccan trade is therefore relatively recent, and it could 
hardly be said to have reached anything like its potential • 
importance in the pre-war years. 

• 	The cbief advantage of Morocdo as a future market 
resides in the nOpen-DoOrn provisions of the Act of Algeciras 
of 1906. 	This provided that the main ports of the country 
should be open to all nations, which  may even engage in coasting 
traffic between them. 	It also provided for a very low scale of 
customs duties, which has usually been limited to 12e, lut 
ha  s been lower than this in some cases. For instance, fertil-
izers, agricultural machinery and books are admitted duty free, 
while silks wines and spirita pay only 5%. in both these cases 
an extra duty of 2e has been permitted for the benefit of a 
Public Works fund. 	These customs duties have been in suspense 
during the war years, but against this, the control of internal 
prices has necessitated a standard policy which in effect 
taxed consumable goods far beyond what would 'have been .permis-
Bible in the form of customs duties. 

Imports have in the past ranged up to a total 
of 2,000,000 tons ( in 1929 	but the most important categories 
are of little interest to Canada, being coal, sugar products, 
petroleum products and cement. Exports have been as high as 
2i million tons, and consist chiefly of phosphates, although 
minerals and agricultural products are of increasing importance. 

The major part of Morocean . trade has been with 
France -- about 37%s Belgium. 6.4%, Japan 5.5%, United States 
5.1%, the United Kingdom 4.85, Italy 4.65, Algeria 4.6% . 

 .During this same long-term average pre-war per riod, other 
countries not listed above accounted .to 31.45'c of the total 
foreign trade of the country.' 

Imports.  

In the tables which follow, only tonnage figures 
have been given, as the variations in the'value of the franc 
would confuée by suggesting wide changes in import trade whigh 
did not in actual fact exist. 	The imports, however, are 
listed in the order of their values in the year 1938. 

t r7 



IMPORTS  INTO FRENCH MOROCCO 
-77-jiis in order of valué-7-  

t 

COMMODITY 	' 	1937 1938 Sources inlo 

Sugar 
Mineral oils 
Cotton goode 
Tea 
rachînery 
Iron & Steel 
Edible oils 
Wheat 
Automobiles (no) 
Rayon ' 
Coal 
Rubber 
Lumber 
Woollens 
Ri ce  
Spirits .(gals) 
Leather goods 
Butter 
Cheese 
Coffee 
Dates 
Pot4toes 
Cement 
Fresh fruit 
Meat 
Soap 

176,000 
137,000 

7,600 
8,000 

10,500 
49,000 
16,000 
51,000 
3,303 
1,900 

160,000 
1,800 

41,000 
400 

27,500 
1,145,000 

1,600 
1,200 
1,600 
2,400 

14,000 
140500 
50,000 
3,700 
1,200 
1,200

.  

180,000 
unknown 
10,600 
9,000 

12,000 
40,000 
16,000 

500'  
1,792 
1,400 

140,000 
1,800 

unknotn 
500 

10,500 
unknown 
Unknown 

1 860 
1,540 
2,400 

unknown 
unknown 
46,000 
unknown 
unknewn 
unknown 

Pr  60,Cuba 16 NEI 10 
Roumania, Venez, NWI 
Japan 77, Italy 11 
China 97 
Fr 40,USA 25,Germ 12 
Pr 65, Belgium 15 
Denmk 40,Neth 40,Fr 20 
Canada 76,Tunisia 11 
USA 57, Fr. 35 
Japan 74, Switz 12 
Germ 35,UK 30,Belg 27 
Pr 43, USA 20,UK 10 
Yugo 30,USSR 15,Swed 12 
Pr 39,Jap21,Italy 18 
Indo-China 94 
Fr 55, Belg 25 
Pr 44, Czech° 17, US 14 
Argentine 53,Lith 26 
Pr 42,Fin 26, Neth 21 
Brazil 55, NEI 32 
Iraq 92 
Belgium 43 
Belg 55, Yugo 22 
Canaries 42, US 34 
Den 23, Fr 22, Arg 20 
unknown, mostly UK 

It will be noted from the bove table that although 
coal forms the most important item from the point of , view of 
tonnage, it is far down the list in terms of value. Sugar, both 
refined and unefined,was the most important item, the refined 
sugar coming from France and the unrefined from various producing 
countries. It has been pointed'out, however, ln discussing the 
derivative industries depending on agricultureal production, that 
local  production  has been increasing, and there is reason to 
believe that imports of sugar will be considerably lower in the 
future. 

It is useful to note that prior to the war Japan 
had assumed the predominant position in the cotton and rayon 
trades. These are two items in which other countries will now 
find a more important outlet. The share of Germany in the mach-
inery trade, and that of Jugoslkeia in the lumber trade, are 
again items which may be shared by other coantries in the post-
war period. In the case of lumber, it appears unlikely that 
Jugoslavia will retain the important position it held before 
the war in Mediterranean trade. To some extent Portugal may 
take its place, but its productive capacity is small in relation 
to the very substantiat demands of the Mediterranean area. 



EXPORTS FROM FRENCH MOROCCO 
-TIons in order of value) 

II ? 

COutt,ODITY 

Phosphates 
Wheat 
Fish, preserved 
Wool & products 
Early vegetables 
Dried vegetables 
Eggs 
Vegetable fibre 
Hies  & Skins 
Animals, head 
Cobalt  ore 
Barley 
Olive oil 
Almonds 
Lead ore 
Sugar, refined 
Citrus fruit 
Cork 
Linseed 
Canary seed , 
Meats 
Oats 
Wheat bran 
Maize 	. 
Esparto grass 
Anthracite 
Zinc pre 
Manganese ore 
Wine (gals) 
'Iron ore 

1937 	1938  

1,529,667 1,410,249 
46,415 111,600 
11,586 * 13,004 

	

11,143 	8,169 

	

24,503 	30,129 
55,222 unknown 

	

9,832 	6,129 

	

64,874 	55,707 

	

6,906 	6,465 

	

150,901 	238,173 

	

3,478 	5,175 

	

23,521 	34,47 
7,150 unknown 

	

2,934 	1,733 

	

- 16,294 	21,142 

	

11,443 	11,874 
9,314. 	10,327 

	

22,904 	22,873 

	

10,814 	5,678 

	

9 ,017 	7,583 
3,439' . 1,776 

	

8,294 	28,852 
11,784 unknown' 
6,938 unknown 

41,477 unknown 
64,943 99,383 
7,620 unknown 

31,211 . unknown 
1,016,978_ unknown 
. 20,170 unknown_ 

Destinations in %  

Italy 23,Neth 14,Fr 11,Deni0 
Fr 81, Algeria 19 
Pr 67 
Pr 58, Belg 25 
Fr 90 
Fr 88 
Fr 95 
Germ 23, UK 12 	' 
Pr 48, USA 28 
Algeria 71, Fr 22 
Belg 65, Germ 24, Fr 11 
Ft 87, Algeria 11 
Fr 55, Italy 29 
UK 63, Fr 22 
Algeria 42,Italy 34,Fr 22 

Fr 71, Algeria 27 
UK 23,Fr 17i USA 12 
Pr 94 
Pr 35,UK 28, Germ 13 
Fr 100 
Algeria 64, Pr 36 
Fr 59, UK 23 
Pr 97 
UK 100 
Algeria 90 
Algeria 55, Belg 22, Fr 22 
Algeria 89, Fr 10 
Fr  50, Belg 35 
Belg 56, UK 28, Fr 16. 

Of the above products, phosphates are be far the 
most important, and account for over 20% of the total value 
of exports. Wheat has been a variable factor in the past, but 
its importance will decline steadily because of the growing 
population of the country, which will require toietain the 
major proportion of its production. Citrus fruit tree plantings 
have increased steadily in recent yearspand up to 30,000 tons 
per year should be available for export in the near future. 
Among food products, most axports are likely to diminish, but 
fish, meat, almonds, and some fruit and vègetables exports may 
be counied on to increase with more intensive cultivation 
or, in the case of fish, greater availability of boats and 
extension of canning. 

Finally, exports of mineral products may be 
expected to play a progressively more important'role in the 
balance of trade 	Pho»phate production alone may be expected 
to increase to  2-e million tons in 1947. 



BALANCE OF TRADE  

• In this section, exports and imports to and from 
various countries will be given in values, in order to arrive 
at an estimation of the proportionate value of trade with 
these countries during the years 1937 and 1938. 

TRADE WITH FOREIGH COUNTRIES  
(In millions of francs.) 

- 	1937 1938 
EXPORTS IMPORTS 	'EXPORTS IMPORTS 

• TO 	FROM' 	 TO 	 FROM 

' 

France 	536.5 	558.1 
Algeria 	117.0 	----- 
Japan 	V----- 	155.8 
Belgium 	64.2 	121.0 
Italy 	' 	86.0 	, 47..4 
United Kingdom 89.7 	50.8 
Germany 	V 	40.9 	- 
Netherlands 	38.9 	55• 9. 
China 	 ----- 	• 78.5 
United States ----- 	120.6 
Canada 	 1.3 	48.1 
Others 	169.4 	249.6 

676.2 
180,3 

78.2 

104.6 
56.4 

' 53.7 

216.9  

733..3 

222.1 
138.0 
79.8 
56.2 

65.9 

116.3 

598.3 ,  

TOTAL 	. • 1,143.9 1,485.8 	. 	1,502.3 	, 126.8 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITES FOR CANADA 

The reason that too much stress has not been laid 
.on pre-war foreign trade as a guide to post-war opportunities 
is that in many wgys the nature of trade with Morocco will be 
Sensibly different, and it is considered more desirable to 
study the Opportunities which may exist on a slightly different 
plane. 

In order , to do tbis, the same breakdown as was 
used in the study àf'Algerian trade opportunities will be 	" 
followed. 	This chapter will therefore be divided into the 
following sections: 

(a) Short't'erm opportunities 
(b) Long-terni  opportunities 
(c) Imports from Morocco 

• (d) Representation of private firms 
erGovernment representation•. 
f) Direct.shipping 
g) Financial participation and private credits 

•SHORT-TERM OPPORTUNITIES. 
This term is intended to cover those opportunities 

which are based on reconstruction activities and which necessar-
ily require a programme of imports in order to prevent the 
dissipation of foreign currency on ineeisential products. 

The best guide to such opportunities resides in 
the import programme which has been prepared by the Coordinator 
of Economic Affairs for North Africa, and of which an abridge-
ment is to be found at Appendix °A°. This synopsis is based on 
the products payable in United States currency, and among those, 
only the one,which may be of some interest to  Carda. 	Some 
few products payable in sterling or in francs are listed  if 

 there appears some probability that they will be unavailableln 
the countries listed as sources of supply. 

There are large quantities of goods of interest to 
Canada. Although many Of them are in short supply even in 
Canada, it is of some interest nevertheless 'to note the fairly, 
large requirements in agricultural products -- 400 tons of 
canned or frozen meats, 3847 tons of sweetened condensed milk, 
2000 tons of malt, 530,000 tons of cereals, 7150 tons of dry 
legumes, 4000 tons of seed potatoes (payable in sterling), 20 
tons of industrial casein, also payable in sterling. 

The demand for tires is fairly extensive, 1000 tons 
of truck tires being required from sources other than France 



90 tons of truck tubes, and 85.5 tons of tires for motorcycleé,- 
bicycles  and tractors. 	1000 tons of clothing, mostly men's 
used and new garments, are included  in  the . programme, as well as 
large quantitiee of textile materials, all of which, :hoMever, 
•have  • een earmarked for purchase in .France. 

- 
Among manufactures of  iron and steel, the  most .  

• important category from Canada's point'Of view is agricultural 
-machinery. 	This has already,been mentioned incthe chapter on 
Agriculture, and'will not be repeated here. 	Railmay equipment 
.accounts for a çonsiderable Share ofimports under this cat- 	• 
egory, and inclUde: 1040 tons of Diesel-Electric locomotives, . 
123 tons of Diesel locomotives and 2048 tons of railway cars, 
which have now been ordered in the United States. • 

• 
Road-making, mining and port equipment  are  included 

amonithe following items: mechanical_and lectriCal shovels, ' 
340 tons;.  cement mixers 16 tons; léVelers 16 tons; scrapers' 

, 76 tons; 'bulldozers 37 tons; and other types of rad-building  
machinery, 65 tons. Pnetimatic drills/account. for 36 tons, and 
cranes for '62 tons. 

There are a considerable number of . items of refriger-
ating equipment, including 375 tons of domestic electric refri-
gerators, 10 tons of spare parts, 84 tons of ice-making 
machinery, 238 tons of refrigerating equipment weighing from-1 
to 10 tons,- and 24 tons of air-conditioning equipment. 

The Moroccan programme includes large quantizies of 
motor transport equipment, but it seems more than probable that 
in view of the shortage of foreign currency deing 1946, this 
•part of the programme will be one of the first to be reduced. 
In any event, the programmed imports consist of 3766 tons of 
.trucks and busses, 1950 tons of passenger cars, and 186 tons 
of trailers. 

Among other ,  iron and steel goods listed for import 
are 95 tons of domestic appliances, 182 tons of Diesel motors,. 
64 tons of flour-milling equipment, 400 tons of paper-making 
machinery, 111 tons of air compressnrS, 217 tons of rotary 
ovens and driers. 

The less highly-specialized iron and steel goods 
make up an important list, but in most cases Canada,mill be 
unable to supply. It is worthy of note that some 14,000 tons 
of iron for reinforcing concrete'is required. Other forms of 
wires and bars account for 4000 tons, while sheets of various 
types account fOr over 5000 tons. Demand for angle iron runs to 
over 1500 tons, rails to 2000 tons, pipes and tubes for 1200 
tons, screws, nuts, bolts, etc. for 405 tons.  • 

, There are in addition demands for 250 tons of 
enamelled and stamped ware, 250 tons of galvanized and other 
types of household mare, 18.5 tons of steel office and other 
furniture, and 300 tons of copper ingots. 

Chemical  supplies'  account for an appreciable lert 
of the programme, but most of them have been itemized as comi, 
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from Britain, and therefore payable in sterling. 	To the ex- 
tent that the United Kingdcm will be unable to supply some of 
these products, it may be of use to examine the list of such, • 
requirements as itemized in AppendiX °A ° . 	The chief items 
of interest to Canada are polyvinyl acetate (16-6 tons), and 
sulphate of ammonia (4 000 tons). 

• • ' 
Among the very limited number of consumer goods 

listed are 3.2 tons of carbon paper, 4 tons of pencils, 0.9 
•tons of pen-nibs, 0.15 tons of fountain pens, 250 tons of 
Ruberoid roofing materials, and 1 ton of shaving brushes. All 
other items are expected to be imported from France, and if 
the latter country cannot supply, it is expected that this - part 

, of the programme will be allowed to lapse. 
• • 

This short list gives only a' general idea .of the 
types of products which are required  for the  reconstruction of 
the Moroccan economy, but even this will give an indication of 
the diversity of such requirements, and of the various economic 
activities' which will be based upon the fulfillment of the 
programme. 	 . 

France is granting foreign exchange,on a monthly 
basis for the completion of the programme, and there is there- 
fore.no means of knowing whether imports may be interrupted for 
lack of exchange. 	This monthly buying has some-advantage to 
Canada, however, as the number of interested Canaddan firms who 
are not yet represented on the market may still hope to obtain 
a share of the business tr they arrange representation agree- 
ments during the course of the year. 	It may again be pointed 
out here that imports during the nresent period are against 
import licenses, and that the importer, in submitting his license 
applications,-must flat the names of the suppliers from whom 
the goods are to be purchased. Unless a firm has connections . 
in the market, there is evidently no chance to obtain a ahare ' 
Of the  business under ,  such a syst(.1m .. 

LONG-TERM OPPORTUNITIES 
There  are  several fac:torS involved in forming an 

appreciation of the long-term ebonomic evolution of Morocco. 
Ire-war trade gives some idea of the general direction, but 
this must be modified first'hy the new elements which may have 
entered into the picture, and sedondly by plans and programmes 
which may be translated into future aôtion. 	The latter can be 
only nebulously foreseen in the light of all those background 
elements, social, political and economic, which have been . 
described in earlier parts of this report. 

Ina more particular sense, however, it may be 
possible to be a little more precise with respect to those 
ihdividual opportunities which may be related to . the economy 
of another specific country such  as' Canada. 	. 

Here, then, we come'to certain  premi  ses  which 
promise to be of some long-term validity. 



In the first place, to the extent that Canada can 
take advantage of certain short-term requirements,,we shall 
have better opportunities in the future. 	This is not true 
in the case of such products as lumber, paper products and 
the like, which could be imported from Canada because of 
their scarcity value, but which would later •revert to natural 
sources of supply in Scandinavian and other countries. It is 
trUe, hlowever, in such cases as present requirements in 
agricultural machinery, mining and railway equipment, road-
construction machinery, and various  other commodities of this 
nature. 'If we can get onto the market as many as possible 
of these types of goods during the present programmed phase of 
import trade, we shall obtain geed-will, our products will 
earn appreciation, and there will be formed a natural market 
for replacements and spare parts. 	For this reason, therefore, 
it is essential that Canadian goods daould find their way as 
early as possible to the Moroccan market in order to dbtain 
the best possible results in the future. 

Certain of Morocco's economic  plans' havé  • lready 
been indicated. In agriculture, there is a desire to intensify 
production by increasing the number of agricultural machines 
in use. 	In order to keep pace with the growing population, 
this intention applies not only to the European colonist, a 
large part of- whose production is destined to the export market, 
but also to the indigenous producer, whose duty it will be to 
keep 'pace with local requirements. The establishment of collect-
ive farms - on a.tribal basis should be watched with the keenest 
interest, as a movement of this nature, if successful in Moroccoa 
will be encouraged in all'other parts of the Arab world, and• 
the machines most used by  te natives in Morocco will find 
favour elsewhere through the grapevine system of passing on 
information. 

• . The sécend basio'concept upon which future écon-
omicplans are based . is  that electric power must be deVeloped 
to the utmost'eXtent. • The harneesing of waterways which is 
contemplatedwill require large quantities of construction • materialsi cement, power-plant equipment, trasemission and, 
distribution linee, subs , statione, and the like. With the 
greater development of electric'power will also come a greater 

-.demand - for eiectric'appliances for the home,. and for electric 
motors, - beiting and,other necessities for machine 'shops and 
Other small industries -which wilI'have an opportunity to deVelop. 

Another  .phase  of agricultural development will be 
a fuller useaercold storage and quick-freezing processes to 
permit the  orderly marketing of frisit, Vegetables s  meat and 
fieh products. Por  this purpoSey a:complete 'chain" will have 
to be established, starting with the small freezers and cold-
storage Warehouses in production areas, railway refrigerator 
'cars and refrigerated  trucks, port inetallatiens and small 'ships 
capable of carrying Mbroccan products te Atlantic and Mediterr-
anean porte iisSurope. 	As an auxiliary to this development, 
there will:be packing plants, grading and inspection services, 
danneriesa with all the consequent'demand for machinery of 
different types, packaging msterials, and other requirements of 
this trade. 



Another phase of economic development which must not 
be overlooked is an extension in mining activity.' Here mining 
and transport may usefully be discussed concurrently, since 
competition of Moroccan minerals on world markets will  require 
a reduction in the costs of transport services. Except in the 
case of phosphates, a large proportion of Moroccan mines are 
beyond the Atlas mountains, and inaccessible by railway. Roads 
must therefore.be widened, and 'heavy haulage - units must be used 
to bring down the price of transporting ores to railhead. . One' 
mine already  bas on order some ten-ton trucks with which it 
confidently expects to bring down transport costs - to a compet-
itive basis. 	The government is at present disposed to arrange' 
for one-way traffic over the relatively narrow roads in the 
mountains, but ultimately, if the experiment Is successful, the 
roads themselves will have to be widened, involving very , 
considerable engineering works. ' And the mines themselves will 
require a great deal of equipment, some of which is already 
being manufactured in Canada. 	 . 

The above are the salient points of 'Morocco's plans 
for tomorrow, features which give a relatively good idea of 
the types of commodities which will find anExpanding market 	. 
in this area. All these developments in themselves will entail 
others, such as the extension of port facilities, the establish-
ment of .a fishing fleet, and the extension of local consumer-
goods industries which will all requIre equipment from abroad. 

It.may be safely asserted, therefore, that given 
confidence in the country which is justified by the forward- ' 

. looking attitude of the European settlers, there are good 	. 
prospects of a growing 'trade with Morocco within the framework 
of a free economy untrammelled by special concessions to any 
spe

-
cific •countrie2. 

IMPORTS FROM MOROCCO. 

As'in all countries which haVe been deprived of 
markets and sources of supply by the war, the necessity of 
re-equipping industry has severely drained resources in foreign 
currencies, so that the country  will make a slow start in post-
war development unless it can obtain.- .such resources,either in 
the form of loans or payments for - its exports. 	Up to the end 
,of 1946, Morocco is benefitting to some - extent from French credits 
-abroad, but this.situation as  unlikely to continue after this 
year. 	 . 

Mbrocco therefore requires to extend its export 
trade as rapidly - as possible, and there are certain categories 
of goods which Canada might profitably buy. In addition, - there 
are some commodities which Canada bas formerly purchased through 
American importers but which,, for statistical if for no .other 
purposes, should be imported direct when 'at all possible. Cork, 
for instance, 'je -,one such.commodity. 



* Morocco's most - Important export commodity is  of 
Course  phosphates, ... Due to the'l-,orld shortageof this fertilizer, 

:mbst ,ofthe NorthAfridan supplies are,being reserved for use 
:in Europe', and Canadawill normanylpe s served by Florida and 
-other sources.. •Tire  is no * reason,showever, for not  taking .  

small.quantities..of up,to 2000  tons as return.ballast:for ships 
: which . woUld otherWise return td - Cariada * empty..  

. 	_ . 	. 	 . . 	 . 	. 	. 
- _ 	 t - I is not nevertheless, among the most important 

' HexpOrts -..pphosphates, cereals, vegetables, :  etc., that Canada 
..: would find thé most'interebting MorOcCan products from her 	. 

- 
 

point of yiew e 	.-. • - 	. 	. . 	 . 	 . 	. . 	. 	 - , 	. 	. 	. 	• . . 	 , 	 . . 	 . 	. 
' 	.. 	.' 

 

In the opinion of the writerYthe.mOst interesting 
'possibilities' are 'concerned with manganese ore and cobalt'. , 
Morocean nianganeSe•is of good quality; and may be silperior to 
the Ores - now.being- imported from the'_Gold'Çoast and other 	.' . 

- ;.areas. 	The metaIluegioal qualities*average about 83-87% 	. 
.- manganese bi-oxide_content, which comes to.about -61% in pure : ' 

manganese: In addition, one of themines-Is currently producing 
, a high quality °he:ideal grade, ,* averaging  93-97% hi-oxide whidh 

. should find favour wit4. Canadian chemical manufacturers reqUir- .. 
..ing this base material.: The latter, because of its relatively 
Hsmall bulk in terms of.priceis now Cepetltive•on.world. 	: 
' Markets despIte.the-long-haul to railhead;  

, 	• 	• 	. 
_ 	. . 	 . 	. 	 . . 	. _ 	. 	 • 	 . 

 

In the case of cobaltorewilich:runs about 12% 	. 
'.-. cobaltcontent,.the follOwing factors may be of interest: 	. 	• 

Canada  normally produced - cobalt before'thewar fromLthe.tailings 
of old silver mines. Since a refinery: had been set up to treat 
these.ores,_the Belgian.Congo output.was diVerted to Canada : 
during  the Mar,-Whén:thé mines in that»area were cut off:from' . 
tbeir refinerieb  in  Hoboken, near Antwerp. 	The result'undoubt- 
edly is that - Canadian refiàery, capapity is far higher than Canadian 

»ore production,  and there would therefore be.an  opportunity to 
, treat the. Moroccan ores. 	The war hiatory of Moroccan ores was 	

. 

that they replaced:the Congo oresIn . Europe, and were sold mostly 
: to Belgian and German refiners.  

. 	 . 	. 	 . - 	 - 	• 	- • 
• . 	France'willundoubtedly take a Part of the post- . 

war production, but - there seems a possibility- that the share 	- 
which•waS refined:in Belgium  and  'Germany during the war might. 
be purchased• bY_Canada; or refined.on a contract basis for the 
accoUnt Of  the  producers'. 	It.Would:.'be *  of'some interest to exp- 

: lore this possibility with  the Deloro Mining & Smelting Co. 	*. 
- _ 	 . 	. 	 . 

, 	 .Some Sikilar arrangement might•be made with  res- 
pect toiMolybdenum;:antiMony,stunisten and other rare metals 
'which would not addYgreatly tlà Canadian production but which 	• 

:could benefit:from Canadian refining. facilities. There might be . 
* a similar possibility - with respectito zinc :ores, although this 
:J.s more'reMote - in view of the transport costs involved and of , • 
the'_fact that.the.Moroccan * ores are frequently of à type  not 

.encountered..In,Cariada, and.therefore - subject to differeht ref- • 
ining procesbes. ,', 	 - 	- 
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• . 	There should be a small market in Canada for 
Moroccan sardines, which are of a quality similar to the Port-
uguese output. 	Tuna is another fish product which might find' 

• favour on the market. 	It was also suggested during the trip 
that Morocco might take an interest in canning clementines -- 
the seedless variety of tangerines -- in order to compete on 
world markets with the excellent product of this type which 
was formerly marketed by the Japanese. 	Two or three firms 

• ind -icated their interest in following up this suggestion, and 
the output should find a market in North America. 

Moroccan carpets, when well made, are of excéllent 
qualltY and design. There is a native crafts bureau in Morocco 
which examines the whole output and which will not permit the 
export of any carpets unless they have been stamped as being 
of export quality. 	Bugs  cost about 02 	2.50, which seem to 
be competitive prices. 

The largest part of Morocàan production of cork 
is "liege male" or first-growth cork, suitable only for gran-
ulating or agglomeration. In such form, it is used  for lin-
oleum, , insulation in rsfrigerators, packing, and various pressed 
cork compounds used as tahle'mats, linings for crown corks, 

• etc. 	Prices are being kept at the same level as Portuguese 
prices, and it is probable that Canada could import considerable 
quantities direct rather than through American houses which 
have no doubt been slipplying part of our requiremenLs from. Mor-
occan sources. 	 • 

Among the lesser products which could be imported 
in some small quantity are vegetable fibre (artificial horse-
hair), tooled leather, beaten brass and silver ornaments, 	' 
canary eeed, almonds, some hides and skins, and a few gums and 
reeins of which the production could very readily be increased. 
The euclyptus tree, because of its exceptionally fast growth, 
has been heavily planted in recent years, but no attempt seems 
to have been made to extract eucalyptus oil. Castor beans were 
also'planted during the war years, and now grow in almost wild 
profusion, yet little is beinr done to maintain the production 
of oil from this source. A number of natural products of this 
nature, however, are north further study in view of certain 
world shortages. 

REPRESENTATION OF CANADIAN FIRM 
It has already been explained that an importer, in 

'order to present his request for an import license, must be 
able to quote a firm offer from a specific foreign supplier. It 
is therefore necessary for any firm which wishes to take advan-

- tage of the actual short-term demand  for reconstruction  goods, to 
be represented on the market. It is equally advisable for any 
firm, even if it cannot supply any goods over the next two 
years, to be represented now in order to be aware of the develoP-
ment of the market, and to be able to take full advantage of 
prior knowledge once he has supplies available. 
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The Chamber of Commerce of Casablanca, Bourse du 
Commerce, Casablanca (Attention Mr. Renault, Secretary), has 
promised to disseminate all enquiries among the most represent-
ative importers. Grouped within the Chamber arésal the more 
important imports licensing bodies, which, as in the case of 
Algeria, are formed of the leading dealers in any specific type 
of commodity. 	The Chamber of Commerce would therefore pass 
Canadian enquiries to the Presidents of these groups (for 
instance, an enquiry for an agent for electric refrigerators 
mould be sent to the President of the Association Syndicale 
Radio-Proid-Electricite) uho would choose among their members 
a good representative. 	In some cases the president represents 
some high-powered competitor, and would not be a suitable per- 
son to make the decision. 	In such cases the Chamber of Commerce 
has promised to notify individual members of such syndicates. 

Several of the syndicates have indicated their 
interest in being advised directly of any Canadian  firme  
expmrting goods falling within their branch of the trade. 	The 
Chambre Syndicale de la Metallurgie, 75, rue Nationale, Casa-
blanca (Mr. Dauphin, President), would be interested in any 
offers for heavy metallurgical 'supplies. The Groupement 
Professionel Consultatif des Negotiants Importateurs de Bois, 
75 rue Nationale, Casablanca (Mr. Estors, President), would 
like to receive offers of lumber and wood products, and requeéts 
for representatioh-on the turket. The Chambre Syndicale des 
Entrepreneurs Français, rue de la Bourse (Mr. Lays, President) 
is the professional association grouping- together all the 
important public works and construction contractors, 'and would 
like to be in touch with suppliers of building materials and 
construction equipment. 	The Chambre Syndicales des Industries 
Minières, 1 rue Horace Guerard, Casablanca (Mr. Fournier, Pres-
ident), would be glad to disseminate anong the mining companies 
any offers of mining equipment. In this connection, it is well 
to note that the Phosphate mines are government-owned, and would 
therefore not be reached in this way. Their headquarters are 
the Office  Chérifien des Phosphates, Rabat, which may be app-
roached direct with respect to thei r.  own requieements. 

For certain types of consumer goods, it may perhaps 
be wiser to find a representative among the commercial'travel-
lers and agents who are in close touch with the wholesale and 
retail trades throughout the country. 	The 50 or 60 most im- 
portant of suth distributors are grouped together under the 
Association Professionelle des Representants, Agents Commerciaux 
et Voyageurs Français, Boite Postale 206, Casablanca ( n. Viaud, 
President). This group is very keen to-represent Canadian 
pràducers, and Mr. Viaud has promised to pick with the utmost 
care those members whom he believes to be most suitable. 

"Besides the official organizations; the banks 
are interested in submitting to their clients liste of firms 
desiring to be represented on the market. The most important 
of such banks is the Banque d'Etat du Maroc (the state bank), 
with head office in Rabat and main branch in Casablanca. (Mr. 
Edmond Spitzer, General Manager in Rabat, Mr. Chereau, Manager.  
in Casablanca). They have indicated that such demands would be 
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submitted only to high-credit clients, and that credit inform-
ation would be available to all enquirers. 

The Credit Lyonnais, Place de Strasbourg, Casablanca 
(Mr'.  Barrai,  Mr. Revelli), have indicated a- similae interest in 
passing on enquiries from Canadian firms. 	, 

In addition  to the above,mean of obtaining advice 
-and aôisteriq.e . als to representation, there are several-private: 
'firms who have asked fer agencies for specific:types of goods.. 
These Ilrms,have been listed in the Preliminary report on the 
market, and - their names will be f6und bn'DépartmentaI:files. 

. 	. . 	 - 
GOVERNIIFNT REPRESENTATION. . 	 : 

Because 	its progressivenUtlnok, geegranhical: 
.'position, and relative wealth in natural . resoUrces, Morocco 	' 
apPears likely to be a.steadily épanding market' 'on a basis 	. 
which'is almost equiwelent to free.trads fnr_all.countries, , 

Beàides its own internal adVantaÉe14  West Afrida 
relativelYeaSy'of access from . Morocco,either by plane to -

-Dakar and British West African  ports,  .or by ship going'into 
all  the various ports. , It is similarly well-èituated 

. respect to the remainder of NoethAfeica, and lying - as it deeS 
between these'two iMportant land surfaces, - it -forms.an ideàl 
.centre for •a Canadian Government Office.' The British  and  - 
Americans have bothotaken a-keen interest in thé market,  and 

 .have suitable,representation'both:in Rabat and  Casablanca. 
. 	 • 

It was already stated in the report'on Algeria 
that over - the-longterm, Casablanca apPeared.to be the most 
suitable location for 'an office to cOver the whole of:the ter- 

' ritory.' In thàt report however., it Was.suggested tat during 
the year 1946, and until such time as the . Econobic Coordination 
of . North Afrida lapses,' it might be desirable'to have the office 
in Algiers, in nrder to be in close ' and constant  communication 
with the representatiVes of the'Frenàh - Ministry' of National 	. 
Economy-which are  in practical control:of éhe -economy of North 
Africa,. 	This conclusion' rémains perfectlY valid.provided sudh 
an official.  were:able to visit the Moroccan market at frequent . 
_intervals. 	It is felt more and more that Moroceo is the coming• 
market in  this area, and:that it:ià of the - utmnst importance 
to lay the.ground - work fpr trade expansion in this territory 
as quickly'as possible. 	Whether, -therefoee,•-it dS worth «while 
establishing an office iii Algiers.fer - A-limited , period,. and the 

 transferring it tn Casablanca, lea- matter for:decision  by -  
Ottawa. 	one obvieus disadvantage, besides the ec..onomic 

, is that the Algerians would naturally resent the closing-6f an‘ 
office in  their territory after . à trial period.-For this reason, 
thé . advantage  of e being- in close touch with the Cardin organ-, 
ization in Algiers might :  to somé extent be counter-balanced by 
this unfavourable factor. 

• • 
. In any event, the .opening of- an:office at the earlieàt 

ipossible  date is strongly.recemménded. - 	. 
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• 
DIRECT SHIPPING. 

- 	As in the.case of all other business men with whom 
the'writer talked during the tour, the Moroccans conceded that 
Canada was in a good position to supply,many needs of their 
country during the coming years. With prices which have remain-
ed essentially stable, with a labour market less mercurial and 
therefore in many rpepees more competent, with a level of 	. 
production which allows a far greater 'proportion of output to 
be devoted to export trade, Canada in many ways appears as a- - 
more'desirable.source of supply than the United States: 	' 

In all cases, however, and part -Icularly in the course 
of a long discussion with the leaders of the Casablanca Chamber 
of Commerce, the final argument was.thiS: any iadvantages you 
m,ay have; in the nature of low prices, quick delivery, quality • 
of production and availability of supply, mean.absolutely noth-
ig if you are unable to deliver the . goods. If you hâve to Ship 
through New York; we should prefer to deal through American 
firms who  are in constant touch with their °in shipping lines, 
and who are likely to get priority of space. 	If you cannot. • 
guarantee regularity of shipment, you cannot guarantee regular- , 

 ity of arrival, and therefore we must go . to those who can do 
these things. 	. . 	. 

These arguments are essentially.the basis of our whole 
trading problem in North Africa. Until we have our own direct 
shipping lines, we mhall  not 'obtain Our share  of the  market; 
,and if we judge by  our previous share of the market before est-
ablishing our shipping lines, the resulting temerity will delay 
their establishment indefinitely.. 

• 
As stated before in discussing,this problem in rel-

ation to Âlgeriapthere is only one sign-post to the future. . 
capacity of the market to absorb Canadian goods: that is by 
formulating our hopes upon an ambitious * expectancy. The import 
programme for 1946 from U.S. currency countries calls for the 
import (exclusive of cereals and fuels) of approximately 
800,000 tons of goods. 	There seems no reaàon to doubt that 
upon the basis of our proportion of world trade, Canada should 
try to get approximately one-fifth of this.tonnage, or about 
160,000.tons. 	This tonnage is sufficient to warrant the  e st- 
ablishment of direct shipping facilities. Without the latter 
we shall probably not get more than one-tenth of that tonnage. 

Under such 'circumstances'it is obiously impossible 
to forecast the amount of movement uhich direct shipping fac-
ilities would foster, since with or without there will  le magy 
opportunities for an I-told-you-do attitude. It would neverthe-
less appear preferable to make . a positive mistake than a negative 
one, and the writerconsiders that he would be sinning by om-
mission if he uere not to,strongly recommend that immediate"' 
attention be given to the problem under consideratiOn. 

From talks with the Montreal Shipping Co., it 	• 
appears that this firm is willing and eVen•desfrous_of starting 
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a fortnightly run, one ship per month running to Casablanca 
and  thence to Algerian ports, Malta, Italy, France, Spain and 
Portugal, while the other monthly ship would follow the reverse 
route. 	If the Department can do anything to encourage the 
firm to undertake this service, and assist them in obtaining 
the ships to permit of a published schedule, this should be 
dcne at the earliest possible opportunity. 

.. 	- 
No discussion of direct shipping can be complete 

.without giving some thought to return cargoes. 	The fact that 
paying ballant is available -- iron ore from Algeria, manganese 
ore and phosphates  from Morocco -- makes this problem easier,' 
since,the loading of ballast will encourage the taking on of 
additional tonnages over and above ballast requirements. The 
fact too that there are ships returning directly to Canadian 
ports will encourage direct import, and to an extent which 
cannot be estimated, imports of such commodities as cork will 

.tend.to come directly to Canada instead of  transit ting through 
American ports. The obtaining of additional cargo will largely 
be a mat ter of'snowballing, since once the minimum cargo-require-
ments are met, favourable freights on excess should do much to 
make North African nroducts desirable in the eyes of Canadian 
consumers. 	. 

FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION AND PRIVATE CREDITS. 

Morocco is an ideal  country for the investment of 
:private capital, for the reason that such capital is protected 
by » international agreement. 	Since'all countries have equal 
rights in Morocco, it is obvious that one investor cannot be 
prejudiced for the benefit of.another, and that no matter what 
freezing meaàures may have to be adopted in time of stress.such 
'as  that just passed, free movement will be insisted upon sooner 
or Ilter by interested nations. 

The Director-General of the Commercial Affaire 
 Division of French Foreign Affairs (Mr HermAlphand), 'has stated 

to  the writer that France can have no objection to the invest- 
, Ment of Canadian capital in Morocco. Tlere are some restrictions 
with respect to mining operations, but even in this case, any 
participation of less than 50% is acceptable to the French 
authorities. Thib mas re-iterated to me by representatives of 
the,Ministry of National EconoMy and by the various government 
departments in Morocco itself. 

The country itself offers opportunities which are 
peculiarly suitable to the Canadian investor. Mines, transport 
operations, some electric clevelopments; could all be assisted in 
the purchase'of Canadian materials bj,  the participation of 
Canadian firms who'could make the counterpart of such partic-
ipation'available in Canadian dollars for the purchase of Can-
adian supplies. 	In some other cases, such as public works 
and enterprises owned or operated by the government, there would 
be many opiportunities for the extension of private credits to 
enable the immediate purchase of goods required but for which 
no foreign currency is immediately available. ThiS category 
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includes railways, port installations,'shipping,- construction 
of dams and power  plants, and many other types of enterpriees 
in which theiforoccan government takes a direct.or indirect 
interest, but for, which they are at present hindered by lack 
of capital or lack of foreign exchange. 	• 

Several types of enterprises have already indicated 
their interest in obtaining Canadian capital, and possibilities 
in this direction could be discussed at greater length verbally 
with any Canadian firms which may be interested. 

CONCLUSION. 	- 
Under the 'various headings above, an attempt has 

been made to.explore every possibility, in every direction, 
which Canada may have to improve its trâding position in ' 
Morocco. 	It is felt that, despite the relatively small Europ- 
ean population,-good opportunities exist for Canada if our 
aggressive search for markets matches the temperament of the 
Europeans in Morocco and brings us up to the level of our 
more well-established competitors in our long-term knowledge of 
the peculiarities and needs of the countryts population and 
its economy. 
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CHAPTER ONE  

TUNISIA : AN INTRODUCTION. 

Tunisie le one of the  smallest of the French 
poseeesione in AfriCa, having an areeof 48.332  square . 
miles,  or approximately the eame as that of Great Britain. 
According to the 1932 census, the total population was 
2.803 .008  inhabitants, of which Moslem natives aecounted 
for 2 . 230. 700 , Jetrish natives  for 82.400. 	There are 
barely 210,000 Eliropeans,  of  which slightly  more  than half 
are or  French extraction, slightly less than half  are . 
Italian, and some,8,000 are of Maltese origin. 

Tunisia  bas  no real geographic entity of its 
own; it is an easterly  prolongation of 'Algeria, with no 
'VerY striking differences of structure  or topography. In 
the north are well-weeded mountains, called the Tell, which 
are an extension of the Eabilye in Algeria. 	South of these 
mountains is the valley of the Oued MedJerda-which flows 
eastwards through mOutitain gorges until it finally reaches 
the wide and fertile plans of the eastern seabeard. 

: 	The southern part of the country ie essentially . 

Saharan, and whereas in the north rainfall and climate 
make for a Mediterranean vegetation, the south falls off 
into a steppe vegetation of herbs and grasses. 	In the . 
oases tbere.ere. date palms and other trees which thrive in 
a hot atmoephere. 

. 	This »hould not give an idea of the country being 
torrid and  tropical. 	Indeed, in the north and east, where 
there is sufficient rain, the cliMate is Similar to that 
in 'tale' or other countries bordering on the Mediterranean. 
The fact of its high Mountains adds to the diVersity of 
temperatures, eince the wintere may be very cold in thee* 
bigher regions ,  

Hie tory 	 - 

The  tiret  known 00.oninc in Tunisia were establish-
ed by Phoenioian merchants aroUnd 1100 - 900 B.C. Among 
the most  important of such settlemente was  Carthage which 
for four hundred years maintained the mastery of the Med-
iterranean despite  troquent attacke by the Greeks and later 

"bY the Romans, Who tried by everY means to break the 
PhOenician mon0P017. 	Finally, in the Year 146 B.C. the 
Romans succeeded in defeating Carthage and completely 
destroying the city. 	The Romans then colonized the Coastal 
areas, introducing Latin and Christianity. 	Peace and 
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ProaPertY followed until 439 A.D., when the Vandals "erg 
able to conquer the country due to the disintegrating 
power of thé Roman Empire. The Byzantine Empire regained 

. centrol for a period, but the new Éoslem Empire established 
in SYris and Egypt wae newly extending its conquests to the 
weet, and all resistance W80 finally crushed around the year 
070 A.D. 	It was then that the Arabs gradually brought  in 

 the Arab language and the Moslem religion, but it should be 
remembered that these are not the original  language  or 
religion  et  the ne.tivé Berber peopl ;es. 	These latter, who 
still form the majority 5  of the population, appear to be 

• related more to the early Egyptians than to the Arabs, and 
although there  bas  been much intermar.riage  in the 1200 
centuries which have follewed,the, tiret  Arab aonqueet; there 
:still remain 'very distinct differenees between, ,true Arab» 
and the Berbee‘Aret mixture whioh is common in North Atriea, 

Geographically, Tunisia has always been one of 
• the, battlegrounds  of'  àfritia due , to the .fact that its northern-

most eXtrellity is  less than 100 miles from either Sardinia 
or  stony , and therefore eontrolled aet-West ,mevement in 

• the Mediterranean. 	Invasions from thé gent therefera had a 
tendency to stop or peter out by the time Tunieia  vas  taken. 
For this reeeen Tunisia liss.a mueh,greater,tiera with the Eastern 
.140elem world .than has either Algeria  or  Morocco, 	4t timee 
of Arab unrest, Tunisia is 	sensitiye erea, and one is more 
likely to. encounter, 14:gh feeling here than in other.parte of _ 	_ 

was  in this areta, the Barbary Coast of pl.rate 
days, the.t Barbarosea established 11.iliselle  in  the sixteenth 
Qentury and1,ed h .is raids ageinat shipping and, along the 
çoestal towns. 

Barbaroorea.  vas  a Turk, .and  hie  exploits d.rew the 
attention cif „the new ; Ottoman ,or, Turkish Empire, whieh was 
able to ossaPY TunP3  in 157 4 , despite weak OpPesitioa from 

 'the SpaniardS, who by,then were gradually extendin_g thetr .  own 
-spheres  of  inflnence along the African'coesta. 

, The Ottoman administrative  forme were adopted in 
•Tunisia, eaci  in 1705's dynasty et, -pAsHA-Brifs W0.8 formed which 
-continnes to.rule the eountry to this day., As they became 
more and more independent front the Turks,. they .inetituted 
,many reforme; suppressed pirady,'  and  improved relations with 
European countries. 	However, large leane were acoepted 
from *the French, .who , game to liars more  end  'more influenee 
th the «matey. 

ià.tgerte :eau oseupied ,i,n 1830, ,end this, proximity 
relatiorie ittit Tualeia still mere 'intimate and important. 
50 years.-later-, in 18SI, the country was overrun,  and  by 

the treaty , of  La Xarea 11'1.853, Tartlets became a French 
Protectorate, with the Bey  as nominal ruler, but a French 
Reaident and a ,French Army  of  Occupation, as the effective 
powers in the  country. 	- 	 .1 



Administration.  
• 

• 

Administration of Tunisia rests on Moslemiaw 
on the one hand, and French codified lea, legislation and 
administrative'enectments on the other. 

Although the Bey still has a email cabinet of his 
own ministers, and technically rules through the local °aids, 
Khalifee and Kahlas, in actual fact the orders given by the 
Bey are in most  cases  inspired by the French Resident—General 
or his:parallel organization. 

• 

Tunisia is not administered through the Ministry 
of Colonies in Paris, but is a direct responsibility àt that 

• level of the Ministry àf Foreign Affairs, as is the Case in 
Morocco. 	1daws passed in France are not automaticelly 	- 
applicable in Tunisia, but must be repeated there in the 
form of an edict issued by the Bey.; 	In the same way, there 
are many lave, particularly with respect to Moslem practices 
which are evolved in Tunisia itself, and are applicable  only 
to that country, 

. 	. 	In one important respect, legislation in Tunisia is 
of consequence to  Canada. 	Since the TUnisian protectorate 
is not subjectto international agreement, as is the case in 
Morocco, there has never been an obligation on the part of 

 France to ensure- the application of an "Open Door" policy in 
commercial and'shipping matters. 	The result is that France 
has always benefited from preference on the market: ;indeed », 
this preference for a number of years has amounted to virtual 
free trade between the two.Countries,,since there are no 
restriétions on a wide variety of articlee, moet of which are 
the items of primary interest to both areas. 	Similar freedota 
of 'trade  existe  between Tnnisia and Algeria. 

Sinee the war; customs duties have been in  suspense  
due to the Controlled nature  of  foreign trade. 	Since the 
internal price structure varies in the different areas, all 
movements of goods from one area tooanother are Subject to 
equalization taxes, and to some extent these must be considered 
as new and far  higher customs duties than ever existed:before. 
For instance, 2Unisia, which is normally a large producer of 
olive oil, had a production in 1945 barely sufficient tor its 
own needs. . An export control has therefore been applied, 
and the normal flow into Algeria has been arrested. 	In . ; 
consequence, the shortage in Algeria has caused very high 
prices (300 trance per litre), whereas Tunisian oil is still 
retailed within the country at 70 francs  per litre. 	When 
export permits into Algeria are granted, therefore, the 
Algerian authorities are Obliged to leVy a tax of about 280 
francs per litre to bring the price Up to market levels within 
their own territory. 
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: Tunie is 'the only relatively large city in the 
conntrY,alict ite population Is. now  01080 to  400e0004 
haVing inoreased very greatly since.:the census of 1936, 
which is cited in the table belew: 
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iaaa tharvarions'administratione benefit froM 
such taxesthere, may be some atteme to PerPetnate in 
the torm,,or customs duties some of the.extraordinary 
levies which have been neeeseary during  the  war. 	The 
desirability  of  trade with Italr may also  encourage  a -
denand'fer a revision of the tariff'structure in Tunieia; 
in either case, the advantage of France on the market is 

 hound to bé redneed, and Canada maylaidlreetly benefit 
fréle eneh  possible  changes.  

Population.  

- 	The population of Tùnisia has inereased verY 
eubstantially since the country became 61 French Protectorate. 
Estimated population in 1881 was 1,514,000,  of  which only 
14,000 were Europeane. 	According to the census of line ,  • 
the population at that time was 2,608,313, of which 213 0 205 

.were Europeans. ' Since the rate of inereaee, as in the 
remainder of North Africa, is about 15% per decade, the 
probable population at the preeent time should he almoet 
enaetlr 3 000 0. 00 0 ‘ 

The native population ln Tunisia has intermingled 
to such  an extent that it is impossible to estimate the 
number of pure-bred Berbers, nor those of purely Arab 
deseent. 	In most cases the pure stock has disappeared, 	. 
and it is therefore safe only to say that the Moslem. 
Population, consisting of Berber-Arab stock, totalled 
21335,623 in 1936, while native Xews accounted for the 
remaining  69p 48 5, of the native population. 

Among the European races, French and Italiane 
Predominate, and are present in almost equal numbers, a 
fact which eaueed continual recriminations prior to the 
war between France and the Fasciet regime in Ital7. 
According to the 1936 census, the 213,205 Europeans were 
or the following racial origine: 	Prench,100,068; 
1.taliane, 04,289i' Maltese, 9,279;  and  other origins, 
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Urban . Ieopul a tion of Tuni el a , 1938.  

Native 

Buro pe an  

French Italian 	TOTAL 

Tunis 	- 	120,701 	42,678 	49,1378 	219,578 

Star , 	 34,872 	5,224 	2,810 	43,333  

Sousse 	 19,625 	5,332 	2,552 	28,470 

5inarta 	 17,211 	8,054 	. 2,680 	25,668 

Kairouan 	 26,128 	615 . 	171 	22,991 



CHAPTER  TWO  

AGRICULTURE rg THE Turgs4g.e9N0e. 

• 	 Since ollYe oil, wine and wheet'are the most 
important  exporte  from Tunieia, it will readily be Been 
that agriculture playé a preponderant role in the economy 
of the country. 	In'mest productà the country te.eolf- 
supperting; the only important agricultural imports are 
rice, suger, tea, tobaCco, dairy produete, and some small 
quantities of Coffee; barleY; meat and fruit. 

Northern lunisia has a climate similar to that 
.0eother Mediterranean Countries, 	It is nevertheless 
more SreatlY fayoured than Algeria in that the Tunietan 
extension  of the Tell Mountains  quickly fall oft into a 
series-of relling hills. 	The North-Woot trado winds there- 
fore deposit their rainfall on the eastern Olotes of the 
higher Algerian mountains, .and the Tunisian riVero having 
their source in that area are generally well-wateree. 

The largest valley in Northern Ttinitila is that 
of the Med1erda9 	This fertile valley is broad, and extends 
from the border of Algeria right across to the sea near 

:TUnis. The farm> are large  and  Well-equipped, irrigation 
being laréSelY bY means ee windMille tmPorted from  the 
United States.. 

Precipitation decreaees as one goes further south 
'along the GUlf of TUnis ,  and at about the half-way mark 
the deeert almost roaChee  the  seas 	Tp some extent thie 
is an adventaSes since it makes more readily available for 
export desert products such  as  dates ;  fige and alfa, and 
sami.deeertie ProdUCte such  as olive  oil. 	However, there 
exists a largo intermediate area Which Could bé made much 
more fertile by meane of an intensive irrigation policY, 
and thie will Soon have to be undertaken if the balance 
between a growing population and 11;0 food requirements is 
tO bc maintained. 

The North AtriCan drought of 1945 did not affect 
Tunisia aesevirely ai it:did.Algeria and Morocco;  for the 
reason Pointed out aboVe. 	Reduetien in Cereal production 
was less than 00%; as against reduetions ranging from 60 to 
70% in the  two other areas. 	Unfortunately; hewever, the 
drOught and e loW  production  year for olives were concurrent, 
and the total 'result les been just  as ruinoUs to the 
economy of the country as it was in the two otter areas. 
Although olive trees are not greatlY affected bY average 
drought conditions, they have regular cyclee of heavy and 
low  production,  and it is probable that Tunisie will not 
retnrn to a normal  olive  oil.prodnetion until 1947.. 



1946• . 	.Programme. 

670 
526 
• 70' 	... 
100 • 

Tillage Machine -"y 
'Harweet Machinery 

Other EquiPmeet 
Sepair Parts 	- 

11/11- 

To return to the northern area 
ings have been accustomed to using large 
ultural'machinery. The following table 
of  a census of useable /arm machinerY as 

the large hold- 
quantities of a8ric-
gives the results 
at January 1, 1944: 

• Parm Machinery in Use, 1 :anuarY 

Grain drills 
Fertilizer Distributore 

lkadboat4'Pleve, horse drawn 
• Moldboard plois, tractor drawn • 

Disc Plows, tractor drawn - 
. Disc Barrows, tractor, drawn - 

• OultliatorS, horse drawn 
• CUltivators, tracter drawn 

• Threshers. 
, Binders 
• Meyers 
• Bakes 
Push Headers 
Wheel tractors 
Traeked tractors 

1944. 

/,300 •  
• 1,230 

6,000,. 
800 

3,250  - 
• 1,500 
2,000 

900 
1,100 
3,000 " 
2,000 

• 2,000 	 . 

not known. 
14.20 
1,445 

EVen the machinery still in  use  has deteriorated 
verY doneiderably'during the war years, and much of it must 
be entirely rePlaCed within a tew years. 	In addition, the 
àa-kmpaign for greater mechanization will require imports of 
eubstantial quantities  of  new equipment. 	Ptogrammed imports 
for 1246 atteMpt to fill in thegaPs caused  by  the war. 

' . The following  are the figures: 

Importe of Farm 14aohinert. 
(Figures in metric tone 

'•. Thé onlY. harvest machinery provided for: in 1246 
are:reaPer-threshere., The aboia:tonnage repreeente about 
100 plich machines, asagainet the Algerian programme of 

.11PProximately 300, and the Moroccan .programme of 177, The 
total for  the *hole area le.about'573,  but  it is extremely 
doubtell if the usual.sourees will be able : to supply. 	If 
the steel ' situation  in Canada improWed, Canadian prOdueers 
would have an s undreamed-of opportunity of increaeing their 
share of the market /rem the 20% Which waà their customary 
proportion  Prior to the war.- 



Hard Wheat 
Soft Wheat 
Barley 
Oats 

Average 
1934-38 

- 220,000 -  
'53,000 
157,000 
21,200 

130,000 
72 . 0" 

180,000 
10,00o 

90,000 
81,000 

125,000 
10,000, 

TOTAL (aPPvax) 571,2" 392,000 305,000 

Requirements for food, feed and seed 539,700 

1942 or 43 
As Available  

1945 
Estimate  

et/3 

Production. 

As already stated, the severe drought of 1948 had 
a very damaging effect on crop° throughout the area, but in 
Tunisia itself the effects were not quite as serious as they 
were in Algeria and Morocco. 	For instance, the following 
table gives an idea of the reduction in ce'real production. 

TUNISIAN CEREAL PRODUCTION  
(In metric tons) 

Deficit* Cron Year 1945-45 	 233 , 700  

It will be noted from the above table that Tunisia 
was not in the past one of the important cereal exporting 
countries in North Ifrica, its surplus at present rates of 
consumption in the period 1934-38 being a more  30,000 tone 
per year. 	To some extent thia gives a falae impression, 
since there were bad crops in 1934 and 1935, which were 
Offset by good Crops in 1967 and 1938. 	In the latter Years, 
exports were respectively 82,000 and 106,000 tons (including 
wheat flour, 'groats, etc.) 	It is probable that Tunisia 
will not again export anything near such quantities, even 
under normal conditions, due to the growing domestic demand 
due  te a steadi1y increasing population. 

Estimates for 1945 are impossible to obtain with 
respect to other crops, and only a general indication as to 
crop results will be given in the following table. 



/gel 

. 	. 
AGRICULITURAL PRODUOTION.OTHER THAN CEREALS. 

(In metric tone unless otherwise indicated.) 

Average 	1942 or 43 
1934-08 	As Available  

1945. 
Observations 

2e , 300 . 
99,400 

347 
14,500 

-48,000' 
8,520 

15,000 
Unknown 
..220000 

›800. 

Dry legumes 
Forage crops 
Oil seeds 
Potatoes 
Olive <41 
Citrus fruit 
,Table graPes 
Figs  

,Dates 
(hectolitres), 

. 	1,849  

•  6,720 
88,000 

100 
21,000 
50,000' 
7,000 

Unknown 
,vnknown 

, 850 ,900 . 

Bad crop 
Very bad crop 
Unknown 
Bad crop 
Sad crop 
Inctoasod PXantings orract a oaa crop 

. Unknown 
, Unknown 

Fair .  crop 

Fair erePo 

As in all Mosleà oduntries, the . Iivestock situation 
ie significant as an  index of  rural proSPerlh7. 	There are 
,no figures available as to lessee due to .drought  in 1.946, 
but  hearaay suggests' a substantial reduction,  more PertleularlY 
in the sheep  population,  which generally gramea . over semi-
parehed . . land which drought conditions-render completely arid. 
Sheep population in 1943 was reported.to he 4,878,000, which 
was conaiderahly more than the pre-War average; oattle 
population was stated to be 553,000  for the same period; 
the goat population . was 2,219,0001 and'there were estimated 
to be—over 8,000,000.pOultry. ,go figures are given  for  

- 11,boctà, camels or donka,"0, 

Produets.  

Àpart froM the primarY agricultural products noted 
.above, there is a large ontput of Alfa or esparto grass from 
some 3,million acres of semi-deeert.land. 	This production 
reaehee à maximum, of about  1.5 0 o 000  tons in years when the 
cereal, crepe are poor and feria laheurers are obliged to look 
for other means of subsistence;  but  even under normal 
conditions the crop never falls below 100,000 tons. : A new 
and 'Cheap method of extracting the cellulose fibre from this 
grass has been tried in Tnnielai and it is possible that 
some attempt may be Made to produce paper within the country. 



There are  approximately 2.t- million acres of Woods' 
and forests, the principal growths being cork oak, evergreen 
oak, Aleppo pine and Thuya. 	None of 'thee° woods make satis- 
factory : lumber, .but some use is made of them for railway 
sleepers,-pit-props and telephone poles. 	Tannin is extracted 
froM some of the oaks, large quantities Of charcOal are 
produced e .and.finally e  although Tunisia is less  important  * 
than either Morocco OT Algeria in thé production  of cork, 
nevertheless some 5,000 tons per annWa.a.re  Proauded , - . 	• . 	. 

. 	While discussing acreages of forests and alfa 
growth, it may be of interest to cite Other aereage figures. 
Of the total area of the country (48,500 square mués, or  

. 31,150,000 acres), 82,500,000 acres are considered "produc-
tive", but of this enly 7,400,000 acres are arable. 	Zn • 
addition there are 250,000  acres of meadow land, 1 million 
.acres of orchards and vineYarde, and over 11 million Ores 
of'  "cOmmon" land - moetly natural grazing grounds, belonging 
to  the  variouenative tribes. 

Derivative Industries.  
, 

• Tunisia is less deVeloPed than either Algetia or 
MorOcco in the industries.depending on agricultural production 
for-their taw material. 	Flour-milling is.  the  only food 
processing industry with excess capaCity permitting  of exporta.  
The canning industry is very backward, and capacity  is  a mere 
300  tons per annum. 	The native leather trades  are  fairly 
active, but output is of far lower quality than that of Moroeco. 

• The Bank of  Tunisia is taking à very keen interest 
in the extension of cold storage and processing facilities,. 
.and is supplying financial assistance in the hope that tepid 

° development may.take place'. 	They are also trying to estab- 
lish an Oil ,refining induStry which will permit *nil:Ueda to 
export higher grades of  olive oil . ; Tp to the present, the 
primitive  refining methods in .existence have.permitted only 
of the export of industrial grades, while large quantities 
of unrefined oil were generally shipped to Italy where they 
were refined and canned Or bottled for export under Italian 
trade marks. 	Both theee subjects will. be  discuesed'in 

.greater detail  in  Chapter Flee. 	 • 

• Administrative Controls.  
. 	. 

. The method of controlling  imports of agricUltural 
machinery is similar-to that  in  existence in Algeria and 

- Morocco. 	Remarks on this.subjeet will thetefore-not be 
repeated here. 	There is some evidence, however, that controls 
.are more centralized*im Tunisia than elsewhere,  and that the 
trade bodies are subject to greater.adminietrative control. 
This would  permit the hope that Canadian agricUltural 
machinery could  enter the market with far less resiatanee 
frem the vested interests of the trade were such  machines 
found to be more readily available than those from competing 
areas. 



CHAPTUR THREE 

TUNISIAN MINES, INDUSTRY, POWER ,COMMUNICATIONS 

• - - 	- In Tunisia more than in any other part  of North  Africa, 
the products of the Etib-eoll have taken a prominent position in 
export trade, Although the mines of. Tunisia are no more important 
•than those of MOrocco and Algeria, the smell  population and the 

consequently ealler production of agricultural goode gives the 
products . of the mines e relatively greater place in the countres 
economy. . • 	 „ . 	. 

The two most important minerals are without question 
phosphates and iron ore„ The ouput of both these minerals has 
auffered . very greatly because of the war, since mue of the heaviest 
fighting.occurred in the mountainous regions where the mines are 
situated, The high quality of Tunisian iron ores assures  a quick' 
"come-back"  to this basic.trade, but the same does notappéar to be 
true  ii the case of phoaphatee, 'Indeed, during the intervening 	• 
years,- Moroccolhas steadily expanded her productive capecity,.end 
since her phosphate rock is at once  of a higher . quality and cheaper 
in price, 'there is no very pressing lonr.term incentive to re-equip 
the Tunisian mines for competitive exploitation, It seems  more  
than probable, therefore„.that production  during the next few years 
of weld shortage, will be kept as high as is possible without 
extensive  capital inVestment for new equipment, and that.thereafter 
only the most economical units will be kept in production.  

Another fact which militates against any great advance 
in the Tunisian mining industry.is the fact that it is the test 
prospected area in the French  Empire.  Knowledge of extensive Roman, 
Carthaginian and even earlier mintng developments encouraged pro... 
epecting when the country  was.first opened up to French enterprise 
in 1881, and  since then thé country has been thoroughly Combed for 
existing and pOtential mining deposits. Exploitation was slow at . 
first due to the absence of railways, but by 1910 production was well 
under way, and continued at high levels Until 1940. The aggregate 
tonnage of minera],  production from 1892 to 1938 was as followst 

• Metric TonS  
• 

Lead ore 	 ' 1,089,000 
Zinc .ore 	 763,000 
Iron 'ore 	 17,735,000 
Phosphates - 	 604321,000 
Manganese ore 	 . 26, 000  
Copper' 	' ' 	 *: 	5,000• 
Lignite . 	. • 	. 	' 	176,000 
Salt 	 • 	-'6,000t000 

1114 



Phosphates  

Befbee 1940 Thesis was the worldes leading exporter 
of phosphate  rock,  although in production it ronked-third after 
the United States and the USSR, The phosphate deposits are a con-
tinuation of the formation Whioh extende across  North  Africa from 
Morocco to the Middle ast, and it is only  in the nature of  the 
outcroppings, proximity to the sea, und case of  exploitation  that 
Tunisian production was so, greatly favoured  for  many ,  yeers. -Firet 
production of 70,000 tons  took place in 1899, but after that output 
increased rapidly until the 2 million ton-per-annum figure was 
exceeded in 1912*  It detlined somewhat during the great war, but 
by 1927 it had reached 3 million tons, From then on production 
gradually decreased to between 11 and 2 million tong per annum.. 
Since the invasion of North  Africa in November 1942, production 
procticelly ceased until 1945 . when it started picking up because 
of the extreme world shortage, 

. 	The TOP content (tricalcium phosphate) of Tunisian  rock 
ranges:between 58-66%, whereoa Moroocan phosphates generally run 
higher thal01%. There is some poseibility, however, that Tunisia 
may develop an economical method of concentrating the Teie content 
in order to make it competitive with the Moroccan output. 

1,17 

. 	The principal market for Tunisian phosphates in 1938 : 
were the United Kingdom (242,859 tons),  France (527,509 tons), 
Italy (about 300,000 tons), Netherlands-BelgiUM,.S .Paia, Kgypt, ' 
Libya. . The total of  exporte  during that year. was 1,591,276 tons. 

• Unlike Morocco, where the  phosphate  mines are owned. 
hy a government corporation, and Algeria, where practically all 
the phosphates. are  produced by one private- Company, there are severe 
prodUCers in Tunisia. The Most:important-of these explOtting companies 
is the Cie des Phosphates et due Chemin de Fer de Gafsa, Since the 
Gafsa deposits have been expleited since 1899 by this coMPe4Y,  their 
output haa been . enormoas, totalling 42 million  tons  to the end Of . 
1930. 1937  production  from the 3  mines  owned by this groUp was 
1,190,910 tons, or approximately two-thirds of total  Tunisien  =tire. 

• Fairly close to Gafsa, Which is the major Centre of 
 exploitation, mentioned above, the Cie Tunisienne  des  Phosphates da 

Djebel Indilla hàd a productiVecapacity of about 300,000 tons  in'  
1937.. The Ste.des Phosphates Tunisienne hastwo deposits which. UP 
to 1937 , 

 had produced 9,400,000 tons of Which production in the latter 
year wos  213,000.  tons. 

The French chemical.and glue firm of St. Gobain has i 
deposit which produced 57,459 tons in 1937. The main Algerian pro-
ducer,  the Ste des Phosphates de Constantine, also has a mine in 
Tuni.Sia which produced  21,000 tons  in 1937, 

. 	FitallY* an'Englisb-owned gronP, the Cie des Phosphates 
du Dis, exploited a mine from 1506 to  1931: and  produced 2,460,000 



tone during that period. Although the mine bas  been closed since that 
time, it still has rich veins 6 to 10 feet thick, and, it mey reopen 
again in the future. 

1944 is the last year for which production Statistics 
s-axe available.  In  that year Tunisian  production  was 522,245 tons, 
against Moroccan  production for the wee peried of 1,444,902 tons 
reverting entirely the pre-war situation, dapaeity during the same 
year. wes eetimated at 1,280,000 tone for Tunisia, am against pre-war 
capaeity of well over 2 million tons, While Morocean capacity had gone 
up to 2;480,000 tons, and Algerian capacity had remained stable at 
540,000 tons.  Bore  again the reversal in productive eepacit7 seey be 
directly attributed to wer damage , but the effecte of this changee 
situation may-be'expected to be of loàg duration. 

' Although Tunisian production had returned te reasonable 
levels in 1944, exports were prectically  non-existent,  amounting to 
a mere 241 000 tons agaiest 4446,000 tons for Merocee and 192,000 	' 
tons fer Algeria. To a large degree, this laàk of mevement was due 
to destruction in the ports of Sfax and La Boulette. Both these ports 
will be in a, position  to resume normal oPerations throughout 1946, 
and  it is peesumed that normal export movement will be possible. 

IronrOte 

Eue to leek of transport  facilities, the mining ,of iron 
ore on  an exportable  scale was slow in getting sterted and it . Was 
not until 1913 that both known ore fields were served witheconaeic 
meane  of  trensport. There are four  principal  deposits* Which produced 
.a total Of 943,760  tons in.  1937 and $21,630  tons in 1938. Air  
due to war damage,  total production  had gone down to 88,863 tons 
but a good quantity of mine machinery ordered under the Military 
requirements programme was being installed,. and exports were expeeted 
to increese through 1945 end 1946. The known reserves of Tunisia, 
at 20,000,000  tons, are far less than those of the adjoining areas 
of Algeria, where 135 Million tons of reserVes have been plotted out. 

• . 	It ic cessible that productive capacity in Tenisia has 
now reached 600,000 tons, or approxiiately one-third of the Algerian 
production and two-thirds of preewar eaPticity. 

. 	. 
- The -Principal mieing.çoncernedsis the Ste des Mines de 

Djebel Djerissa, Which produced 717,97$  tous in 1937 by open-cast 
methode. Its ore is low in phosphoreue.end sulphur, hae a,55% iron 
content and from 2 to 3% manganese. 

Other exploiting companies  are  
• 

Ste' des Mines de Per de Djebel Élata et Djebel BaMcima 
(Belgian), with production  of  57,150 tone in 1937. 

rqg 



Sté dee Mines de Fer de Donaria, with 1937  production  
108,693 tone Of haematite ., 55% iron, 6 to 7,5% silica, 0,6% ' 
arsenic and 6.3% Phos.Phorun 	 • * 	 . 

Sté des mines de Peinera,  1937 production  35,8514 tons,  Arsenic 
content rather  hi. 

$té de e Honilles et,Agglomeres1 . 1937  production 22,3117  tone, . 

lead and Zinc  
• 

Development of lead and zinc mines was rapid, sincethe 
higher value of the ores Counterbalanced the early lack of transport, 
ly 1913 59500 tons of lead ore and 37,400 tons of  zinc ore  were being 

-mined, but 02e total fer that year weethe higheet  on record  and bas 
never since been attained. The depression, and:consequent low prides 
for lead and sino caused an almost complete shut-down in 1933, but 
from then until:the beginning of the second World War conditions 
gradually improved with a maxitum of 28,800 terns  of  lead ore and 1,414 
tons of sine ore were mined in 1938, The var affeeted production of 
these as of other minerals, but nevertheless by 1944 output had 
recovered somewhat and 10,003 tons of lead ore, 1,570 tons of sine 

, ore, were produced. 	. 	• • 	 • 

,The principal exploiting.companiee are the following: .  

Ste Anongme Prancaise du Djebel Bialouf, which producelabout . 
.4,000 tons of lead in 1937, and those - present productive Capacity 
is stated to be 7,200 tons per annum. 

Sté Anonyme d'Pxploitation Miniere en Tunieie, whose  productive 
capacity is eStimated at 4,000 tons per year. 	• 

. 	 . 

Sté Anonyme du
. 
 Djebel  Tomtit  amiable of producing some 3,000 . 

. 
 

tons  of sine  ores per  year,  

- 	Tunieiale the ônly country in  North  Africa which reduces 
lead; oree, and three smelters are in operation, treating not only . 
Tunisian  ores,  bit:BO» of the output frem both Morocco.and 
Occasional  ores  from Jugoslavia and Prande'are smelted here  as  well, . 
Total output of metallic lead .products in 1937 was 24,816 tons, in 1938 
23,790 tons, and itle not believed that  productive  capacity has 
greatly decreased due to,the war, altheugh production  figures are not 
available, 	 . 

Other Minerals  

Among Other tineral prodncts being produced in Tunisia 
are the following: 	*s.. • 	. 

Pluirsuar:. 20 0.  tons per menth Of 97% calcine fluoride.: PrOdnced. 
Miniere'Nor&A.fricen 



Strontium Sulphate and Carbonates  aulphates are 97-98%, Production 

	

'• 	about 300 tons per Month. 	• 

_Mercury:  1938 production of 10 tons of ore.up to.-6.7%'mercury content, 
Silverk, Manganese, copuer„ bromine  are all fouad in varying 

'quantities, . 	. • • , 	. 	. 	 • 	. 
.1.41; General production up to150,000 tons annually, 

:Lignite:.  Production  bas gone.up.t0S7,000 tons in 19414due to the •
Shortage of imported coal .  Normal imports of coal  are 

 ' 	250,000 tons:per Annum. 	. 

Industry 

. 	Apart from mining, industry.is of no great importance in 
Tunisia, and is mainly concerned with food processing and native 
artisenal trades. ..Among the reasons for this are laCk.of:capital, poor 
sources of . pCwer'And. a  labour pool  lacking in 'essentiel skills, 

•The following Are the main industriee of Tunisia: 

oui Milling:  There are about 15 commerCiaImille, and innumerable 
• .native mills providing for local needs, •lhe commercial 

mille'beee a Surplus capicity which. Occasionally , • 
furniehés export supplies of,up to 15,000 tone•per annum, 
There  are  also large grain élevatOrs, one having a . 
capacity of 2,000,000 bushels. 	• . 

• 
Alttentare PastesiThere  are  Some 6o small factories, previding fOr 

,. domestic consumption ind for  an exportable surplus. 
.'of  about 10,000 . tons 4 ' 	. 

The Fiehing Industry  is of"growing importance and althOugh pre-war 
produption.was not much greater than 10,000 tons 

‘. per annul% It is reàlized that the Oulf of Tunis 
• abounds in a wide variety of fish, whieh wOuld 

form the.hésis of à OUCh'larger industry. 
• • • Sponee Pishine  is an industry peculiar to this  part  of- the Mediterranen 

• and Ttnisia produced some 125 tons in 1938, 	• 	. 

The Oannine . Zndustry was mostly clePeeent on fishing prior to the war, 
• - it is now realised that its extension Weill& aid 

_ 	 in the orderly marketing of agricultural produce, 
and progress may be expeeted in the future., 	• 

There are a few refrigerator and cold storage plants but . 
this subject will.be discussed mcte.fully in 0hgpter nee, Other 

•products of industry are soap, Cork, tobacco ben! anâÀietilled , 
 !grits, cement , (9,000  tons in 1939) 6 -There are small repair &lops 

and marine engineering worke which  have  been extended due to . war 

I -0 •  



requirements, and which may form the baste for an expanded mechancial 
industry in the coming years. There is also one Super-phosphate plant 
which before the war produced 44,000 tons in 1938. 

. The native industries are mostly concerned  with  working 
up wool'  leather and brass and copper ware, although some silkfiand 
cotton weaving is carried on, and basketware1 perfumes, furniture, . 

‘pottery and jewellery are also produced. 

POWER 
• IMOOMOMOMMOIO 

' Tunisia is more poorly endowed with sources of power than 
any other part of French North. Africa. Uormal #ports of coal beeore 
'the war amounted to nearly  250,000  tons. The only Tunisian thermal ' 
equivalent is lignite of which 671000 tone were extracted in 1944. Oil 
imports were about 14 million gallons before  the  war, and post-war 
requirements till no doubt exCeed thié figure, - 

Electric power development has been very backward, and 
hydra-electric sources are practically non-existent, as the larger 
rivers meander through . wide valleys with little change of level. The 
only power plants therefore are thermal plants, near the ports of 
entry of imported coal. La Boulette has the most important power 
plant in the country with an installed capacity of 341 800 K W, or over 
SO% of the total capactty of the country. Other small plants are 
located in Sfax, Bigerta, Sousse. 

COMMURICATIONS - 
,.. 

. 	There:are abaut 31 730 miles cif roads in.Tunisià4 of WhiCh' 
about 900 miles are of asphalt or concrete  construction, ' Za additiOal, 
there are some 8,70 miles of light roads and. 3,700 miles of tracks. 
The road network is.suffieient: for the'eConomie needs of the Country, 
and the main roads see.well constructed ea& can withstand heavy treffie4' 
There is a coastal road froa Algeria, and a second.  read, PMSSing thraugh 
Tebeasa in Central Tunieia. Other roads radiate from thé main ports 
of Tunis,  Sousse, Sfax and Cabes, all  thé ports being also eined by 	' 
à coastal road running to.the Libyan frontier. etete a nuaber of 
bridges were destroyed during the War ,  but in most cases temporarY 
bridges have been . erected. , 

RailWAY mileage in Tlinisià emerunts to , 13e9 ell!e. Of this . 
mileaào, only 315 miles is standard. gauge1'owned by the:gevernment and 
operated by the Ste Fermiere des chemins de fer Tunisiens.' 'The main 
line from Tunis links with the Algerian railways at the frOntier town 

' . 0f4hardinaau, Slibeidiary lines running north  of  thià line' are also 
standard gauge, and serve  the  parts  of  Bizerte end  Tabarka,  

• .Nerrow_gauge lines.  (1. metre or.3 ft. 3,3
/15 

in.) have 
. 	.  

à total mileagesof 1054 miles, and are  divided into twO systems; 
the first and more extensive is owned and operated as above, ands' 
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seeree the  area  erom Twits South to gam aid inland from thew 
two,porte. lehe second system with 290 mile of tr ot*, ie ovned 
by the 'Cie des Phosphates et du ehetin de Pet'. de Gafsa,  and was 
built elmarilY for the purpose Of transporting phosphates from 
the mines, .t the port of Sfam:and the sebondarY Port .91.  



CHAPTER FOUR.  

PRE-WAE FOEBION TgAing. 

The pattern or 'Tunisian foreign trade is S3ight17 
diteerent frOm that of the reàainder of  North Arica ) and 
this  difference has and will  continue  to  have  a Substantial 
influence  On the volume et trade possible with Canada and 
other North American•Countries. 

The leergaagraP,hiaal  position  of TUnisia makes lt 
more conoCiously Mediterranean than Algeria. • It is Close 
to ItalT, and has 4 large nuMber  of.Italian settlers.- 
COnseqUently, it'ie nomPreheneible that her trading  relations  
with Italy ehould be TerY iatiMate, and that in the long 
run most  of  her industrial requirements ehould be furnished 
by Italy When they are unavailable in France. 	This has not 
been so el/Vic:sus in recent years, when such reconstruction 
material hae come from America either in the form or lend-
lease or as part of  the  French programme of  dollar imports. 
However, once Italian industries, have been reconetrueted 
and industrial geode are available for export, It scomè 	• 
Inescapable that a large share,  of einieian raquiremeate will 
come from that country. 	Thip is all the more ineVitabie 
When it is considered that Tunisia ie one ot 	chi« 
S4PPliere of olive Oil, and that it depende on thie trade 
for a large part of ita foreign currenity revenue. 

For these varieue reasons, Tunisia has been treated 
throughout this report as a.Yery much lees important market 
than either Morocoo.or Algeria; this more cursory treatMent 
will be cOntinued in the present section, 

Export Trade., 	 • 

It will be remembered that in the ease of MoreeCo,. 
phosphates  are  the Chloe export; in the case of  Algeria, 
wine takee tiret place. The Tunician economy is bated on a 
somewlat.more tYpical products-  Olive oil, which in co/ne _ 
Years.a4nounto ror'one-quarter of the  total 'value of exports. 
Despite the preponderanee ot,thiS item, IeweVer, the exports . 
of Tunisia are perhaps more Versatile than thOse of either of 
its nighboiesè 	To some eXtent, this is du, to the feet that 
TUnisia stretehes from-Nerth'to boUth•aleng the Sea,.with the 
result-that its desert and tropical production are more 
readily available for export than are thoee.of Algeria  and 

 TaniSia* 'Thee, altheUgh wheat,and wine are the  second  most 
important exporte, dates and'ihiga are beginning to show great 
Promise as exPort Oommoditiee, and a censiderable amount Of 
development work, is taking place in an offor ;b . to •4 0n4tiaa 	• 
and market theee products under the most favourable conditions. 
Similarly alto, which is Coimen to all the desert areas, -  
figures in a higher proportion- afien export Commodite than it 
does in either of ite neighboUring territoriee. 



16,636  
. 969,038 

88,361 
1,927,792 

974,438. 
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• • . 	- 	phosphates and iron ore were'both esported in large 
•quantities befere the war. ethough much equipment was - 
"damaged during the war, the iron  mines  were quiCkly reeonstrUcted 
in order to serve British requirements:,  the phoSphates mines, 
however, are making a slower recovery, and it is doubtful  if ' 
Tunisian phosphates will - ever 'return to their pre-,eminent' 
position because of the keen competition of the Cheaper and 
higher quality Moroccan rock..  

The following table giYes thetonnage exports from 
TUnieia in 1937 and 1938 in the order of their  value in 1938 
together with the perdentages of exports going to 'Various ' 

- markets: 

Bxrorte from Tunisia 1937 and 1938.  
(In metric tons unless ôtherwise indicated) 

• Commodity  

Olive Oil 
• Wine (hectolitres: 

Wheat 
Phosphates 
Iron Ore 
Wheat Flour, 

• groats, ate. 
Lead 
Alfa 

• Hides 8: Skins 
Fruit, Fresh, 
dried, canned 

Wine residues 
Vegetables 

• Barley 
Oats 
wool 
Live  Animais  

(Number) 
Fish 
Cork 
Goat and Camel Hair 
Salt 
Meat 
Briar Roots 
Zino Ore  

1937 

14,227 
28,530 

12 7 ,066 
3,025 

16,676 
2,252 

15,730 
34,037 
11,781 
3,642 

174,000 
1,277 
6,336 

.* 	564 
145,796 

853 
192 

3J990 

1938 

35,193 

1,118,865 
22,200 

:1,591,276 
• 802,542 

24,129 
26,780 

129,409 
2,709 

10,713 
5,28/ 

15,795 
12,942 

. 7,937 
904 

101,000 
780 

5,217 
490 

9e,55 2  
- 	80 

186 
1,045 

Fr.43, Italy 37, US 13 
Fr.99 	• 

Fr.75, Algeria 25 
Fr.30, Italy 30, UK 15, SPain 9, 
UK 55, Germ. 20 . 

Fr.90, Algeria 5 
• Fr.90, Belg. 10 

UK 99. 
Fr.62,.Ben.10, ItalY 10 

Fr.83, Alg.2, 45717t 6 
US 66, Fr.17 
Fr.66, Algeria 22,Malta 7 
Fr.47, Algeria 50 
Fr.70, Algeria 30. 
Fr.66, Libya 30. 

Libya 20, Fr.15,Alg. Malta 
Fr.40, Italy 20, Malta 10 
Alg. 75 US 20 	' 
UK 50, USA 27 
Fr.25, Norway 25, USA 11 
Fr. 98 
Fr.97 

• Belg. 100 

Imrort Trade. 

• Although TUnisia is a proteotôrate as is Morocco, it 
haà not been subjected to international  agreements  respecting 
freedom of trade,  with the consequenée that France has been able 

. to benefit from preferential rates.ofsduty. 	From 1928, indeed, 
there has been a virtual customs union,  importe  and exports 
between the two countries and Algeria being free of duty on a 
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- lens •iat 'of commodities. 	'There are. nevertheleég customs 
inspections which affect even'the geode coming from France., 
and the . wat has modified the pretiotis eystêm in many respects, 

• -traces of.:which mey subsist atter  the  war. 	Differeneee in 
living etandarde, coot of living, alailabillt7 of .ProduCts, etc. 
have reeUlted in priee-rixing on different levels In the 	. 

- dirferent territories. 	Therefore; although•customs duties 
are in enspense, the Varioue goVernments have been Obliged to 	- 
levy.the difference between .the import Priée and•the.fixed- 

prioe on many commoditlee. 	This  is  Irittually the same - 
as the  application of.sliding-ecale.duties,*.and - it, is quite 
probable that from a revenue point of  view,  fticee. of these 
levies may continue. • (An examples - Tunisia is generallY 
surplus area  for  01117.0 oil, while Algeria is not.-. Before thé 
war, there waserreiedom of Moeement between the two area0.. 
Under the controlled war eStollemies, howeter, Tunisian Prices 
Were fiXed  far  levier than those in Algeria. . The  result ie that-- 

 . 41geria has to XEYVY.' a.Ysey high equalization tax on importa  
'frem Tindal:a in order  to  maintain the'internal  levai of price0). 

Becauee of the falteUrable treatment accorded ‘French • 
: marchandise,  most pre-wee  importa  CaMe,rrom France: 	The rapid 
're0oveeY Of I4liat indestre, howerier s  euggeets that Tunisia 	. 

obtiged to  import  a good  part  Of its..industrial require-
ments from that .country, and this may.lead to an insietence that 
the  .POstewae tariff etraettreehOuld be modified:  One  way or 
anothati it aPPears that:either.Franee or Italy should'be the 	, 
main benericiaries  of  trade;With Wiisia, thereby ,redueing the 

,importance  of the territory trea.the peint of view Of Canada: 

• . 

 

Cotton  Pieeet 130.0de:were the . largeet•eingle Item or 
'  import  teade.it . the peeimwar y;ealbenearly  ai].  requieemente 

. coming from  France.  Machinery was  the second most  important 
 'categorY, and !ter° the United  States  had  20% of  the trade and 

the United  Ungdom 54. InAnetoe Yehloles  France  >44 90% 
of  the market. 	Other Metal: goods, seen*, rice, ceaip*Petrel . , 
and tea were,the other major  importe  into the area. 	 • 

• 

	

The renewing table gives tennage.iMperte in 1937 	• 
and  19381  listed in the.erder of their Yaluee in 1938. 

- ImPorts into Tunisia in .1937 and 193e. 
(In  metric tene unless otherwise indicated 

2.LIEM.Ut.i 	1937 	1938  Sources %. 

Cotten textiles 	4,435 
Maehinery 	 7,334 
Qther  Meta].  Coeds 	1e,970 
Cars and ehassis 	2 ,597 
Rice 	 " 31,989 
Sugar 

41=',.9gB Fr. 93 
1;959 Fr. 70,  U$ 20,  UK 5. 
3.8,293 Fr. SS, 0erm. 7 
e e621 Fr. 90, VS 84 

	

31,989 	53,435 Indo-China:51, NBI BO. 

	

36,595 	35,0-9  Fr.  99 . 
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Sources  %.  Commodity 

Coal 
Gasoline (heotO-

litres) 
Irdin  and  Steel. 

ôther 
Tea 
Ôther.Petrolaiim 

PrOdueta 
Timber 	. 
Yarn 
PertgffierY & Soeià 
/3ePer 
Clothing 
J'ute Geode 
Rayon  Texti/es 
Cheese 
Teb4000 
Corn ' 
Butter 
Fruit 

Meat 
Live Animal e. 

(Number) 
Pharmaceuticals 
cot tee 
BarleY  
Woollen Textiles 
Vegetable Oile 
Cement 
Fertilizers 
Wheat 

1937 

813,408 

888,077 

85,958 
1,789 

40,433 
529040 
.2.457 
4,31e 

$ 476 
747, 

zes 

1.119 
10.907 

/40 
9.015 

760 

11'600 
410 

1.448' 
1162/ 

115 
2,409 

40 ,085 
5,152 

15,266  

1938 

238,033 UK80, Germ..8, Pr. 

9 25,41 	Routitattia 92 

2/ 0.06 .  Fr. 90. 
2,093 ..111dia 60. Chine 55  

Roam. 150„ U2 28;  Mexico  10. 
Fr. 80, Zugoslavia 25 
Fr. 93 	- 
Fr. 94 	 ' 
Fr. 51, Norway 20.' 
Fr. 70. Algeria 15: 

40 Pr.  Colonies 15.  
Fr. 90 ,  Xeeah 5 ' 
lrze '40. Neth. 25 ,  Argestî 
U8.35, BUlgerie 10  
Pr.  Colonies  52. 
Both» 40, Den.20', Argent. 20. 
Jr.  18, Algeria 16 ,  Egypt 14, 

ItelY 13. 
,Fr. 60, Braell 25 

Algeria 80, Fr: 40. 
•Joi. 98 	. 
Brazil 96 
Algeria 99. 
Fr. 80 ,  Algeria 9. 
Fr.  40, Fr. Colonies 35. 
Fr .. 90 
Fr. 520 Algeria 48 
Algeria 100. 

Iran 3— 

42,970 
58,135 
. 2,448 
4,714 
•,168 
8,60, 

3.282 
800 
225 

1,720  
, 9,837 
1:736 

, 6,158 

725 

85,309 
 404 

1,553 
5.686 

112 
1,832 

21,113 
8. 774 

 393 

a 18, 

Balance of, Trade 	 ' 

The trade oe Tunisia  is  generally deticitary. Latest 
total  trade figures available for pre.6110ar years are for  1937, 
as follower,  



Tunisian Trade by 0ountries, 1967.  
(In thousands of trance) 

	

Imports from 	Exports to  _ 

France 	 p93,398. 	653,323 
United Kingdom 	 45,586 	 156,321 
Italy 	

. 
40,820. 	. 	105,570 

Algeria ' 	•• 	 60,286 	. 	' 	55,809 
United States 	. " .. 	63,399 	' 	28,675 

-Roumania 	 46,258 	'.. 	8,000  
British Empire 	.. 	36,796 	 3,325 
Eelgium 	 : 	: 	17,407 	 12,207 
0ermanY- 	 .. 	81,088 	. 	7,793 
Netherlands f4 Colonies 	. 	9,879 . 	: - 96,406 
'Libya , 	 1,735 	 24,112' 
Spain 	 ... 	 ' 	3,814 	 9,059 
French Colonies- 	 2,841 	 1,303 
Other Countries . 	. 	191,456 	 49,980 

IS*7 

TOTAL 1;324,312 	- 	1,140,876 



CHAPTER PIVE 

COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR CANADA 

-As"Was done in the reports on Algeria and Morocco, 
this section will be treated under the following sub-headings: 

• 
- • 	. • (a) Short term opportunities 

• '(b) Long term opportunities 
(0)  Imports  into Canada fromlunisia 	. • • ' 
(d) Representation of private firms . 

• ' (e) Government representation 
(t) Direct shipping, 

'Short Term Onportunities  

Tunisia suffered more war damage than any other part of 
•French  North Africa and as a result the immediate reconstruction 
programme is more acute here than elsewhere, This is reflected in 
a 7.946 import programme which is disproportionatelyIarge for 	. 
Tunisia, having regard to its Comparative population and economic 
development *  Such imports axe to a substantial degree "non-recurring° 
items, and must be considered apart from the loneterm demand 
which is of more  significance -to Canada* 

' Nevertheless, the short-term requirements should not be 
'cômpletely neglected, as in many cases theymwill lead to repeat 
business, ecknowledgement of the reputability of the imported gpOds, 
and.a large meaenre of good-will towards the snpplying countries. 

Appendix 11.0 to thie report lists the variame'items in 
the import programme which may be of interest to Canada, and not 
all of them will be . repeated here. There are, however, some items 
of particular significance as far as Canada is concerned, and some 
comment le in order, 

. 	• 
The food items, being under Combined Food Board alloca-

'tion, cannot be iteported.direct, but an examination of requirements 
may give some indication as to future prospects in those lines * 

 There are,  for  instance,  3000 tons of various milk produCts, tit-- 
eluding powdered, eVaporated, and condensed Sweetened milki 500 
tons of froien or canned meat,'1250 tons of  malt, and 3000 tons of 
seed potatoes, all appear to be recurring items for which . lonetcrm 
markets May be available.  The same is true of vegetable seeds of 
which 30 tons are required and of radish seed of which 32,5 tons 
have been progxammed. 

sl 



. It will be noted also that 480 tons of truck tires, 34- 
tons of tubes and 8 tons of bicycle tires are programmed for import 
from other sources than.Franne, 

• 	In lumber items, some 12,000 tons of telephone posts 
and pit props axe sought, as well as 7,500 tons of railway tiee, 
»die the normal source of supply os these commodities is either 
Portugal or Jugoelmeia, the total withdrawal of. Jugoslavia from 
world markets places too great a strain on Portuguese resources, 
and it is doubtfUl whether the Mediterranean  basin  can long abstain. 
from placing orders for these products'in North America or 
Scandinavian countries, Other luMber , requirements are equally 
heavy, the demand for planks and boards amounting to 26,500  toua,  
that for oak staves 300 tons*  that for Douglas fir timber to 120 
toue and for plywood to 20 tons, Additionally, among wood products 
there is a demand. for 1000  tons 'of  newsprint, 

The Iron and steel items are eery important, but in view 
of the Canadian shortage of theee commodities no special comment is 
required with respect to the demand for the remainder of 1946. 

In electrical equipment and machinerY, however, there are 
several items whiCh may be of interest, 455 tons of turbo-generators 
are required;in order to reduce its dependence on imported coal, 
Tunisia is contemplating , the extensive use of diesel locomotives, and 
2180 tons of-these are listed for 1946, There are 50 tons of other 
diesel engines, 100 tons of power  shovels, and 1860 tons of cranes, 
mostly electrically powered. 2,000 tons of railway cars, 710  tons of 
trucks and busses, 1315 tons of trailers,,and 100  tons of passenger 
cars are also required from sources other than France, 60  tons  
of flour-milling machinery, 75 tons of ice-making machinery *  50 tons 
of air compressors, and 2,300 tons of mining and other machinery 
complete the list for other than agricultural supplies. 

Am in the  Whole of North AfriCa, %nisi* is.attempting 
to re-establish its farm maChinery position on an economic basis*  
and Coneiderable imports are anticipated. Planned totals are as 
f011ovet plows, 500 tons; harrowt 50  tonal cultivatOrs 100  tons,  
weeders, fertilizers, spreaders*  etc. 20 tons; reaper threshers 
326 tons; feed presses  70' tons; and parts for agricultural machinery *  
100 tons. This equipment is in a different category than most 
reconstruction requirements*  since -agricultural implements and 
maChinery distributed nowwill form the basis for a future demand, 
not only for original equipment of a similar kind,'bUt for replace-
ment parte for many years-to come,  

Few other items are of intereat to Canada with the 
possible exception  of  some  of theChemicals required .  Among these 
the most important is for 415  tous of ammonium  nitrate, 	• 

/51 



Lona-Term Requirement s  

. 	• 	While pre-war trade gives some indication regarding 
items which may be importelnto_Tunitie  in the  future, it.is  of 

 greater utility to examine  future  trade . possibilities from the . 
point of viewof the demand:basedon future econectic 

Economic plansieth respect to Tunisia  have  already 
been diScUssed in general terme in the course:of this report.' - 
Broadly speaking, they concern  transport  facilities, equipment 

mines,  development of ports. fait:tension of cold storage facilities, 
and - increased.mechanization of igriculture, 

. 	• Altheugh a censiderable *Mount of railway • equipment 
' has been included'in the 1946 programme, the world iron and steel 
situation suggests that,re-eqnipMent . will have to be On a long 
term rather'than in immediate basis. rainy case, 1946 demind 
was  only  for the  immediately essential items, and there seems  no  
.doubt that lirgeAnantities of rolling  stock, locomotives, rails,  
railroad ties  and  other equipment.will'..have to be imported uring 
the.coming years, , 	_ 	 , , - • 

. 	, 

. 1n' addition, iMportantfinineial interests are known 
to be interested in develoPing a.railWay running intothe'interior 
from . the port of Gibes in the far south. It ieconsidered that 
this.nreJected ratlwiy-would.be more.economiCal than the'present 
link in bringing,phosphates and other Minerai and natiiral products 
onto wend Markets. 	, 	 • , 	. 

. 	. 	 . 
.Port, divelepment initself Will be an  important recon-

struction problem„; Unlike perte 'in Algeria anarblerreeei the 
Ilinislan ports were seriously deraged . during the war, and altheugh 

' they are no longer crippled, they require vast,amounts  of  materiel 
to.bring ther to their, highest peint  of  efficiency. ,If, in . • 
.additionto this,- a Port' such as Gabee were tO be raised.from its ' 

:present  seeenderY  position,  there would he opportUnities for the 
sale of  larger quantities  of port  'equipment. 	 • 

- 	leaw'reads will also have 'te be conetrieted, and road- 
building maehinery is required not only for these new projects but 
also  for the re-eurfacing of wer-torn rodes  throughout the country.  
Similarlwater=eControlprojectc involving the erectien'of.dams 	• 

. will require michinerY:of  .the same type. 
- • 

although electrical developments:can be by no means— . • 
,a0 grandiose as those .PrejeOted for Morocco end-Algeria, here 
teasoem . ictiVity will be,neeessiry Since further electrification 

:will be urgently requited to implement some  of the  other plane 
outlined -betel/4 	 • 	- 	' 	 ' 	• 	• •  

. One of the most  important plans  is that relating to thé 
Aettineup Of cold -storage facilities.:. Here, unlike the situation  
in MorOCco where private interests &reworking on the question, and  
in algeria where  the  government is formulating the plans, the whole 
aoheme iabeing'deVeloped'under : the finincial  auspices  of only:One . 	. 
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organization, the Bank of Tunisia.' The plans are similar e .hOwever„ 
• to those in other areas, and include cold,storage facilities in 

centres of  pOOduction, leothetmic  transport  facilitieS such as 
'refrigerator  cars  and trueks,.eold storage decks at  the ports,  re-
frigetator ehips, and all the other faCilities Which logically go 
with such a plan; canning plants,'meat packing establishments,. grading 

•• and' insPecting facilities, etc.: 	 . . 

In connection with these  projets'there are two special 
problems which are specifically Tnnisian.'•  The territory is normally 
a surplus area for olive oil. but  in  thè_past euch  of the  exportable 
oil was shipped,to ItalY • where it was tefined.and re-exported in 
tins or bottlee for the food trades. Tunisia now hopes to establish 
its own refining induStry and expert -olive oil to world markets under 
,ite.own ttade names. For thie purpose, it will require refining 
fatilities, *Packing materials, cane, lithographing and printing ' 

•machinery,,etc. •  

, 

. 	The second of these spacial problems is the eonditiéning 
of dates. Tunisia is  one of the important  world sources of dates, . 
but before the war mostof these were sent to Marseilles as picked, 
.and.were conditiened and padked.for the'retail trades in that port. 
Tunieialntends to undertake these functions herself, and for . this 

•Purpose will require conditioning plants (dates are generally treated 
ivith steam to, clean and separate them, and give them a glossy 	• 
surface) and large quantities of packing materials,,inclnding con- 	. 
verted paper preducts. 

• 
'Both.the phosphates and. iton mines were badly daMaged 

during the war, but'it is not.probablè that much of the mining 
machinety:required could be supplied.by  Canada, In the first place, 
there »Enna little likelihood that the phosphate  mines will be re-
equipped to anYthing like their pre.‘war prodnetive capacity because 

• of the great strides made by Morocco, and the consequent difficulty 
of competing on g price Or onelity  baste. .$eçondly, since the iron.  
mines are under contract to ship their oree'to Great•Britain, that 
country is keenly,intereoted in enlogying the necessary mine machinery, 
an  this is now being done under fairly long-term plans Which will , 

• give the  'British  snppliers a Virtual monopôly  in this:diredtion, 

nie . final  long -term plan concerna the mechanization 
of agriculture. - In.this regard, an autline'of 1946 regoiraMents 
has alread been even, Tes_short-term requirement will form the 
basiS of a continuing demand, and, as in.all North Africa, whoever• 
'can scely the immediate necessities-will Wye an excellent 
opportunity to retain/an important share of the market through the 

-Coming years. The demand ts mainlY for teaper-threshers or combines, 
disc plows and harrows, seeders and tractors. Tracked tractors 
are preferred throughout'Morth Africlab. • 

- 	 In addition to:the - demand . based on edenomic policy within 
the country, normal consumption daguindwill reqnite the importation 
of eonsiderable quantities of dOmeet10 electric applianceemotor 
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vehicles, textiles, rubber goods, and certain food products such 
as canned and frozen meats and dairy producte, in 'both of Which 
Tunieià is nermally deficient„ 

. 	 • 
• - 	In lumber and paper products ,  there is some hope that 

• Canada Malt share with the Scandinavian countries an eperned demand 
due  to the probable withdrawal from world market! of 4bgeslavia and 
.CteohOslovakia, both large; SUPPliers of the Mediterranean basin.before 
the war. • 

_ • . 	_ 
In  irOn and steel Products, including Machinery,. Tunisia 

was' formerly dependent on  France  to the extent of about 80.> of  its  
requirementse  on the United Ztates"fer about 15%,,  and on Germany and 

. the United Kingdom for the remainder, France may not be able to 
supply its açoUsicted share for some years to come., and With Germany 
off the market, there ie•some possibilitY that Canada could obtain. . 
a small part of the normal market' as opposed toTthat part: 

. required for the implementation of economic policy as outlined above, 

Igpotts into Canada frem Tunisia 	• 	- 	• 
• 

A glance at pre-war export figures shows - that the main • 
'Tunisian export was  olive  oil. If the nil is refined and packed' 
in containers suitable for retail trade, the value of this export 
will greatly increase  and  TUnisia will be in seare.of world markets. 

'•This  is  one  produets  therefore,  which . it is well to keep in mind in 
connection'eth Tunisian exports, 	. 	_ 

There do'not appear . to be.Mamy other products which 
Tunisia could offer Canada, With the possible exception of dates, • 
which would have tO be-conditioned and pocked for retailing. The 
fishing induetry, however, may provide canned sardines and tuna . 
fish 1  in addition to.spongss which are an important  Tunisian product, 
Other.products which might find asuoutlet are vegetable fibre, herbs 
for pharmaceutical purposes, cork, olives' sausage . casings, sheep 
skins, salt; goat and camel hair, briar•reots, fluorspar'  strontium  
sulphate and carbonate and bromine. 	 • 	. 

Representation of . Frivate Firms-
, 
The Writet , was in Tunisia too short a . time to be.able • 	• 

to . gain an apPreciation of the.different importing.firmsin the 	• 
country.  Be was advised that, due to thé mixed population, business • 

"ethic's were ',Over than,in the remainder of North Afriea, and that 
.it-was •  unwise to deal with any . firm without obtaining referenaes. frel 
a veriete" -cf sources.  The  Banque de Tunisie, in.Tunis, is one such source, 

• A standing arrangement was made, however,.with M. Charles 
Lemaem4 Directeur, Office du Commerce  Exterieur de la  Tunisie  (Cable 
address - OCT),  Hotel Claridge  • Tunisl . wlereby N. Demann is prepared 
to receive ,  requests for representation from Canadian firms,  and 

 submit themto those firms which.he considers the  most  suitable. This 
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, 	. 
arrangement should prove satisfactory to all firms who desire to 
'quote on Items-considered essential to the ecionomy.of the country. For 

. less essential consumer items, there is not likely to be any foreign 
exchange available for 2 or 3 years, and arrangements may be made at 
leisure, after consulting the various references given by the soliciting 
firt in Tunieia. -Generally speaking. it is.not Wise to be represented 

•throughout  North  Africa by oral one  firme  There should be a rep-
resentative in Algeria and one in Morocco. If neCessary. the Algerian 

• representative-may also handle the Tunisian market, both because the - 
latter is of secondary importance, and because the economic ties 
between the two cities are closer than they.are with Morocce„ 

Government Representation  

. Because of its relatively,small population and its 
relatively close ties with.France, it does not,aPpear that Tunisia 
could  avez' te an itportant market fer  more than'a few specialised 
commodities, The area, therefore, could be covered by a Canadian 
government representative in either Algiers or 'Casablanca, and 
in consequence the presence of a representative in Tunisia itself 
does not apPear to be Justified. 

Direct Btivoing 

Tunisia is the most easterly African port which caul& 
economically te served bra line going no further than the Western 
Mediterranean, Since'such aline it already in existence,  there 

, seems no.reason whi it should net call'at Bizerte orle Boulette 
as traffic may require, • 	 • 

• The only manner ln which the government may be of assistance 
With 	respeet te ouch a line is in finding a market for Such return 
freight - as may'be acquired in the cottntry. In the case of Tunisia, 

• this is net as pressing a problem as it is for Morocco, since a Whip 
calling in aTumiggian port will be midway in its Mediéerrenean run 
and will not yet be in a Position ,te take on ballast freight. If 
such were neeessary, the two Tunisian products available are iron ore 

,and salt, and these two commodities shauld be kept in mind if at some 
future date ballast requirements from the Central Mediterranean require 
fbrther study. 

Conclusion'  

• lthough the studyabove is more restricted in-scope than 
these of Algeria and Merocco, it is considered  that  sufficient material 
has been aesembled to  permit • a general vie* of trading Possibilities 

. in the  area  :While the tuturedoeanot hold »out as mueh hope as 
that CfMerocce, or even of Algeria, the market Is by no means • 

.neglibible,' and itie felt - that the present basic review should be 
:followed up at reguiar intervals until euCh time as e Ganadian reP-
resentativeis establiehed in North Africa. 	• 	. 
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APPENDIX "A". 

IMPORT PROGRAMME FOR NORTE AFRICA. 
1946 

The tables. given below are merely excerpts from 
the complete programme, whioh should be obtainable from the 
French SuPPlYCounell in Canada for consultation. 

, 	The synepsis given below is made up chiefly of • 
imports payable in U.S. currency which appeared- to be of 
'interest to Canadian producers. 	In some few cases imports 
payable in sterling or in.neutral currencies have also been 
listed, if there appeared to be a possibility that other coun-
tries would be unable to . furilish, and that U.S. currency might 
ultimately have to be used in payment. 	AU  figures-are in 
metric  tons.. 

schedule 	 PROGRAMMED IMPORTS 1946 INTO: 

Number 	Description 	ALGERIA MOROCCO 	TUNISIA  

• 

0080.00 
0039.00 
0061.00 
0063.00 
.0942.05 
0999.05 

1013.00 
1031.00 
1201.10 
1211.00 
1449.98 

2014.00  
2060+00 
2063.00 
2064.00 
2401.00 
2468.90 
2468.90 
2813.00 

Meat frozen  or  pros. 
Milk, oondensed Sweet 
Milk, evaP, not sweet 
Milk, powdered • 
Casein glue (in la 
Industr Casein (in g) 

Malt 
Cereals 
Pulses 	. 
Seed  pot atoes (in g) 
Vegetable fats ,  

Solvents 
Truck tires 
Truck tubes 
Tires bicycle etc. 
Lucerne grass seed 
Radish seed 
Vegetable seeds 
Starches 

	

400 	- 500 

	

-3847 	850 
1855 

	

65 	290 
• - 	-20 
20 

	

2000 	i250  
• 530000 	135000 

	

9150 	• ' 15000 

	

4000 	' 	3000 

	

400 	• 	- 	- 

3 

	

1674 	1000 

	

186 	90 

	

109 	' 55 . 5. 
 5.6 

. 	19.7 	- 
20 

110 

«IRO 

480 
34 

32;5 . 
50 

3681.00 ' Women's 'clothing (in £ ) 

	

.3990.00 	Menes clothing . 

	

4034.00 	Telephone posts. (in  Meut) 4000 

	

4039.09 	Pit Props (in Neutral) 	2000  

me. 

5218 ( 	12000 
30000 ( 

70 
834 	1000 	 5 
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SCHEDULE 	 PROGRAMMED IMPORTS 1946 INTO: 
B 	 DESCRIPTION 	 . 

NUMBER . 	 ' 	ALGERIA MOROCCO TUNISIA 

	

................... 1. 	•■••••■•■••■■• 

4039.00 	Crossings or ties (Neut) 	1000 	 - 	7500 
4060.63 Douglas fir timber 	 470 	 - 	120 
4130.00 	Planks and boards 	 3100 	105 	26500. 
4118.00 	Sawn lumber (Neutral) 	22787 	 - 	 - 
4201,10 	Oak staves (Neutral) 	, 	9000 	450 	300 
4214.03 Plywood 	 210 	1202 	20 
4288.00 	Tool handles 8 	 - 	. 
4711,00 Newsprint 	 4118 	1894 	1000 

5451.05 Asbestos fibre (in 4 	 - 	801 
• 5722.00 Light magnesia 	 6 	50 

Other magnesia 	 36 
Cement from France 185000 . 
which may have to be pro- 
vided from ether sources. 

IMe 

5022.00 	Bars for ,reinf concrete 	10280 
6023.00 	Steel bars 	 . 12287 
6026.00 	Alloyed Steel 	 253 
5029.00 Machine wire 	 8536 
6031.-- 	Sheet steel 	 6603 
6034.10 	Galvanized sheet@ 	 2631  
5036.00 	Black iron sheets 	 232 
5035.10 , Other sheets 	 5011 
6045.00 	Angles & shapes, A.D. 	17132 
6051.00 	Rails, 60 lbs & over 	 5058 
6052.00 	Italia under 60 .(in 2.) 	2003 
6063.00 Pipes and tub" 	 501 
6081.00 	Steel wire 	 1214 
6082.00 	Galvanized wire 	 1057 
6085.00 	Galvanized screens 	 502 
5087.10 	Steel Cable 	 738 
6091.03 	Welding wire 	 284 
6099.00 	Rivets, washers, screwsleto 	732  
6121.00 	Articles galv. stamped, etc 	327 
6126.00 	Enamelled ware 	 96 
6131.00 Metal turniture 	 50 
6144.00 	Petrol stoves 	 48.5 
6412,00 	Copper ingots 	 4200 
6545.00 	Nickel ingotz 	 1.5 

7008.00 	Turbo-alternators 
7045.00 	Diesel-electric locomotives 1200 
7057.00 	Domestic elec. refrigerators 	55 
7058.00 	Bloc.  refrgrtrs to 1 ton 	4.5 
7078,00 	Radio receiving tubes _ 	5 
7073-77 	Domestic apparatus 
7141.00 	Diesel locomotives 	 896 
7147.00 	Diesel engines 	 79 
7201.00 	Power shovels 	 1010 
7215.00 	Cement mixers 	 220  

	

13856 	9319 

	

3254 	203 

	

700 	4648 
726 

	

2200 	2507 

	

2905 	100 

	

_ 	2690 

	

1580 	5717 

	

1235 	0272 

	

700 	1545 

	

1180 	190 

	

600 	200 

	

350 	200 
75 

	

140 	151 

	

25 	100 

	

405 	509 

	

250 	 - 

	

250 	50 
18.5 

	

300 	 - 
- 

455 
1040 

375 

8 
95 

	

123 	2180 

	

182 	50 

	

364 	100 

	

. 16 	50 
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• SCHEDULE 	 PROGRAMMED IMPORTS 1946 /NTO: 
• 	B 	 DESCRIPTION 

	

NUMBER  	 ALGERIA  MOROCCO TUNISIA  ------- 

	

7223-26 	Levelers & scrapers 	 215 	92 	 - 

	

7227.00 	Bulldozers 	 15 	37, 	- 

	

7228.00 	Roadbuilding machinery 	204 	65 	- 

	

' 7224-34 	Cranes (sôme in g) 	 196 	62 	1860 

	

7511.00 	Rock drills 	 27 	36 	 - 
, 

	

7605'00 	Flour-milling machinery 	 5 	' 	64 , ' 	60 

	

7628.00 	PaPer machinery 	 30 ' 	400 	' 	- 

	

7650.00 	Ice-making machinery 	 30 	84 	' 	75 
7853-54 Refrigerating equipment 	. 	55 ' 	238 

	

7657.00 	Air-conditioning equipment 	134 	' 	24 

	

7705-06 	Air compressors 	 289 	'111 	' 	50 
7750.98 Minfng and'other machinery 	585 	217 	2300 

	

7810.00 	Plows 	 611. 	973 	' 	500 

	

7814.00 	Harrows, etc. 	 613 	'217 , 	50• 

	

7818.00 	Cultivators 	 92 	259 	100 

	

' 7827.00 	Seeders, fertilizer spreaders 90 	181 	' 	20 
783940‘ Otber cultivating machines 	54 	 _ 	' 	- 

	

7849.00 	Reaper-threshere 	 992 	524 	' 	326 

	

7859.00 	Other harvesting machines 	150 	296 	' 	- 

	

7896.00 	Feed presses 	 362 	64 ' 	70 
7899.05 Parts for agric, machinerY 	455 	200 	100 

	

7899.98 	Other agric. machinery 	 88 	248 	 - 

	

7902-05 	Trucks, busses, etc.  •• 	1500 	3766 	' 	710 

	

7908-09 	Passenger ears 	 275 	,1950 	100 

	

7931.90 	Trailers 	 118 	186 	1315 

	

7966.00 	Railway cars 	 4000 	2048 ' 	2000 

	

8020.05 	Naphthaline (in g) 	 180 	80 ' 	16 

	

8011.00 	Toluene 	" 	 50 	30 	 - 

	

8012.00 	Xylol 	 n 	 ' 50 	 1 ' 	- 

	

8023.00 	Phonic acid 	et - 	 12 	 4 

	

8024.09 	Cresyl 	" 	 66 	160 ' 	60 

	

8060.00 	Vanillin 	n 	 1.5 	- ' 	- 

	

8205.06 	Calcium cyaniden 	 2 $  . 	30  
8205.98 ,Paradichlorobenzene 	 60 	' 	10 ' 	20 

	

8258.19 	Synthetic resins " 	 50 	4' 

	

8258.19 	Plyvinyl acetate " 	 10 	166 ' 

	

8300.00 	Acetic acid  • 	4 	 . 	 84 • 	30 

	

8303.0 7 	Citric acid 	" 	 25 	• 	30 ' 

	

8513.00 	Butyl alcohol 	It 	 10 	10.5 

	

8316.00 	Acetone 	 n 	 . 	55 	15 
8317.00 • Butyl acetate 	e 	 • 	18.5 • 	15 . 

	

8329.98 	Hexachlorethane " • 	 20 	 - 

	

8423.00 	Carbon Black 	n 	 55 	. 40 

	

8505.00 	Ammonium sulphate" 	 15000 • 	4000 

ale 
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PROGRAMMED IMPORTS 1946 INTO: 

ALGERIA MOROCCO eumisIA  

SCHEDULE 
B.  

NUMBER 

6604.00 .  Dynamite 	 (In £) 	• 60 	55 	10 
8609.55 Trinitrotoluene 	.1 	. 	60 	55 	.. - 
8609.96 Dinitrotoluene 	* 	. 22 	50 	80 
. • 	- AmmoUium nitrate 	" 	 - 	- 	.- 415 

■ 
9592.00 Carbon pap!r 
9304.00 Pei:mile 
.9309.00 Yountain pens 
9315.00 Metailie Peu nibe 
9899.01 Ruberoid 
9824.00 Shaving brushes 
9800.00 Matobes , (in Neutral ourr. 

3.2 	2 
- 

0.15. 	- 
0.9 

250 

450 

*HO 
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APPENDIX "B" /70 

THE MAIN PORTS ON NORTH AYBICA 

Generally speaking, the Mediterranean Coast of • 

North Africa.00nsists of rocky cliffs which are the semward 

*extension of the mountains extending throughout the length 

of the area. The Atlantic Coast, on the other band, consists 

largely of sandy.beachesequilly difficult Of acceso. Mie . 

• number of natural harbours is therefore restricted, but never. 

H theleso a number of good artificial porte have been created, 

.and  these are sufficient in nuMber, capacity and equipment 

•toserve . the needs of  the area. 	 . ' 

• The nature of the information detained 14th .  

respect to the various.ports Was lacking in:consistency, . 

With the result that some ports are described: in greater 

detail than.others in the accompanying.notes. Only the main 

ports are discussed.* These consist of the porteuteasablance 

and Safi in Morocco, the ports of Oran, Algiers and Bone in 

Algetia, and  the-ports of Bizerta,, LaGoule t te-Tunis and Sfax 

in Tunieia. 

THE  Pane OF FRENCH MOROCCO  

In 1937 Casablanca handled 71.1% of total imports 

into Morocco end 76.2% of *exports. There were. in that year a 

total of 1,922 entries, with à total tonnage of 4,200,000 

registered tons. .Only 705 of these ships were French. Imports 

amounted to 654,000  tons, and exporte to 1,567,000  tons, of  Which 

Casablanca  
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1,2100,000  tons vers  phosphates. 	 • 

.There are 10,000 feet of wharfage, With space for 

35t.  40 vessele of draughts up to 23 feet. There are also two 

floating  docks, à phosphates wharf,  coaling end Oiling facilities., 

There  are  two 100E4ton floating cranes *  travelling transporter 

craned, lighters, dredges and tugs in sufficient quantity,te 

make for speedy loading and unloading.  Port  facilitiesexe 

generally used for  loading and dischargieg Cargo. _00od rail 

connections to the. remainder  of.  Morocco exist. Moroccans hoPe 

that Oasiblance.  may One.day become the trans-ehipment point 

for West African ports, small coasting vessels being used * 

 thus relieving ecean-going merchantmen from the necessity  of  

calling in at the . many undeveloped ports in the area. With 

good air communications acmes Africa, there is also some hope 

that express shipments may be landed here for forwarding by air. 

Some consideration is being given to the development of a free ' 

port in order to facilitate such transit. 

Safi 
ie the next meet important port ,  and has been developed 

chiefly for the - purpose of handling 'export of phosphates. it ià 

well equipped>fér this pureSe, but 10 not particularly suited to the. 

distribution of imports* except in the case of mining eggipment. 

Pedalo 
between Casablanca ,and Rabat, is the main port for. 

mineral oil, since most storage tanks have been erected here. 

It also hes vegetable oil processing plants. .  

Other porte used on occasion by ecean-going vessels are 

Port Iyautey,  Rbeador,  and  Masaean.  The port  of Agadir,  in the 

far south,  bas  not been developed, but if a railway is built inland 

from this point, it might become of great importance in handling • 
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mineral production. 

TRE PORTS OP ALGPeIA 

General  
Eadh of.Algorials ports is cut off from the-remainder by 

the mountaine, which reaCh down to the sea in most areae. Thene mountains 

alse.oet Off from each other the three. important '  coastal plains and 

centres of population. Ae a result, the ports of Seau, Alaeria  and Bone 

. are in man7 respects of equal  importance, and when the volume of trade 

warrant s it, calls ohoulfibe made at all three,-since  inter-communication  

for  internai  distribution  te  costly. 

Algiers 	 • 
in the  main port of Algeria. It lies on a‘wide bay, 

well protected from all directiono except the North-East.  Ships can 

therefore ride at aneor in mosteeasone without  trouble.  The inner port is 

protected by breakwaters, and can be ueed even.  by the•largest:naval units. 

-Ulnloading facilities are adequate, cipanen up to 100-ton capacity:are 

available, on most docks, tugs and lighters are in sufficient »umbers. 

Rail facilities are available on. ell . wharves. There is a large plum- 	' 

phates dock capable à: handling 900 tons Per hour. 

is almost as important as Algiere-as a port for general 

merchandise. It is the distribution point for the  whole of western 

Algeria, and aleo the main port for the shipment of wine. The port is 

well protected, and has adequate .facilities for loading and Unloading 

ships Of'any.draught. ' 

Bone 	 • 
is the main port for the Shipment of iron ore and phosphates. 

ozu 

Although somewhat damaged by the war, its facilities are sufficient for 

the limited commerce of  the  next few years. Leading facilities are • 

excellent;  well oVer 1,000  tons  of either iron Ores or phosphates  . • 

can  be loaded every hour. Suitable for ships of any eizee, 



. Secondary ports are Mostaganem;  near Oran, Bougie,  , 

between Algiere and Bone, and. Philippeville, which is.closerto Bone. 

The  latter shipe considerable quantities of iron ore, iron pyrites 

• • and rock ealt. 

• 'There  are also a Considerable nueér of mineral ports, 

which  are  little more than anchorages with electrical conveyor belts 
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'extending ont to sea on piles, and permitting rapid loading. Chief 

among each ports are (from West to ast), Port Kelab4 Merea Bonrin, 

Beni Sâf, Port Braira  and  Delly.  Most of these'ports axe ueed for 

the ehipment,of iron ore.  • 	 . 	 • 

	

- One further port.ie worthy  of mention. Mamours, on the 	. 

	

. border of Morocco, isbeing used more and more to  serve the  Western 	. 

part of MorocCo. Ite s chief importance is as the centre of the vegetable 

. fibre industry, and as à port for the eipment of alfa, manganese ore, ' 

lead and zinc. 

THE PORTS OP TIIRSIA 

In point of tonnage, Sfax is the most important port in 	. 

Tunisia, largely because of the outward movement of phosphates. 

In 1937; total freight handled through this port was 1,639,877 tons, 

of which 1, 1490,225 .tons Were exports.  Most of  thiatonnage was ta 

phosphates, with considerable quantities of alfa as a secondary product. 

- There are good facilities, inelnding à 1450 foot phosphates dock 

capable of loading 940 tons per hour.. There are a nuMber of 20-ton 

cranes,  tugs, lighteri, -and bunkering facilities.. 

Tunis 

•4nls 	iteelf is the second largest port, but if it is 

considered in conjunction with La Goulette, about five miles away', it 

is a more important port than Sfax. Total freight handled ta Tunis 

Sfax 
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in 1937 was 1,127,472 tons, of which 711,288 tons was outward. bound. 

The La Goulette tonnage was 905,128 tone, of which 905,128 tons 

. were export cemmetties. Tunis is an the Lake of Tunis, end  te 

reached.  by à short  canal aeross the neck of land at Laeoulette, 

and thenée by a dredged canal across the leake.• Both ports are 

available to sea-going *hips of 21 feet or more, while ohips of 

higher draught can be unloaded by lighter at la  Goulettes  The ' 

latter  port handles much of Tunisia's iron Cee„ While Tunis handles 

phosphates. There are adequate unloading facilities, but no repair 

• yards. 

Sousse 
The port  of Sousse is the fourth largest in Tunisia, 

handling 494,000 tons of freight in 1937, of Whidh 447,581 tons were 

export commodities.  •Exports consist. Plainly of Alfa, olive oil, wheat . 

and barley. Tba . harbour ie available for ships drawing up te 20 tons. 

Bizerte 
AlthOugh Bizerta is only fifth in merdhant tonnage, 	. 

.having. handled 375,148 tons of merchandise in 1937, (of Whie 217,863 

tons were export conmoditiea), itois in many wee the most important • 

ln Tunisia, because of its naval installations and the consequent 

availability of dockyard and repair facilities. Ships of any size 

may enter the port, and facilities for loading and unloading are good, 

as are communication* with the remainder of the country. 

Monastir. Mandia and Gabes  

are the remaining ports of Toilets, but are of secondary 

importance, handling not more that 30,006 tons of merdhandise annually. 
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APPENDIX nen 

SCHEDULE OP TOUR 

19 October 	1945- • Left Ottawa 	• 

31 October 	1945 	Arrived Liverpool 
-- Arrived London' 

	

3 November 	1945 	Arrived Paris 	. 

	

12 November 	1945 	Left Parie by RAP (TC) 
Landed in Naples 

	

15 November 	1945 	Left Naples 
Landed  in  CagliostiO, Sardinia 	• 
Artivéd Algiers 

	

5, December 	1945 	Left Algiers, Travelled through Eastern 
to 	. 	Algeria, Some deys in Tunis, visiting 

	

13 December 	• 	Bigerta. Stop in Bone on return journe. 

	

13 December 	1945 • • Returned Algiere 

1 January 	1946 .. Left Algieré 
Arrive& Oran 

	

..3 „january 	• 1946, 	.Arrived Rabat, Morocco 	 • 

	

10 January 	1946- . 'Trip to Meknes and return 

	

. 14 January 	1946. 	Left  Rabat  • 
. ,..eertved CasablanOn. 	H-•  V V  

• 	, 
17 January' 	1946 ' 	Trip to Ouarzazate to visit mines' 

to 	V 	antito Martarech 	• 	- 
. .22! January 

	

25 January 	1946 	. Left  Casablanca  
, 	. 	Arrived Rabat for plane to Algiers - Rome :  

January . 1946 	Plane left for Algiers 	_ 
' 	Arrived Algiers 

1 February 	1946 - Yaiting for onward trensport . to Rome, 
to 	 •  enue - to RAF strike, finally transferred 

8 February 	 to'Air France to go to Paris: 

9 February 	1946 . Left Algiers by plane tO Paris 	• 
Arrived Paris. 

I% 
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Total  number of dais 	. : : 	113 

Total number'of working days 

. 	. 	. 
(Days spent travelling, arranging for accommodation, or transport, 
ormerely waiting.for transport:under conditions where  no  work 
cCuld be  done, are excluded from the number of effective working 
days .  On the other  han,' 'many weekends'éntirely devoted to work 
are included, Nevertheless, 43 eut of 113 days must be reckoned 
as having been lost,to the'Çanadian Government:due to the :-• 
extreme difficulties.of travel, accommodation aniUgeneral 
"hOusékeeping" arrangements.  This record of effeotive.working•,. 
deys  was  kept solele to demonstrate the point that individuels 
must waste  à great:deal of time unless their complete tour tan. ' 
be planned and transport arranged in edVenteo' Thie.  is net Yet 
possible in ilieny ereas.)' 	 • 
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APPENDIX "Do. 

List of Interviews with Respect to • 
'Tout  Of North Africa .  

'Motel This list is exclusive of-interviews with French' 
officials in Washington, New York and'Ottava,'and 

• with Canadian  exportera. in  Montreal and Toronto. 
' 	which occurred prior,to departure. 

•
. 	. . 	. 	 . 	_ 

 Each indiVidual• JO enly'listed once,' although 
freeent . follow-up visits were necessary in many 

• ,caees. 

- .LONDON 

Air Marshall Johnson , 
• Group Captain.Wee. 

To facilitatetransportly eAF Transport Command. 

'Messrs. Rudd, Langley, Priestman, Holmes, Jones, Canada House. 

PARIS 

Messrs..Vanier *  Magema* Rae ,  Forget, Siison, Lamontagne* 
Hebert e  Rive, Carter* Bellemore, Cote. Beaulieu, Canadian 
,Embessy. 	 • 	- 

HerVé'Alphardi  Director General *  Commercial Relations , . 
Ministry:of Foreign Affair's. 	. 

CoMdt. Bonneau*  African 'section,' POlitical Division- - 
Ministry of Foreign,Affers. • 

R,. de  roucht4 *Director General, External Trade, Minieter 
of National EcOnemY 

me: Masurel„ .Director, African Section, Ministry of 
National  Economy 

Mr. Comte* Minister of National Economy 
Mr,  Peter, Director Genera4 Ministry of Colonies 	. 
Mise Aline Chalifour, Ministry of Justice . 
Lester Mallory.,..Agrioultural Attache, U.S. Embase 

•0.• H. Hue, Mgr., Royal Bank of Canada 
Bessie, Import-Export,' Casablanca 

Adrien Girand*  exporter Colonial produce 
Canadian Army Staff 
Canadian National BailWaye • 	'" 	• 
Jean Duraux, Publisher and editor, Algiers 
Bernard Toussaint,  Ministry Of Foreign Affairs 

Baraduc . Ministry of Foreign Affairs.. 
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W. B.  Wed*  European Mgr, Maseey Barris Co.  Ltd.' 
ben,Dawar*  Surplus  Army Stores . 	' • 

Lt.'  Col.  McFarlane *  Surplus  Stores 
'Lt. Gen. Maurice Pope, Allied Commission 

B. Nicoleedes*  Greek Foreign Office 	 * 
Jacques Leal, IMportErport 
B.Aelelty, Gen. de Gaulle's cabinet 
S. de  Miribel, Gen. de Gaulle t s cabinet 
Maj. Brodie, going.to  Algiers to purchase Oranges 
M. Clinkard,  New  Zealand representattve. 	. 

ALGIERS 

Major Bedgeon, Town Major. 
Major Stevens, H.Q.  British  Troops North Africa 	• 
Brig. Pickering ,  Commander, B.T.N.A. 	' 	• 	- ' ", 	. 

4i. Newman, Signale Officer, BTNA , wle. Russel, Re (Transport Command) • W/C. Craig, RAF 219 Group 	• 
Maj. McCreery, Canadian Army, Puréhases for Armq (with  Ma..  Brodie) 
L. H. Pull, Managing Director ,  Barclays '  Par* 	. 
Darryl Wilson, British Consul General 
T. Simonds, Commercial Secretary. Br. Consulate General ' 
Heyward Hill* U.S. Consul General . 	 . 
Gerald Sykes, U.S. office of War Information • 	• - 
Marion Leonard*  Comnrcial*Counsellor„ U.S. Consulate. General 
C..Bueh, LOckhead Aircraft 
Frank Fowler, Chief, U.S. Eoonomic Mission 	• 	' 
Gilbert Stiebel, journalist 	 . 
Mr. Lynton, California  Research  Corp. (Oil reserveeMérth'Africa) 
Emile Rigollet, President, Chamber of Commerce of Algiers 	• 
M. Gillet*lOirector General *  EconotiO Region of Algiers 
Mr. Petit), Secretary, Chamber of Commerce  
John Harrison,  British  Council 
Cte. Alain de Sertglay, editor, Echo d'Alger . 
Mr, Manning, Br. Consul in Tunis 
W.  H. Eumphreys, U.K, Commercial Corporation 	. 	 • 
'G. Kissaok, Chief, U.K. Economic Mission - 	 • 
L. Musard,  Assistent  Chief Coordinater of Econ. Affairs  in 
M. Costes, Statistidiat, Office of Coordinator of Econ. Affiers-
My Bouche, chef de cabinet, Office of Coord. of Econ. Affairs 	. 

Kottnauerè U.S. Economic Mission 
Paul  Picquet, President, Synditat  Commercial 	' 
Mfi-Jourdain, Secretary, Syndicat Commercial . 

 M. Dave, Gen,  Mgr.,  Librairie,  Hachette 	- 	2 

-alai Burroughs-, 	Council 	• 	. 	• 
Maj,' Patterson, Br. CounciI.io Morocco 

' M.  Kruger* , President* Federation of Wine Merchants  
Ph. Payel, repreeentative Of Çockshutt Plow 
M. Lefesore, Off.. of Coord. of Econ. Affairs • 

. 	• Zen Clark:, repee of Swift ec Go. 	. 
M.  Brement, local reps -, Masney Barris Co. Ltd. 

I go 
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. 	, 	 .  
AZG•ERS .(oontinued) 	

. . . 

.M. Grasagne, Secrétary-Ganeral, Algerian Government General .-  
M.  Fabregoulle, Asst, Sec.. General, Algerian Government General 

Paure, Secy, Gen, for  Econ. Affairs,Algerian Government General 
. M. Emazd, Chef de Cabinet,.Algérian Government.Ganeral 

M. Villevieille, DireCtor Publie Works,Algerian:Government General 
M.  Lecoanet, Mg,'Dirootor, Algerian State Railways ' 	 • 
M. Bise, Director of Equipment, Algerian State Ballways . 

. h. Ranent ,  ) 	-• 	• 	- 
M. Serval ) 	>port  groupe interested.in • . ." 	• 

• M, Buteb 	agricultural machinery 	• 	- 	• 
M. Souraux ) 	• 	 • 	' 	' 

_ . M. Lombard, iiporter of  books  and publications 	- . 
M.:PeIgnerolleS,...Director of Finance, -Algerian. Government General 
Superviser Gordon, Canadian Army.on parchasinemission 
Andr4 Roussel, President, Federation of Bepredentatives and 

	

Com4rcial TraVellers'_Syndicates 	• . 
G. de Montgolfier, Oie Charles Le .Borgne,  shipping agents 

• W. T.  Thomas, • U.E. Economic  Mission 	: 
. 	Louis Vignes, Mory &  Oie, shippineagents 	. 
: 

 

1 6 ardhek, mg. Director,  Ste Africaine  des Etabs Mory 4 Cie. 
M. Ehrhard, Direator, Econ,, Section, Algerian Government General 

. P/L Donet e, RAP Seoutity Specialist on native problems . 
• Christian  Cardin, Dir. Gen.. Coord. of Bcon,  Affairs  for  N.A. • 

• M. Alduy,.Directeur 'du Cabinet of Governor-General 
• Yves Chataigneau, Governor Caneral. 	 : 	• 	• 

Mdi - de Longevialle, DireCtor Ganeral of Empire Equipment, Ministry 
' 	of National Economy, on  tour  of North Africa, . 

, 	M. , Garein, Dir, Algerian Tourist and Commercial Office (OPALAC) 
M. - Stupfen, Oie Generale Transatlantigoe • • - 

: 	Col. Viaxd, Algerian.rep. in French Chamber of Deputies:. 
M. Nodon,  Civil  Administrator, Bon Saada area 	. 
M.  Hayoun, rep, of Coleman . Lamo and Stove CO. 	• • 

• 
 

M. Dabost,.Mg. Director, Worms&Ole (bankers and shipping agents) 
• Andre Guerin, Mgr. of Foreign  branches, Worms & Cie., Paris . 

 Gastone Conte, plasties importer 	 . . 
•Lemoyne, Frigidaire repp seeking other agencies 

E.  A. Chanter, : starting import basinees 	• 
B.  Relaxes -cue, construction contrator 

: 	•  de Villas, Director of  Reconstruction  - Algerian Govt. General 
. 	H..Lefevre-Paul,President of Syndloate iof Hotel proprietors 

M..Revel, Ste. Africatne.des Etabs Mory& Cie 	 ' 
:- 

 

M.  Mercier, Pres• Banque Nationale du Commerce et 4e l'Industrie 
Marcel Theron, President.of Syndicate of Algerian  Mines 
Leon Buell  owner of  Barytes  Mine, 	. 

- P,  Battait, director, Foreges et Ateliers de JeuMont. 
• Potato Conte,  Free,. of Syndicateof Chemical Importers and Merchan 
' Roger Watin, Pres.  of • Offiée-EqUipment sYndicate. 

ed,JAndre, Dir,  of rightediay eqUipment, Algerian State Railways 
- " U, Souraut, Dir, of - roliing stock, Algerian State Reims 

M. Bertin, ek4 Dir. Cie Labour, electric power producers 
- H.  W.  Mills, Montreal Shipping Co. repp 

. M .  Estienne, Cie. Africaine des Transports Tropic/fax .  
GaPt. Foy, S.S.. nAlexandia- Park°  from Montreal.• 
M. Gagnon, Air France 

. 	Lt. de Cheney, Air Prioritiee . • • 	• 



TUNIS 

IO L 

Mr,  Brennan, British Consul General 	' 	 • 
M. Jamet, Director General at-Residence General . 
Bey of Tunis ' 

• • • • .Gen, Rist, Resident Geneeel 
• Prime Minieter of native  gavernment under the Bey 
President of Bank of Tunisia 
M. Rodière, Secy. General, economic Affaire,Residence General 
M. Oulman, Director of Finances, Residence General 
Charles Lemann, Director of external.Commerce (OCET) 
M. Leclereq,.Etabe Leclerca, Oockshutt Plow Co. rePP 
P. Parrenin, President ) 	etabs Parrenin & Cie, Massey- 
M. Dumas, .Mg. Dir.. 	) 	Harris reps. 

CRAN  

M. Hurlin, Manager for North Africa, Massey-Harris Co, Ltd, 
Edouard Kruger,  Free.  Oran wine merchants' syndicate 

RABAT 

BM Simeon. Canadian business man in Morocco 	• 
C. Monin, Ageiculturist 	- 

• Georges Huguenin, cork producer' 	, 
M. Guiramand,-Chef du Cabinet Diplomatigue, Residence General 
M. Marshat, - Sec. Gen,  Political Bureau, Residence General 
M. Bouseiere, Chef de Cabinet to Sec. Gen. 

.0ant e  Dallier. Military Secretary to Resident General 
M. Luciers, Secy. Gen., Residence General 
Col, Mcerith, Br. Minister/donsul.General ' 	 • 
Mb Girard, Dir. of Public Works 
H. E. Gabriel Puaux, Résident General 
Cte. M. de Fontainieu, Ageiculturist and Importer 
M. Butscher ) Office Maracain d'Exportation et d'Importation 
M.  Loutre]. ) 
M. de Castelbazac, Secy. Gen., State Bank of Morocco ' 
M. Buchere ) visited large truck farmsof these 	 ' 
M. Flegu.e ) 	 individuals 
M. Soulmagnon, Dir, Econ, Affairs, Residence Géneral 
M. Pellet, external Cozeerce . Sec. Residence General 

, Admiral de la Fleche, fishing egpt sec., Residence General 
M. Boullinier, director of large manganese mine 	• 	. 
M. Bandon. Dir. Office Oherifien des Phosphates ' 
M. iriger. Dir. SteCharifienne deeleetroles 
Col. Segues, Dir. Native Affairs Section of General Staff 
•Edmond Spitzer, Mg. Dir., State  Bank ,of  Morocco 

, M. Dubois, Chef du Service des Mines, Residence General 	. 
M.  Chancel, Counsellor to  the  Sultan 
Georges Donhet, starting  import-export  business 
M. Perret - visited farm 

• Comdt. Soleil Habouw interested import trade. 
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ASABLARCA •  

Neyse Serfati, Coleman Lamp and Stove l'eP. 
J.  Bessie, importer - 	• 	• 	• - 
Mg,. Baille, president ,- -Ohamber of Commerce 
M. Dauphin, Dir„ .Comptoir Metallüigique 
M.  Crase, Past President, Chaniber Of Commerce 	 . 
M. Marill, Vice President, Chamber of Commerce 
S.  Renaud,  Sec., Chiaber of  Commerce 	 • 	• 

Frier6 i importer-exporter  of sereala and wool 
M.  Zneb, ileporter. 'paper and cardboard 
Director of Chargems.Beunis: . 
Director of Ste Marocaine  des' Etapa Deiteotry (ships' chandlers) • 
M. Barre ,  Gen,  Mgr., Credit Lyonnais 	 . 
M.  Revelli, Asst. een.. Mgr.. Credit  Lyonnais 
M. Angel>. eir. Henry Bemclle  SA  (Massey Harris Johnson line) - 

 . M. Morel, Asst. Dir.' n 	. u . , 	• 	. 
' M. Restany, (no  Marocaine, Miessey Harris 

Chereau, Mgr. State %fflt ' of  merooco 	 . . 

M.  Ueda, British Consul • , 	 . , 
M. Cest.10, U.S. àoilde• 	 - • • • 	„ 	• 
Ifib  .Moilnotl .  President ) 	> Manufacture Papetiere 	' 
.144 Méraire, Me. 	- • • - 	. du %roc 
M. • Garcin.• President. Syndicate of merchants in Merocco 
M. Bar, SYndioete of . cheeC el importers 

leeeide, Syndicate of 'Office egypt importers and ilerchenS. 
M. .Pellagrin. *Syndicate 'odpaper dealers 
M.  estort, Syndicate  of  'lumber. importers 
M.  Fournier, Syndicate-of .  Mining industries 
M4 Viand, •President of Representstiràs 83 Commercial -Travellers! Assn. 
M. Cases*:Syndicate of electrical equipment  
M. Colombet. Syndicate  of  rubber merchants  
M. Huyglie, mine  ()kerb  shipyards, 844Piué  Co. lndustraliet • 

- 	Zdonard Rinnen, architee 	• 	. 
- M. Veleta. ,Belgi an:linen& engineer 	 . 

: 
 

Jacques • 4e C:embert. •importer 	. 	• 
M.' peen. St-,' Nelt040 dUmpsettition au 'Maroc 

• 
Mi Pagnol, largest Wine producer in Morocco. Visited farm ' 
M. France,eldest settleri; Visited large 'farm. . 
M.  Gaeagnol, 'wine and citrus fruit. Visited farm. 	- 
M. Fontan, ée ed> producer. • Visited  10, 000  acre 'farm. 

Mauakeoh Area 

M. Boulinier, director, S.A4 Centre ci'Études Miuisres 
M. Moulinou,i wine mgr., Mine de 1 qiinl (Manganese) 
Col. Salanid,' military governor of district 
M. jacquinot, Minister' for North AfriCan Affairs, on °tour cf 
M. Ponthus, chef de cabinet  
M4  du Oolombie , exlkdet on  native affairs 	' 
M. Maheu, native  arts  and crafts 

MEKNES AMA. 'MIES AREA 



RECAPITULATION 

Number,et.Individuals Celled Upon- 

London 	 7 
Paris .  
Algiers 	 92 

sTe 
Robat 	 30  
Casablanca 	. 
Meknes 	 •. : 14. 

 Mauakech 

Total 	 • el 

'Note: This list does net include repeat Calls, In Àlgiere, fer 
instance,' the actual number of— calls,' including followrups,. 
was  233.. Pollowrup was not as frequent in Other localities. 

• because of lack:of time  but total nuMber . of calls during 
the trip was slightly over 400, Total number of effective 
working  deys  (apart from travellineendidays devoted solely 
to finding accommodation, arranging transport,'eic,) Was 

• 70, .Average number of calls r &per working day. Of the . 
working-days, many Were over weekends, Otherwise, meet 
office work was dene.at 

The above deee not include-purely  social.  emitélee; 
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